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ABSTRACT
This document is ccmposed Of five eseays.on Various-

aspects of school-desegregation. In "The Community Context of Five.
Desegregated Schools:Systems of Power and Lrfluence," Mercer Lee 4

Sullivan provides a comparative description of the schools studied
%and introduces the term "culture contact" to'organile,hie daia. In ,

"Coping with Desegregation: Indtvidual Stiategies'and Organizational '
Compliance,11 Jacqueline Scherer and Edward J. Slawski, Jr., make the
distinction etweem desegregation as an event and desegregation as a
process. "The Organization and Representation of Social 'Race
Relations in Six Desegregated Schools,P by Dorothy C. Clement ahd J.
Michael Livesay, discusses black-white relations and the coisJraint s
which shcepe these relationehips..George V. Noblit and Thoma W.
Collins explore the economic,.political, and cultural conte s of the.
alienation of black students in "The Social Context of-Allena ion:
flew Policy Research on Lower-"Class Black'Students,in Desegregated
Schools." In "Integrating the Desegregated School: Perspectives,
Practices and Possibilities;" H. Andrew Sagar and Janet War&
,Schofield distinguish between desegregation an1 integration using the
_concepts of assimilation and, cultural plurali (RIV)
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Preface

By Murray L. Wax c

Late in 1977NIE began to receive drafts of the
final reports from the research teams tvhich had
participated in the Program in Field Studies in.
Urban Desegregated Schools. While the authors,
had triea to sketch the more general implications
deriving from their investigations, nonetheless t4e
reports tended to be detailedly ethnographic about
a specific site. Moreover, the researchers had felt
the need th protect the identities of their sites and
the identities and privacies of the participants.
Also, it was obvious that the schools studied were
among the best within their systems, 36 that if there
were difficulties in the process of desegregation, the
particular school was an illustratidn of a general
situation, and not a case hat merited individual
criticism.

At a meeting in Novem r 1977, agreement wgs
reached. that the investigating teams should
participate in a small venture toward achieving
more general conclusions Gorr' 'the ethnographic
specifics of the separate cases. Each team proposed
or was assigned a particular topic or theme, with
the notion that its members could secure relevant
data concerning each 6.f the other sites. Thus,'
instead bf five final reports, each of which might
have mentioned something about a topic such as
the relationship ofiower-class black students to.the
school, there would bea single essay integrating the
findings about the alienation of such students from
schools that were supposedly desegregated.

Inyhe production '. of these essays, there were
practical problems because of inevitable limita-
tions on time and money. In an ideal situation, all
of the members of the research_ teams would have
assembled together with all of the dati in a
common location and devoted a number of weeks
to the exchanges of ideas and information. Instead,

we had to tsansact the ihternhanges by correspon-
dence. Again, each of the teams has accumulated

- from its ethnographic researches quantities of
fieldnotes which merit more refined coding and
analysis. ?But, under the pressuresrof time, and with
the requirements of \producing reports that could
be of use to those who set policies on educational
rriatters, more rapid and superficial procedures
had to be,utilized. Nevertheless, the findings are -
noteworthy.

So much that has been written about
desegregated ichools has been, based on rumors,
anxieties, and sensationalistic media exposure. In
contrast, the essays of this volume are derived from
prolonged, careful, and- intimate studiA. Pri-
marily, the researchers relied upon ethnographic
observations, but they supplemented this by struc-
tured ,questionnaires, sociometric tests, and a
variety of other and ingenious procedures. As is
evident from Sullivan's summary, the five schools
are widefidistributed throughout the nation, and
are situated 'in different types of communities.
Thi:ee of these schools (Crossover, Pawnee,
Wexler) are situated in relatively new buildings
equipped with excellent faCilities, and two of these
schools began with special and high level curricular
programs. Our findings ihus derive-from the better
side of America's schools; thelssues here are not
incompetence, or corruption; or misfeasance, but
the genuine problems of schools that have been
assigned the task of coping with the requirement of
desegregatioh

Working in isolation from each other, each
author was led to repeat basic information about
the various research sites. In consequence, when
the five essays were set together as a unit, the reader
was subjected to an intolerable level of repetition.
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Patritja Rosenbaum undertook the task of editing
the separate essays and eliminating the repetitions.
Because of his topic, Mercer Lee Sullivan has
pro ed a comparative description of theivarious
sit d so his essay has been situated early with
th descriptive material left intact, while in the

_
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remaining essays it has been substantially deleted:
It provid natural to situate the essay by Sagar

and Schofield late in the volume because it
attempts to draw conclusions from the separate
studies toward educational changes that will
achieve iqtegrated schools.



I. The Community Context of Five
Desegregated Schools:
Systems of Power aid Influence

By Mercer Lee Sullivan

One of the great values of ethnographis, studies
in desegregation research is ate revelation of just
how different are the local instances of desegrega-
tion. Ambiguities inthe defmition of desegregation
resulting from the enormous locals variation axe so
greaf that we have proposed a heuristic redefmition
of desegregation in terms of "culture contact" in
order to bring to bear on the understanding of
desegregation, the experience of previous scientific
investigations of similar phenomena throughout
the world. The common factor in desegregation is
that groups socio-culturally differentiated from
one ancither are brought together in schools. The
nunfber "and relative status of such groups differ
from one school to another, but in each school
there is a situation of culture contact. In the
anthropological tradition of culture contact
studiell, we see culture as arising from the form of
the community (Arensburg and Kimball l905). In
Many ways, understanding of the desegregation
process depends on analysis Of the-articulation of
the organizational forms and administrative

Theoretical and Methodological
Considerations

Unit of analysis
The ethnographic study of school desegregation

necessitates the use of a number of methodological
traditioni and areas bf substantive knowledge in
social science. Individual schools are formal
organizations and bureaucracies, and may be
considered appropriate sites for application of
methods of analysis uied in studiei of other types of
burealacracies such as businesses, governmental
agefacies, hospitals, armies, prisons and factories.

processes Of schools with the 'situation of culture
contact in the community. Desegregation plans
may develop in an atmosphere of tension, but they
do not develop in a vacuum. Many parties, from
local to national levels, are involved, each with a.
unique definition of the situation and COMM-
ponding xgenda.

The case studies on which this volume is based
focused primarily upon the building-level school
operation and the social interaction of staff and
students. They analyze various features of the
internal organization of the schools and social
relations within the school context. They venture,
to some degree, into the community, but this essay
will focus entirely on a comparative analysis of the
local communities in which the desegregated
schools were located, and on the local socio-
ecboomic, cultural, political and administrative
configurations within Nhich the schools operate. It
will also explore the local configurations of interest
groups and their agenda in relation to tke form of
the rotnnuinity, and the outfomes for the
individual schools.

Studies of such institutions are numerous and offer
Much guidance in terms of both substantive know-
ledge and methodological sophistication. It has
been argued, however, that organizational
sqciology has had less experience with educational
organizations than with others, and that the
methods developed for the study of factories and
other -institutions in the private sector cannot be
imported wholesale for the gudy of- schools
(Calhoun and lanni 1976).

44,
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In particular, the study of school desegregation
demands that the unit of analysis be extended
beyond the boundaries of the school to include the
.community and the culture of the participants.
Arensberg (1942). pointed, out that roles are
imported from -the community into the organiza-
tion, and argued that organizational sociology
should include this level of analysis, but this pre-'
scription has not been followed until fairly
recently. The study of school desegregation
demands 4a conceptual...framework that includes
cultureand community on two grounds. First the
,"product" of schools is the inter-generational trans-
mission of 'culture. We must ultiniately evaluate
schools in terms of the competence which they
impart tti students for participation in adult roles
in the labor market and in civil life. Second, the
project of desegregation involves bringing together
students of different cultural backgrounds. We
mu.st focus our attention on both the behavioral
and 'associational correlates of these cultural dif-
ferences, cipecially on their effect on access to
educational resources as well as.on the socialization
of cross-cultural attitudes (that the desegregated
school engenders).

Interactions of studenta and staff in desegre-.

gated schools must be understOod in ternis.of the
behavioral expectations that they impart:Um
their lives in the larger community, as well as in
terms of the task-related Constraints imposed by the
school organization. Organizational sociologists in
the past have concentrated their analyses of
"informal organizations" on the responses of
'participants to the rules and rolei prestribed by the
formal organization. To the orgt9izational
framework for understanding intera6ons, we
must futther adduce some framework for under-
standing the role and rule structure of the
community. This research tradition is to be found
in anthropology.

In anthropology, the definition of the COM-
munity as a unit of analysis is much debated, and
this question has relevance to the topic at hand. In

'seminal definitional attempts, Conrad Arensberg
(1961) argued that a community is not merely p.

matter of geographical boundaries or even of
sentirriental ties. Rather, its boundaries 'fie to be
determined by its completeness as a sample of the
culture! The community unit must contain all the
roles needed to perpetuate the culture. Neither a

4

&ormitory suburb nor a monastery, for example,
. could be considered a community since they recruit
their members from a wider and more complete
unit. A complete community contains two sexes,
three generations, and all social classes and groups
which are defined in the culture. The obvious
problem_with this formulation is that modern
society is so specialized and interdependent that a
strict interpretation of the definition would, allow
but one global community. Julian Steward (1955)
took exception . to this overly strict definition,
proposing that the local unit be considered in
relation to higher levels- of government and
influence. The local unit was then related to higher
levels by specifying levels of socio-cultural
integration.' .

Desegregation studies make practical demands
on this academic debate. Without trying to resolve
the issue finally, we may point out some of the
problems of unit of analysis and suggest some pro-
visional solutions. First, desegregationmust be seen
as'a natibnal movement and policy which affects
the previous autono of local decision-makers.
Second. the operant to be discussed as "the
local community" should t some relatively
complete socio-culturil unit. Thus, in cases where
migratiOn across political boundaries is- associated.
with the desegregation process, the community
fink should be defined to include thie entire metro-
politan area in which the process is occurring. The
word "community" is not used to describe one
segment of a total unit, such is "the black
community." In this essay, we will speak of interest
groups within the community, and of neighbor-
hoods, as geographical subdivisions.

00.

Change.= political prociss
Although organization,' sociologists have stud-

iat the relation of culture to organizational beha-
vior, and sotte anthrogologists have begun to apply
ethnographic methods to the study of schools and
other organizations, it is the social historians who
have posed the most interesting questions about the
relation of culture to organizational form. These
arguments have developed particularly in the study
of educational history. Michael Katz (1971) and
others have argued that the very organizational
form of -the modern educational system is the



historical result of societal reaction to the cultural
differences in the population resulting from suc-
cessive waves of immigration. Such feargres as
political autonomy of school governance, centrali-
zation, certification syStems, ability grotiping and
vocational education, which are often taken as
"given" by those whose lives they affect, Came int,
being historically as a result of societal mandatei
for social control and socialization of a productive
work force.

Another aspect of educational systems in this
country has been the salience of education as a
political issue, and as an aripa for social conflict.
The function of educational institutions in the
transmission of culture makes thetn vulnerable to
disruption in times of ' socio-cultural change.
Demands for change are made in institutions
charged with inculcating values and skills needed
for participation in society when those values and
skills are changing -rapidly. Desegregation obvi-
ously represents another example of such demands
for change in the form of educational organiza,
tions. In such times, the assumptions that ways of
doing things are "given" and somehow, naturai,are
harder to maintain. Conflict over how the school is
to be organized and what should be tiught is
prevalent. The relations among interest-group
politics, the organizational form, and the social
functions of schools become mere noticeable and
more controversial. Thus, desegregation of the
schools may be seen as a political process which
.results in a change in the formal organization of the
schools.

f

Community culture and
institutional process

Many theoreticians Ave described the
American political process in terms, of pluralistic
interplay of competing institutions (Tocqueville,
1954; Coser, 1964; Sills, 1968). In these theories,
the link between the community, its economic,
social and political organization, and the course of

public policy is the complex of voluntary associa-
tions and interest groups which provide collective
channels of interaction for the various categories of
society. If, in fact, the form of schools and the

'development of the local labor market and political
structure are related, then the local variations in
the desegregation process should reveal some of
these cohntrctions. The utility Of such an analysis
could be great. A systematic comparison of local
variations in the form of community types of
cultural differences and their effects on the *-
segregation process may begin to show us what cin
and cannot be expected under various circum-
stances.

The works of toleman (1966) and Jencks (1972)
hive leftca heritage Of pessimism in education-4
research. If schools merely pass on the inequalities
of the wider society, how can desegregation hope to
succeed? Yet the broadness of such statements
about the relation of school and society is as
unsatisfactory here as it is in the formulations. of
Katz (1971) and the reviSionist historians; our
society is 'characterized by great diversity in regimi.

' class and cultural groups, as well as in
organizational arrangements. Broad theories
about the school-society interface, ,wheiher those of
Coleman (1966), Jencks (1972), Katz (197-1) or
Bowles and 'Gintis (1976) neglect this diversity.
Having concluded that there is a relation between
education and-class, we must go on to discover the
specific transactional arrangements, the uni5ue
local processes by which school and society are
articulated, the ways in which conflicts arise and
are mediated, and the organizational .resuhs of
these 'Processes.

In this essay, we will forus on the organizations
and interest groups which influence the course of
desegregation in the study of 'communities, des-
cribing the historical process of desegregation and
the identity and role of the groups which contri-
buted to the plans. Our primary interest will be the
description and compa'rative analysis of the way in

-which the intei'play of interest groups in the
desegregation process set the stage for the inter-
action of students and staff within the schools.
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The Schools and Their Communities*

A

SheridarillighSckootin New York
The history of public education, in New York has

been influenced since its inception by the waves of
immigralidn and resulting ileinands on the 'schools
(Ravitch, 1974). The Brit public school system wall
initined in the 1850s amid : political stiuggles
betwien Irish- and German Cathblic iinmigratits
and the ruling Protestancelite. When the Catholic

e. groups wereltot able to obtain puhlic funds to run
- tReir ó schooki, they began buildink their own

'44sysitem. Over the next half :century; howevek, the
immigrant politital machines gained contiol of
municipal yolitics# .including the public school
system which, Was closelyr_tied to _ward politics.
About th.turn of the'century, ifie -next -Massive
wave of immigration froni eastern and southern
Europe'. Inticipitated another 'majot battle ove*
control of.ihe ;chools. The reform movement of
that eras representing the politically displaced

4 Protestant elite\ took power briefly beforkthe rust
Wosld War aMd centralized" the school system,

. introducing modern bureaucratic organization
and teaching methods-. the political maehines
shortly regained control of the city, but the removal
of the school system from local politics was accom-
plished ancl. would not be challenged until the
1960s. Since the days of thireform movement, the
upper classes, 'the very iich and Powerful national
and internatio4al ntling class Of managers and
qwnershave for the Most part retreated from
direct participation in local governmens.and its
institutions, inctuding the schools.

Immigration into the city diminished between
the impositiOn of strict quotas in 1924 and the
1940s when a new wave began, ibringing
newcomers - from the Arnerican South, Puerto
Rico, the Caribbean and the Pacific Orient. Soon
the schools were caught up againin a controversy
which was eventually to alter the political structitre
of Control. The city instituted its first desegregation
plilins soon after the first Brown decision, but none
rnanaged_to achieve racial and ethnic balance in
'the schools. Segregation in the city was de facto
rather than de jUre, based on segregated housing

Ale

r

Except for New Xork and Memphis. the names of all
scilools and coMmunities are pseudonyirious.
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patterns. The late 1950s saw the of
many interest groupi in both black and white
neighborhbods, attempting tb influente desegre-
ration decisjons. Successful bOycotts of the s'chools
ivere stalked bY both aides.

By the middle and lite 1960s, -a .clitinge
strategy' had been adopted by minority groups:
After yeirs of unsuccessful "disegrtgation," a riew
demand .itent up for decetimalliation and
communky control. This led to the most bitter
struggle ovei the Schools in recent history', which
has influenced both th atutudes of thecommunity
anct the,organizatIonal foriaa of Ihe schools to the
present. In 1968, the tea union went on strike

protest -the -action of an _eiperimental
caununity-confaled.,. district in u-sitiferring
several white andJewiih, teachers. The system was
staffed predominantly by.white and JeWish people
(and remains.so), and the racial-ethnic polariza-
tion developed in that time still remain. The strike
thus set tpe stage for the decentralization legisfa;
tion of the following year. During the earlystages of
planniogr the teachers' union had ,supported
decentralization, but it switched its position
drastically during the course of events that led to
and occurred during the' strike.

In the 1970s, niw issties have arisen which corn-
plicate the array and itrategies of the various edu-
cational interest groups. Minority grtnips have,
been greatly fragmented in their interests. The
issue of bilingual educationfor example, has split
black and HiSpaMe interests. The battle for
desegfegation still goes on in many neighborhnods
of the city even though much energy is also spent
trymg to gain or maintain control of the elected
corn'in unity boards. Federal enforcement of
desegregation plans has finally caught up to the
large northern citiei and' sanctions have been
threatened aiainst ,the city school system With
regard to both goupings of pupils and hiring and
assignMent of teachers. The proportion of minority
teacher's compared to the proportions, in the
general population in New york is one of the lowest
in the country.

Sheridan High School as a desegregated school
hyst be understood in the context of the above
hTtory. The student population of Sheridan

13



.during the years of the study was approximately
40 percent Spanish-surnamed, 25 percent black,
15 percent Oriental, and 20 percent white. This
mivure for the most part derives from the patterns
of residential transition in the surrounding neigh'.
borhood. That area of the city has, over the past 20
years, changed from a predOminantly Jewiah and
Italian population, representing the older waves of
immigration, to a 'hewer populaion group of
blacks, Hispanics, and Asians. The Chinese
neighborhood has increased five-fold since the
1965 changes. in U.S. immigration law'. One
segment of Sheridan's population, however, does
'represent a specific piece of bdesegregation
planning, although the decision to pair two feeder
schools in a distant black neigf3borhood with
Sheridan Was made nearil, 20 years ago when 'the
Sheridan neighborhood was predominantly
white. These students ride the subways to school.'
Most other 'students walk or use the regular city
buses.

Aittloii-no one in the school is even av-iare -that
the school Oarticipates in a "desegregation" plan of
any sort.'Rather, the school is mote conscious of the
fact that itdoes not participate in the decentrali-
zition plan. Students come into Sheridan from
feeder schools controlled by locally elected com-
rdunity boards. Both of the comniunity districts
which Contribute students to Sheridan have been
controlled by militant minority political factions
which arein Conflictwith the central bureaucracy.
The teachers' union is heavily polarized against
these conunrity boards, in part because the
communitykaardi have a certain amotkht of dis
cretioti in luring outside the union-backed lists.
The union lists in 'many teaching categories have
been clotted for years, limiting job access for the
more recently-arrived mAzority gmups. Sheridan,
therefore, his very few minority staff members in

, comparison to its feeder schools.
As a result of its complex administrative and

political position in relation to the rest Of the city
' and the school system, Sheridan, as in individual

schools, is 'largely isolated from the community,
-which it serves. It is controlled through a large,
centrarbureaucracy, and its parents' organization
is tiny, unrepresentative, and inactiye. Indiyidual
parents have little interaction with the school or
knowledge of what happens to their children there.
There are two exceptions to this pattern, however.

a -
Several of the teachers and staff members live inthe
same areas of the Community as the families of thif
dwindling population of white students; families
who are more middle class than are those of the
minority students. There is some cenect contact
between the school and these families. The other
exceptatn irthe Chinese population, for whom the
school has special synikKalic eignificance twice a
year. One occasioNeChina Nite, a student-
producetfshow that iS well attended by the Chinese
popilation; the other is graduation, at which
Chinese students normally receive a majority of
special honors, despite their small proportional
representation in the school. Sheridan, like many
urban schools, does not have a promineir symbolic
place in the tbtal community. It has no football
team, for example, and there are no other
functions comparable to China Nite for other seg-
mentknf the community. The two exceptions to the
school's general isolation noted here are correlated
with the much greater academic success of white
and Chinese students, over black and Hispanic
students in Sheridan.

If Sheridan is isolated from direct parental in-
volvement, however, it is constantly affected by

'outside forces witlf respect to the issue of providing
equal educational resources to all racial-ethnic
groups. Community interest groups are con-
stantly manipula on these issues.
Bilingual p ahd Chinese
spe4,4 students uceet. A large
pah df the curricul through Federal 4
compeniatory educitton p . Strict tracking
has been forbidden, althoti plex pystems of
ability grouping still e ase becoming
increasingly stratified. Thest Oates from
above, however, are impl within the
school in isolation from direCt ilrental involve-
ment. In this Atmosphere, the effects of the
mandates easileybecome distorted from their
original intentions. Because the use of IQ tests foi
placement, and the coneomitant system of tracking
were branded as discriminatory, the powers above
have specifically disallowed their usage. The
school's curriculum has, if anything, become more
stratified. On one hand, it has compensatory
programs and business and vocational programs,
while, on the other hand, it has, on its own
initiative, createl several elite curricula.

The white popuTation of Sheridan, and of the
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city schools in general, has been dwindling rapial.y -
since the l950s. Desegregated education was aban-
doned by many at the point where minotity
students became a majority in the sptem. The pros
portion of minority students in the public Artois
now is much higher than the proportion in the
getwal population. This discrepancy reflects
several factors. First, minority members are immi-
grants to the city and are usually yoUnger than the
members Of More established ginups. Second,
there has been a movement oui of the central 'city
by the White population. Finally, many among the
remaining middle-class white population .disdain
the public schcrls. Private school attenstance has
increased greatly over the past 20 years;. private
schools are now middle class as well as upper class
institutions.

Wexler Middle School in Waterford
J Waterford is an old industrial city. Its popula--

tionframe from much the same sources as that of
NeviYork: successive waves of immigration, first
from Europe, and more recently, from the ,
American 'South. About 20 percent of the
population of the city is black: Tht-' political
economy of Waterford differs from that of New
York in that it is more dependent on hciaVy industry

in contrast to New York's combination of multi-
national headquarters, communications indus:
tries, and light manufacturing= -; 4d ttte,tzulifit
class elite has never retreated frogsritkal politics.
The black middle class does have a Alec and blacks
are represented on the school bolt).

School segregation in Waterford has historically
beenfie facto,,based on risi4ential patterns which
were and are highly segregAed. The desegregation
battle did not 'really beiOn Until the late 1960s,
.when the state began to apply pressure to the city
school system. More recently, federal santions
have been applied, resulting in the loss of some
federal funds. No hate comprehensive desegrega-
tion plan has yet been found acceptable by the
state, for reasons which involve lioth severe
residential segregation in the city as well as the
strategies of black interest groups. The board of
education;s b ac kinstriberst have voiced support for
desegregation, but they have always opposed mass
busing. Given the residential patterns, no feasible
alternative exists. Some efforts have been made to
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build new schookbetween black and White areas to
allow open enntflment. btu such measures are not
adequate to the overall problem. Gives their op-
position to Busing, the strategy of the black
community has been to- seek improvement of
educational resources available to them. The-black
schbols---im.. the city are significantly more
deteriorated than white schools.

It, is in this context that Wexler Middle School
was opened as a magnet school. The new school was
located between black and white neighborhoods,
and initially recruited its student body through
ope9-enfollment, aiming at roughly equal prOpor-
tit4if of blacks and whites. In addition, the new
sChool has an excellent physiCal facility and
inchttied several special academieprognuns It was
explicitly designed to serve as a model of
integratioty. combining a balanced student body
and faculty h thetest resources available in the
system. Its p pfas also designed to promote
iniegration. The a4pidance of obvious ability
grouping .and the ptoyiqon of a large variety of
extra-curricular acti efeerefitisigned with these
goals in mind. '

Wexler has been highly visible in the'community
as a result Of, the publicity prelenting it as an
intended m 1 of integration. These expectations
had definit results on the internal organization of
the particularly with- regard to the

QM n of underplaying racial identity (see
ement nd Livesay, this volume, for a fuller

-discussio
Both lack and white community groups

primarili viewed Wexler as a highly desirable
resource and sought to secure -access for their
children. Further, the racial, percentages of
Wexler's student population have been highly
visible since the school opened, and black and
white groups have seen themselves in competition
for places in the school. Whites havenever demon-
strated a high level of support for integration, but
the black community has been split by its dual
desires for integration and for quality educational
resources. The oppositions and strategies of
interest groups have been evident in the pressures
and controversies surrounding ' the decision-
making as to how the student body should be
reCruited.

Before the school opened, both black and white
groups exerted pressure to increase tiie percentage
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of places allowed them. Sonic segment of the blaa
population has always been frustrated; die corn-
binadon of racially-balanced open enrollment and
ex&llent facilities-and progrims tesulted in many
more black applicants than white, given the
greater benefii Wexler offered blacks, who had
been relegated to inferior schools. (Also, many
white parenti were fearful of a desegregated
school.) Consequeritly, more blacks were refused

1 During Wexler's second year of operation, the
open enrollment plan was replaced by a feeder
school plan, not because of controversies over
racial percentages but because of overcrowding in
the school sisteni. The new policy greatly
complicated the .debatel over percentages,
increasing the proportion of black students in 'the
incoming sixth grade to nearly two-thirds. It also
increased the student population and led to over-
crowding in the school, as in the system generally.
Some white parents resented this change and called
for a return to open enrollment, evidently hoping
that the old percentages would be restored. The
debate reached such a level that public hearings
were held, but the feeder pattern was retained.
Rather than-being seen as a model of integration
and quality education, Wexler now seems to be
'regarded in some circles as a black school with
overcrowding.

The political processes Which affected the school
took place at the community, not tte school, level.
Disputes and decisions were publicized in the local
papers; community-wide interested gToups lob-
bied; public hearings were held. As a symbol of
desegregation-integration, Wexler was responsible
to a much larger community than the parents of its
students. At the level of the school, there were dif-
ferent pressures from black and white parents. In
general, white parents tended to be more critical of

"Ilhe school and intervened in the conduct of
activities more than did black parents. In

'particular, some white parents objected to
activities which, they claimed, pursued social goals
at the expense of academic work. This "academics
first- perspective came from middle and upper-
middle class white parents who did not particularly
value desegregation, but Valued'Wexler for its
academic resources and reputation: The activities
which they objected to, in this case, were discon-
tinued. Pressure on the school from blacks involved

:

O.

npt so much specific activities as the intire general
issue of access. The change from the open enroll-
ment to a feeder school zecruiting policy may also
eventually affect the attitudes- of white parents.
Under open enrollment, there was a voluntary
attitude about desegregated schools, since,parents
ennalled-their students by choice. This self-selec-

.
don principle no longer applies in the futurF.

Patonee West High Schiaoland Pawnee
Pawnee is a medium-sized city, located within

the orbit of a large, midwestern metropblis. Its
economic base, consisting of three large industrial
plants, is more monolithic than diversified. These
plants not only provide the most important source
of employment to Pawnee residents, they are res-
ponsible for the historical recruitment of most of
the city's current popidation. In the 1940s and
1950s, the plants actively recqted migrants from
the South, both black and white. Although blacks
were segregated in housing and, consequently, *in
the lower units of the school system, there was %lily
One high school in the Community until 1958.
Thus, blackti and whites attended at least high
school together.

Currently, Pavfnee's population is about 10
percent Hispanic, 27 percent black and 63 percent
white. Whites and blacks have left Pawnee in
recent years, whites moving to the more affluent
metrogblitan suburbs and blacks going to the
central city. The general out-migration can be
attributed to the seVere economic recession of
recent years; the plants suffered difficulty and the
town's commercial center declined. During this
time, residential segregation also declined.
Though much of Pawnee's population is poor,
many blacks and the More recently-arrived
Hispanics are especially poor and occupy the most
dilapidated housing in town. The desegregation
movement gave great impetus to minority political
organization activities. Receiving-aid from the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored Peoples (NAACP) Legal Defense Fund.
representatives of Pawnee's minority community
entered a successful action in the federal courts. In
the early 1970s Pawnee was initructed to
desegregate its schools by a federal court, issuing
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one of the first slich orders to a northern city.
Initially, the school system resisted, claiming

that the only feasible method would entail large-
. scale busing and the costs involved would cause the

quality of educational sefvices to decline. Bain&
rather than 'the general qtiality of education,
became a major issue in the tan. Numerous
interest groups, emerged, and attitudes surfaced
.which had been imported from the.South _but had -

been shorn, by the process of migration, of the
restraining context of traditional community
structure. An overt white racist organization
committed terrorist acts which drew national
attention to Pawnee's grow* political struggle in
the-schools. More moderat white organizations,
though disclaiming any link with the terrorists,
demonstrated in late numbers and engaged in
maneuvering through legitimate channels to halt
busing and desegregation. They also attemOted to
set up private schools, unsuCcessfully for the most
part. Busing began on schedule, under much
security.

In this context, the school board found itself
faced with the necessity to build a new high school

Pawnee West. Everything about-the planning of
the high school, from site selection, to physical
design. to its administration, was influenced by the
copflict in the town as well as by the underlying
social cooditionii, and by the process of political
change that the controversy over desegregation
helped to initiated. By the time the site had to be
chosen, conflicts over desegregation hail already
given considerable impetus to the emerging
political organization Of the black population. This
group exerted pressure to have the new school built
in the predominantly black sitle of town. White
pressure groups pushed another site. An eventual
compromise resulted in reconstruction on the site
of the old school between black and white
residential areas. The fact that black interests were
strong enough to necoessitate a compromise, how-
eVer, was seen as a victory.

The architeeture of the new school was a
response to the fears of whites, particularly those
who feared the expansion of adjacent black resi-
dential areas. The new Pawnee West was an
expensive, modern facility with no windows
opening to the outside of the laver stories, designed
for maximum physical separation of the school
from the community. The inside, however, was
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poorly designed to tacili tate social control, with too -'
many staircases and visually leapt:led areas. The
conflicts between blacks and White), stimulated by
the busing controversy camet inside, where the
fighting that Characterized the opening of the
school eventually led to the elimination of lunch
perioda...Seheduling was also affected by the fact
that the original plan of the school had called for a
"house" system which had to be abandoned, even
though the physical design was gased on that form
of organization.

The traumatic &segregation process in die city .

of Pawrtee had major repercussions on the-
community and on the design and administration
of the new high school. In time, the school quieted
down considerably. Students learned to cope with
dangerous back stairways by avoiding them (see '1/4
Scherer and Slawski, this volume, for detailed
analysis of coping strategies). The symbolic ind
social importance of high school functions such as
athletic events and shows, always a salient feature
of life in the town, persisted. Both blacks and
whites attended these events although they sat in
separate areas.

Current attitudes of parents toward the school
vary. The school's academic reputation is generally
good, and athletic contests and shows are popular.
The architecture is alternatively admired for its
modernity and deplored as "prison-like." These
attitudes can be found among both blacks and
whites. White parents, however, have never shown
support for integration as such. Black parents'
support the need for integration, but are offen
distrustful of th way the school is run, especially of

\ the fact that the expulsion rate is higher for
minority than for majority students.

Crossover High School and Memphis
Memphis developed as a commercial and service

center, a point for processing the agricultural
produce of the Delta region. Its population has
been recruited from the stream of agricultural
workers displaced from the Delta and seekingwage
employment. Memphii has not enjoyed the recent
prosperity of the rest of the sun-belt ; it has suffered
a decline in manufacturing activity td has never
managed to develop powerful leverage in the



national- economy. Its social class structure has
followed -the traditional souihern pattern, with
relatively little mobility. A traditional upper class
has maintained its control of the town, even though
it is not powerful at the national level. The local
economy has remained a relatively closed system.
The'workinkr class population has moved on north-
ward, tO be replaced by still newer arrivals from the
Delta, while the unskilled, non-unionized jobs that -

supported this class have been dwindling. Due to
several factors, including the long reign of one
political boss and the dominance or Baptist
churches, which are not highly organized above the
congregational level,- neighborhood and ward
political orgamization has been slow to develop.
Residential segregation has been traditional in the
southern pattern, in which black and white streeis
are interspersed, rather than in the northern model
of a large, unbrOken ghetto. Segregation in the
public schools was de jure.

Desegregation was slow in coming to the
Memphis ,puhlic schools. The first attempt to
enroll eblack student in a white school in the late
1950s was thwarted. In the early 1960s, the
NAACP began litigation to have the schools de-.
segregated; the system instituted a "Good Faith"
plan which the federal courts found invalid.
Meanwhile, the fight to end traditional southern
forms of segregation was being waged on other
fronts besides education. The-black middle class
had begun to organize, and many public facilities
were desegregated'in tile first half of the decade. A
traumatic confrontation came in 1968 when the
an-black sanitation workers union went on strike
and Martin Luther King, Jr. was assasinated after
having come to support the strikers. The black:
controlled municipal employees' union was a major. .
power base in the black community. The strife
precipitated by the assasination led to overt tracial.
polarization in the community which has not yet
subsided.

In 1969,, the school system, realizing that it
would not be able to forestall federal court pressure
for school desegregation much longer, instituted
1hroad desegregation of its staff. A coalition of
black interest groups, then at the peak of its
solidarity and influence, presented a series of
demands 'to the school system which covered cuf-
riculum reform and balanced pupil ratios and
focused primarily on increasing access for blacks to

all levels of staff. positions in the school system.
Althouit the coalition of black interest groups was
fragmented during the negotiations over how
much to accept, many of these demands were met.
The school bOard waszeorganized with an increase
in black membership.

In 1972, Crossover-High School, which formerly
served only whites, many of them middle and
upper-middle class, was paired with a formerly all-
black schciol, located in a stable black neighbor-
h;iod. The black school, Feeder, became the junior
- high ; high school students frog& the black Feeder
neighborhood went to Crossover which is located in
a white neighborhood very near the Feeder
neighborhood.

The aftermath of desegregation, in the entire
system ai well as specifically in Crossover, saw the
withdrawal of many white students frem the public
schools and a coriesponding withdrawal of
community support for the schools. The low tax
rates in Memphis allowed white families who were
not wealthy to send their children to private
schools. The upper cliss had relied on private
education for' years. The ial atmosphere of
denigration of the public Is made it difficult
for many whites to continue to send children there.
White churches provided much of the facilities and
organizational base for the retrear to private
schools.

Initially, Crossover continued to attrict even
upper-middle class white smdents, for it had
always been a prestigious school with a reputation
for college preparation. The school possetsed
superior physical facilities, and the curriculum was
geared to college preparation for the middle and
upper-middle claws. The pre-desegregation
Croisover staff were experienced and skilled in
teaching this kind of curriculum to this kind of
student. A black administrator from the formerly
black schbol became principal of Crossover and
brought with him other black staff members. From
the first, stratification. set in within the school.
Ability grouping enabled two separate curricula
to co-exist in the school: one, college-oriented,
serving the middle-class white students; the other,
vocationally oriented, serving black and lowerclass
white students. White parents and students
commanded special treatment in this early period
of desegregation at Crossover. The parents had
direct access to the higher levels of the school
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system and were able to force the first principal's re-
moval. White, middle-class students, besides en-
joying an elite curriculum, were also guaranteed a
certain share of the school's honors and officei, even
those which were ostensibly awarded by- student
election. The black Feeder neighborhood also had
conununication with and influence on the school
under the firat principal as he and his staff were
well known in that neighborhood from their yvars
at the -pre-desegregation neighborhood school.

The first principal's ouster was occasioned speci-
fically by white parents' displeasure over a
particular math teacher, but it signified a more
general loss of confidence in the school by middle-
class white parents. The scizool ofkred fewer and
fewer prestigious pre-college courses; students able'
to benefit from these courses left the school; the
school subsequently could offer even fewer
prestigious courses. The white, college-prepara-

'tory-oriented teachers also began to leave.
The new principal wait also black, but he did not

have the cdrinections in the Feeder neighborhood
possessed by his predecessor. He took a strict
bureaucratic approach to administration, and the
school became much 'more closed to parental and
community influence from either black or white
groups. The new principal ended the practice of
special privileges, which had allowed whites to
control certain activities. Numerical ratios gave
black students the ability to elect black candidates
for positions, and under these racially polarized
conditions they did so. White students withdrew
from many activities, and white enrollment further
declined. Four years after Crossover opened as a
desegregated school with equal proportions of
blacks and whites, 70 percent of the student body
was black.

The importance of school functions Rich as
athletic events and shows as symbolic and social
occasions for the Wider community also decreased
during this period. The pre-desegregation black
high school had played a prominent part in the life
of the Feeder neighborhood ; the pre-desegrega-
tion., white Crossover school had also drawn good
community participation. After desegregation.
however, residents of the Feeder neighborhood
were physically separated from their children's
high school. White parents withdrew their support
of schooractivities as their children withdrew from
participation.

V A.

Grandin Elementary Schpol in Bradford
Bradford is a Souther* city whose main industry

is-tobacco processing. In the ptriod after the Civil
War, both black and white workers migrated to dr
city to work in the plants. 5eseral large family
fortunes were accumulated fram this industry and
provided ihe base of the city's contemporaryupper
clasi. A 1;lia upper and ittiddle class also exists in
Btadford, growing out of successful black entre-
preneurship around the turn of the .century:
Segregatio'n in housing, education, and social
services are traditional in Bradford, but the
patterri differs from the ,usual Southern model in
that it included a significant black capitalist class.

Though the members qf the black middle and
upper classes stayed clear of direct political
activism until recent years, they have been
represented for some time by formal organizations
which have taken active roles in advancing the
interests of the black population. Much of their
effort has been concen ted on education. Even
before 1954, under the ate's "separate but equal"
laws, black interests su y litigated for more
funds to make' black schools "equal.:

After 1954, black grganizations engaged in
almost continuous litigation in federal court for
*segregation, with some white support from the
liberal community associated with a local univer-
sity, a major employer in the area. The school
board, however, responded with stIling tactics.
The elimination of de jur,e Segregation in itself
produced little change in the schools; a "freedom
of choice" plan instituted in the 1960s generated
little more results. In 1970, the federal court
mandated a direct pupil assignment plan for
purpOses of desegregation.

Interest groups representing blacks and whites of
all strata of Bradford society were active in the de-
segregation process. The organiiation representing
black business interests had initiated the suits; it
played an advocacy role throughout. New neigh-
borhood organizations appeared in black and
white neighborhoods, including the KKK iond
"bitck power" groups in the poorer sections. Some
influential whites hired their own lawyer to fight
the issue in court. Other groups, representing
liberal interests, actively tried to encourage con.
structive community participation and planning.

In 1975, two events produced a major change in
the desegregation process: the ' federal court



ordered a more specific dtsegrtOtion plan which
.provided for both pupil and teacher assignment ;

the method of selection of the school board was
changed tO a system of direct election. The school
system was thus sepirated from the rest. ok the
municipal political structure." Four of five new$
board - members we* .black, reflecting the
increasing blaa propoition of the city and city
school systeitr population.

The political control of the
doned by the white ihiddle and
they abandoned the city sc

LOP I I ls was aban-
upper classes as

I system for the
whiter and richer county system Which served the
developing suburbs as well as some districts of the
city. In addition to residential shift of middle-class
whites from the central citi toadeveloping suburbs,
the increase in private school enrollment took
many ,whites out of the desegregated public
schools.

Since desegregation, black interest groups have
continued to make certain demands of the educa-
tional systems. One issue with important implica-
tions for desegregation at the school and classroom
level has been opposition to more than a minimum
of ability grouping in the schools. This opposition
has beef' fornialized in district-level policy and
reflects concern over the development of discrimi-
nation in desegniated schools.

Grandin Elementary School, formerly allehite,

Comparative Analysis

In comparative analysis of the community
contexts of the five desegregation sites, the primary
emphasis will be focusedpn the interest groups that
Nave sought to influence the course of desegrega-
tion and the effects of these/systems of power and
influence on the outcomes in each school. The
communities themselves will be compared with
respect to the economic base, social class structure,
and patt*ns of residential segregation."rhe arra*
of interest groups involved in the desegregation
process will also be compared in each community.
tirterest groups will be situated within the social
class structure, and the various demand.s and
strategies of these groups will be explored and
compared'. including the articulation of local with

was paired with a formerly all black school,
Maryvale, in 1970. Subsequently, grades 1-3
attended Maryvale and grades 4-6 attended
Grandin. The white students Primarily were the
children of skilled workers of moderate income.
The black students came from the families of
unskilled-and unemployed blacks ofa lower income
level. White students, as well as teachers, lived
within walking discanci of the school, but many
black students had to be bussed. The principalwas

'white and the majority of the faculty remained*
white, although some black teachers transferred
into the school. Despite the fears of both black and
white parents, desegregation was accomplished
with few incidents,- and safety did not become an
issue in she school.

The district-level policy of discouraging ability
groupiog in the school seemed to have its intended
effect on preventing polarization among the
students. Although informal association aiross
racial categories was not frequent, few activities in
the school 4ere reported, to be recognizable as
exclusively the province of one racial group. Black
parents and teachers, and new teachers generally,
have reported satisfaction with 'the school,
although white parents and white teachers who
were on the staff before 1970 complaih about the
direction the school's curriculum and test scores
have taken. A greater proportion of the organiza-
don's resources is now devoted to remedial efforts.

national level interest groups. The impact of
desegregation upon local communities and their
schools at the system-wide level will be discussed
with regard to both the intended and unintended
consequences of the goals of various interest
groups. Finally, the analysis yielded by the fore-
going comparisons will be applied to usessment
of the impact of the community-wide desegrega-
tion process on school-level operations.

Economic base
Let us consider how these five communities

compare with respect to their most general
characteristics : size, region and economic base.
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New York and Waterford are the largest, oldest
' and most northeastern sites. Both cities have been

populated by successive waves of migration, first
from areas of Europe, then from the American
south and, in New York's case, from the Caribbean
and the Pacific Orient. Both cities have highly
diverie economies, although W.ateiford's is based
more on heavy industry Waterford's political
structure reflects the greater conCentration of
ownership. Both cities suffer from high-unemploy-
ment among minorities and unskilled workers
generally, attributable to the general econbmic
decline of the region.

Pawnee lies within the orbit of a large metro-'
politan area, although its local economy is based on
three large factories within the city. The
population consists of jilacks anccwhites who have
immigrated from the South since the Second
World War. In comparison to*Waterford and New
York, Paivnee's 'economy is much less diverse,
although even more depressed. Paivnee's com-
mercial center has also suffered serious decline.

Memphis and Bradford are Southern cities.
They developed as service centers and their chief
industries have been those concerned with process.;
ing the agricultural produce of the region.
Though industrial and urban centers, these cities
are not as large, and their industiy not as heavy, as
in the northern cases. A local university also is a
major employer in Bradford. Labor is unorganized
in the South, for the most part, in contrast to the
importance of labor unions in New York,
Waterford and Pawnee, although the emergence
of municipal workers' unions did play a key role id
Memphis desegregation. Memphis also suffers
from severe econonlic decline.

Social class structure
The local conditions of segregation and the

processes of desegregation vary in ways that can be
related to the social class structure of each
community and that articulate the class structure
with municipal government generally, and the
public schools in particular. Let us look more
closely at the social class structure of each com-
munity and the cdrrelation of social class config-.

urations with the local desegregation processes.
New York's class configuration is shaped by the

city's sheer size and diversity, and by its historical
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role as entry point for gra nts. New York's
upper claim is the most: powerful, wealthy and
international in the world, but it has akit partici-
pated directky in local governinent oi made much
use of the public school% since the early years of this
cesituiy. 4iontrol o( local government and the
sclioolsi3 in_the hands of a local property-owning
class-, Which, though wealthy and powerful, is far
less so than the upper class. The city also hcalses.
many poor and recently-arrived immigrants from
the South, the Caribbean, the Pacific Orient, and
many other parts of the world. The class structure
of the city is, in many ways, heavy at both top and
bottbm. Manhattan is especially striking in that
some of the richest and some of the poorest people
in the nation share the same streets. Since the rich
do not depend on municipal services, and the poor
and recently-arrived are poorly organized politi-
cally, electoral power in the city is wielded
disproportionately by the embattled and dwindling

classei. Reflecting the city's continuing
process of ethnic succession, many of the middle
class are Jewish and Italian, while the international
upper class ks WASP and the working and unem-
ployed classes are black, Hispanic, and Asian.

Each wave of immigration into the city has seen a
struggle over political control of the schoojs and
desegregation is but the latest episode in this
tradition. Those now in control Of tile schools came
up in an era when they were controlled by an earlier
ithnic group, the Irish. They see themselves
challenged by the demands of newer arrivals for a
piece of the municipal employment pie which has
served as a- means of mobility for each arriving
group. The fact that the local, labor market is
shrinking rather than expanding as in earlier times
makes this stru le all the more bitter.

Waterford is more similar in class structure to
New York than to the other sites, but it also differs
in several ways. The domination of heavy industry
produces a much greater degree of concentration
of ownership and, consequently, Ur political
control. The ruling class of Waterford is more
engaged with local government, and it also has
significaht leverage in the national economy. The
working classes of Waterfórd also reflect a history
of ethnic succession, although not to the same
extent as New York. Of all the five communities.
only Waterford has never even attempted a corn-
prehensiv desegregation plan. As in large



northern cities, both New York and Waterford
were relatively late in feeling federal pressure for
desegregation. Waterford's lack of diversity, com-
pared to New York, also contributes to its difficul-
ties. Its ghettos are the most severely bounded of
any of the sites, in contrast to the chaotic melange
of New York.

Pawnee has the most ittenuated class config,
uration of tht five sites. Since Pawnee is within the
orflit of imuch larger city, it is not an independent
produCtive unit. The population of Pawnee is
largely working class, and, in. recent times,
unemployed, with a small middle class of
merchants and professionals. This middle class
has recently diminished because of commercial
decline of the downtown area, and migration to
more attractive suburbs of the neighboring metro-
polis. Ethnic divisions are prominent in this
working class population since most of them are
whites and blacks who have migrated from the
South in the past few decades. Theslass of owners
for whom Pawnee laborers work does, not live
within the town.

the class configurations in Memphis ant.
Bradford are distinguished from the northern cases
by the fact that they,are based on traditional power
and prestige rather than on a large caPital base.
Social mobility has traditionally been strictly
limited in ese cities, for working class whites as
well as for b cks. In contrast to the three northern
sites, Memphis' and Bradford's labor forces are
non-unionized. They have, in the past, had little
economic, or political power, although desegrega-
dim has stimulated political organization in both
cases. The greatest difference in the class config-
urations of the two southern sites, however, is the
presence of a black capitalist class in Bradofrd,
Nyhich has had significant impact on the desegrega-
tion process in that city. In contrast, black interest
groups in the Memphis-desegregation process were
concentrated in the working classes and the emer-
gent process of unionization. Bradford's white.
middle class is divided between local business
interests and the cosmopolitan liberal segment
assodiated with the local university which has, at
times, supported black interests.

Residence patterns
Local patterns of residence have much to do with

tte practical problems of sChool desegregation.
The degree and kind of residential segregation
Ivariessaccording to size of the community, region,
and class structure.

The most severe' residential segregation is to be
found among our cases in Wateiford, with its large
ghettos concentrated in the inner city. This con-
centrationisa major factor in the city's lack of com-
prehensive desegregation plan. There are also
large ghettos in New Kirk, as well as many mixed
neighborhoods; Sheridan High School in New
York serves students who, come from both. The
decline in ratio of white students in the public
school system io'let percent in Sheridan's
adminisixative distri=icontributing factor to
the switch from desegregation to community
control as the goal of minority interest groups.
Although Pawnee had been residenrially segre-
gated, these patterns have broken down in recent
years. It is possible that Pawnee's schools could now
meet court-ordered pupil assignment ratios simply
by virtue of neighborhood feeder patterns.

Both southern cities, Memphis and Bradford,
were traditionally segregated in residence and
many areas bf activity, including de jure segre-
gation of educational facilities. Residential segre-
gation is less strict in the South than in the North.
Populations are separated but interspersed,
although'the trend now is towards greater concen-
tration of blacks in the central cities. The large
ghettos of northern cities have not yet come into
being.

Interest groups
The interest groups that exerted pressuie on the

desegregation process in these five, communities
range' from the legitimate and powerful to the
newly emerged, powerless, and even underground.
School boards themselves can be seen as interest
groups, often acting as representatives of a parti-
cular class but also acting as an independent
interest. Other kinds of organizations are based on
ethnic identity. The demands of these groups with
regard to desegregation have included those for
and against pupil re-assignment, bussing, cur-
riculum reform, ability grouping, the redistribu-
tion of jobs, and reorganization of the political
control of schools. The strategies employed to gain
these ends included legislation, court action,
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demo. nstrations, strikes and boycotts, terrorism,
electoral process, residential migration and
bureaucratic delays and manipulations.

In New York the demands of minority groups
shifted in the late 1960s from desegregation to
community control. The strike of 1968 and the de-
centralization law of 1969 marked the crisis point
of confrontation over these issuis..Since decentrali-
zation, the teachers' union has mitred as the most
powerful single interest group in the educational
arena.. It has become polarized against minority
demands for new curricula and the power to hire
minority teachers outside the union lists. Though
black and Hispanic networks have gained control
of some schools under decentralization, the
political power of minorities has been fragmented
in recent years, as different elements struggle
variously for meore community control, desegrega-
tion (which is sometimes contradictory to com-
munity control). and bilingual education. In
recent years, the demands have centered not on

. pupil assignment or curriculuni, with the excep-
tion of the bilksgual issue, but on access to jobs for
minorities. At present the proportion of minority
teachers is still one of the lowest in the country
compared to ratios in the general population. The
decentralization law passed by the state legislature
and the recent threat of sanctions the. federal
government represent instances w ere minority
groups have successfully manipulated'higher levels
of government, although these manipUlations have
not yielded the intended results. ,

The emerging black middle class in Waterford
has gained access to the school board. They have
not, however, been successful in reorganizing the
schools' either for desegregation or for the provision
of equal facilities id black neighborhoods. The
reluctance of black groups to advocate busing has
played a key nob! here. Black representatives have
concentrated on demands for better resources for
black students, rather than for desegregation. The
creation of litexler as a magnet school acted as
kind of substitute for community-wide solutions.
Though state and federal pressures have been
brought to bear on Waterford schools, no solution
has yet been reached.

Rawnee's school board, before desegregation,
represented primarily its white business interests.
Desegregation provided an organizational base for
the emergence of black electoral power both in
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school governince and in the community'
generally. The school board is now primarily
black: The choosing of the site for the new Pawnee
West High School represented a victory for black
interests, although the architecture of the anew
school embodied in many ways the fears of white
business interests of potential eipansion of
Olinoritrividential areas. The goal of pupil re-
assignment advocated by emerging black interests
was successfully accomplished by appeal:to federal
court. The opPosition to busing among white
residents brought forth a number of .pressure
groups, including racist and terrorist groups as well
as more moderate groups with a much broader
base of support.

Desegregation in Memphis occurred first in
public facilities other than the schools; tbe major
confrontation of ethnic interest groups in Memphis
took place during the sanitation strike. 'Access for
blacks to jobs 4 the school system has been the

- major goal of black interest pimps in Memphis,
although they have been fragmented since the split
between the municipal unions, which are
predominantly black, and the NAACP. The school
board's delaying tactics on desegregation expiessed
the board's anti-integration white interests.
VoIuntary re-assignment of staff to promote
balanced racial ratios occurred only when it
became clear that outside pressure would
inevitalsly be applied. The response of the white
population since desegregation has been to
abandon the public schools, either by moving or by
enrolling their children in newly created private
schools. The churches have provided the facilities
for many of these new private schools.

Bradford's black capitalist class has long been
represented by a businessmen's association that has
lobbied for changes in the educational system. This
group early learned to manipulate the federal
courts, which gave them a head start on desegre-
gation. Liberal white organizations also exist and
have at vaiious times attempted to influence the
desegregation process, although without notble
success. The school board, representing primarily
white business interests, was able to stall success-
fully for many years. The demands of the black'
business group have always centered on the quality
of education ; down-playing of ability grouping
after desegregation can be related to this history of
concern with education, rather' than with political
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control or acces to jobs. Since desegregation,
control of the public schools in the city (as opposed
to the county) has been largely abandoned by white
interests.

Natianal-levej influences
Although in all five eases,' desegregation has

involved influence and mandates from authority
beydnd the local level, the impact of these
influepces on each local situation has differed in
kind and degree. The most powerful national-level
actors have been the federal courts, followed by
other federal agencies with powers to initiate law-

school systems by threatening to th*draw .or
suits or to impose economic on local

actu lly withdrawing federal funds. The regional
'on *A the five sites underlines the fact 'that

federal desegregation policy has followed a de-,
velopmental pattern of enforcement and problem
definition. Federal interventions bern in tht°6

south and moved northward. Both Memphis and
Bradford have submitted to court-ordered re-
assignmsntslans. Pawnee received one of the first
northern desegregation orders, 'and became a"
center of attention because of the Violent reaction
of the community tOthat order. The two .large,
northerp_cities, Waterford aiFl. New York, have
neiler instinited suivessful system-wide desegrega-
tion plans. Waterfôrd has lost federal funds as a
result, and New:York has only recently survived the
threat of similarfederal economic sanctions. The
sheerhize of the northern cities and the difficulty of
counteracting the "segregating effects of the large
ghettos in these cities have made tile achievement

school desegregation difficult.
One non-goental national-level influenCe

that has played a ml:r role in locel desegregation
processes is the NAACP Legal Defense Fund,
which has provided invaluable legal support to pry-
desegregation interests in all five of these
communities.

Impact of Community-Level Desegregation
Processes on School-Level Operations

Desegregation negotiations in the community
have-, an impact on the operations of the individual
school sites affecting:

Physical relations of the schoog to residential
neighborhoods;

Population shifts in residence and public school
attendance;

pChanges in political con i l of the schools;

Staffing patterns;

Curriculum and quality of education issues;

Parental involvement,

Image of the school in the community.

-
Physical relations of the schools to
wesidential neighborhoods

In all five cases, desegregation has involved
changes in and-or disputes over the geographical
placement of , schools and articulation with the
various neighborhoods. In two instances, new
facilities were built during desegregation planning
and, in both casts, the new facilities were located
between lolack and white residential areas. In both
cases, thi location of the new school was considered
by community interest groups to be a valuable
resource for the surrounding neighborhood. Iri the
southern cities, black students who would formerly
have attended schools in their own neighborhoods
have been assigned to ,formerly all-white schools
located in white neighborhoods. I these cases,
however, the distance from the black neighbor-
hoods to the school was great. In New York, as a
result of .clesegregation efforts 20 years ago, black
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students frOm a distatit neighborhbed. AO the
subway to Sheridan High Schooi. They and their
parents appr.ove of this situation on the whole,
since they consider Sheridan to he superior, to the
neighborhood_ al ternatives.

Population.skifts in residence and public
school attendance

Rearrangements of school-neighborhood geo-
graphical articulations have, in the of New
York and Memphis, contributed to an in
isolation of the schools from and
community. The phenomenon of
isolation also has other causes related to po ation/
distribution. In each of our comzn tiep, nges
in residential patterns have nt ra-
neously with the process of school d- n. A
suburban ring of newer and more ng
emerged in New York, Memphis, and
Bradfotd, while upwardly mobile residents of
Pawnee moved into the suburban areas'around a
nearby Metropolis. This process of neighborhood
succession, "more advanced in older, northern
cities, occurs independently of educational politics
and has been documented in the urban ecology of
American cities since the incelition of that
discipline (Park and Burgess, 1925). This

Aemographic process,. when combined with a
history of in-migiaatidn of different cultural or sub-
cultural groups, yields a process of ethnic
succession. Ethnic succession of neighborhoods
interacts powerfully with educational politics,
although not in a mono-causal fashion. In New
York, for example, suburbanization ma4i eventually
be beginning to revetse its effect on the distribution
of social classes. The blue-collar suburb is well
established and some middle and upper-middle
class members are beginning to compete with ,

poorer people for the 'central city, many of whose
amenities they want and can afford. The block-by-
block alternation of luxury ...land deteriorated
housing in some sections of the city that so puzzles
visitors is a result of this reversed process of neigh-
borhood succession. This may be a trend, but it is
not yet affecting the public schools, which have
been abandbned by much of the middle class in
these areas of the city.
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Mother phenomenon, which affects the demo-
graphic rtitios of ethnic çategories in the school,
much .more directly refl,ects the response of the
middle ;lasses to the public schools. That is the
grow& in private school attendance which is
apparent in New York, 'Memphis, and Bradford.
The posigh in private school tattendance in
Memphis extends even to the white Working class.-
A prixamoichool -movement in Pawnee seems to
have been short-lived due to the high poverty level
of_ the citi.

,

The Bradford case dem 6 tes, in addition to
residential trani.sition andi in private school
attendance as reasons for declining -white enroll-
ments, the use of gerrymandering to keep some city
neighborhoods a part of the suburban, county
sclocll 'system.

Cli-anges in political control of the schools
Changes in the political control of -the schools

have occurred along with the. desegregadon
process. In all five communiti'es, blacks have won
SCAM on the public school boards within the last 20
years. In-the large, northern cities, bIacks havr

, achieved representation at the beard level, but in
Pawnee and the southern cities, blacks have won a
majority. The representation of minoiity popu-
lations at . the school board level reflect* the
emerietCe of a black middle class and minority
political organization across all aye sites; but it
must also be noted that this increase in political
power occurs at the same time, as a general drop in
support for the public school systems. This
phenomenon is especially noticeable in New York,
Memphis, and Bradford. It should also be noted
that the time of crucial confrontation over desegre-
gation often marks the high point of minority
solidarity in the municipal political arena. Both
New York and Memphis specifically report frag-
mentation of minority political organization in the
years following desegregation.

Staffing and quality of education :

local is.sues
An interestink comparison emerges from these

five cases with respect to the relative emphasis
placed on the issues of jobs or quality of education
by local interest groups. This differential emphasis
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clearly has impact Ait the school level. In two of the
communities, the slemand fbr access to jobs in the
school systtm for blacks has been the focalissue. In
the experiments in New York whith Preceded
decentralization, Much was made of introduging
"blaCk history" into the curriculum, kbtit *Major
ConfrOntation Was precipitatedover teacher assign-
merits. Sheridan High School's mitcr:ttiOn from the
deceiitraliiation plkn Which- ed the 164r
schools in the systim insured that Sheridan's
teaching staff had a veri low proportion 'of
minorities in coniparison with its feeder schools.
The most recent appeals to fideral intervention by
New York's minority organizations htve focused
squarely on the hiring-firing issue, since the recent
fiscal crisis had a severe* impact on Minority
teachers who were ',last hired and then first fired.

In the other communities, in cohtra!t, the eff44$
of minority interest groups have focnsed more on
access to educational resources for children. In
Pawnee, the major issue was pupil assignment, and
the bussing that pupil re-assignment necessitated.
In Bradford and Waterford, hdivever, the desegre-
gation process brought with it specific mandates
concerning the Icurricular Organization of the
school. Speciil care was taken to avoid obvious
ability_ grouping, under the explicit rationale that
it *gilt lead to re-segregation within the school.
The mandates to mute ability grouPing in Wexler
Middle School and Grandin Elementary School
were reported M have achieved their intended
effects. 'Sheridan High School's curriculum and
programming procedures have also been affected
by cornmunity-wide interest groups lobbying
against 'Aility grouping. A strict form - of
"tracking" was eliminated on that basis, but the
isolation of the individual school from direct
outside influences has allowed a subtler form of
ability groupirt with re-segregating effects to
continue.

The two southern cities differiel in" the relative
emphasis on jobs or curriculum, refl;cting dif-
ferences in social class structure. Education
has always been one of the few sources of pro-
fessional employment for blacks in Memphis, and
this issue came to the fore. In Bradford, the black
upper class, has been continuously active for
generations in efforts to improve the quality of
education available through the public schools. In
Crossover High School, dual curricula arose in the

."-

wake Of desegregation. In this-case, the attainment
of jobs by black interest groups may hive diverted,
attention from th; cdricular issues. In both'
Memphis and Bradford, the re-orientation- of the
curriculum to basic skills and remedial 4forts at,
the expense of more eli\e curricular offerings pro-
diced among mi 6 -daft white
parents an . provided a rationale for . ii eIf.them
to -withdraw their children frt.= the school.

10
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Prirental involvement
In Witerford and Bradford, the desegregation

process seems,to have increased the level of paren-
tal involvement in the school: The Wexler Middle
School Was a focus of city-wide efforts and the
changes in the school's student recruitment
Methods were widely debated. The open enroll-
ment plan which was originally used created a self-
selection' method Which insured that the tichool
would receive the children- of parents actively
interested in edncation. In eradford, the school
board' has made active attempts to encourage
parental involvement. These are the same two
schoo)s in which careful planning occurred to pre-
vent re-segregation by ability grouping.

In contrast, desegregation processes in the other
cities resulted in decreased parental involvement.
In Pawnee,' the architecture and placement of the
new school building had a discoura4ing effect ou,
evening parents' meetings. The cha*es in g-elir.
graphical articulation of schbol and neighbor- Y

' boods which were associated with -desegregation
flecisions in New York and Memphis resulted in less
communication between neighborhood and
school, and in both communities a general isola-
tion, of the school from both white and black
parental involvement seems to have occurred as the
schools retreateiL from the controversies in the
community.

Image of the school in the community
The desegregation prOcess has had various

effects on the images of these schools in their
communities.
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Sheridan High School once had a repqation as
the best non-specialty high school ill the system,
and still makes (that claim in some quarterron the
basis of the academic achievements of a small and
elite group of students, largely white or Chinese.
The school's evenitig functions have a special signi-
ficance for the Chinese population that does not
hold for any other-group. The school maintains a
pod academic reputation in the distant black
neighborhood it serves, but in the eral come
muni the school's reputation has - .t Some
attrib te to it .st reputation for violence, although

largely undeserved, especially in comparison
th the rest of this system. Many minority parents

and students also believe, with more justification,
'that black and Hispanic ktidents are dispropor-

tionately- channeled into business rather than
pliegeitreparatory curricUla.

Wexler Middle School opened amid much
publicity promoting it as a model of . integration
and quality education. Despite many constructive
efforts to make these claims come true, the change
in student recruitment procedures from open
enrollment to a feeder school pattern has affected
the community's view and Wexler is now
increasingly regarded as both a black and over-
crowded school.

The fate of Pawnee West High School's image in
Pawnee during and after, desegregation has much

40 do with the fact that high schools in smaller cities
and towns traditionally play a much more
important symbolic role in the community than

4....) high schools in larger cities. Athletic events and
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school productions are major social events in the
community. Despite the strife that accompanied
desegregation and 'Rising Psrvnee, the school's
prominence in community social life has endured.
Both- black and white families attend school func-

. tions in large numbers even though they segregate
thanselves_physitally at these events., The school's
preifiously good academic reputation has largely
survived, although black' parents often suspect
School ' offirt. als of discriznintitory policies and
deciSions wi&in the school. .

Crossover High School suffered a . loss in
image in poth black and white neighbo . The
old black school, Feeder, had played an Important
role in the life of black Feeder neighborho94
which the more 'cally-diis.ant Crossover was
unable to duplicate. Racial polarization in the
organization and control of extra-curricular
activities, and. the subsequent attsiinment of an
electoral majority by black students in student
elections, led to a withdrawal by rhite students
from school activities and by their parents from
support of these activities. The schQol" suffered
from the general denigration of the public schools
by Memphis whites after desegregation, eien
though this denigration was based more on social
than educational factors.

Some white teachers and parents in Bradford
also exhibit similar disappointment with changes
in the school associated with desegregation, parti-
cularly changes in the curriculum. Other whites,
however, including younger and more recently

hers, as well as blacks, report satisfaction
with the sc ool and the desegregation

\
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ff. Coping witi Desegregation: 1,0;4,
VIndividual S giekand

'Organizational Compliance
.

By Jacqueline Scliey*
and Edwaid J. glaAki, di.'

IntroduCtion
If the histOry of race relations in the -united

Statea had been diffefent, desegregation., Of
American public schools might not. have -been -

necestary and schoolstiEurlct not. h heave faced t
problems presented by co orderit mandating de-
segregation. However, st ven the history of conflict
and controversy that has surrounded interracial
activities in the United States, resistance to aesegre-
gation in the educationafarina Waa to be expected.
The controversy surrounding public school
desegregation .and its potential for disruption
seemed to intensify a growing feelink of aml;i:
valence about both-the performance and outes
of public education. Although there was no ke-
tnent about pashicUlar- ausfs or potential
solutions, the cont itself became a
convenient focus f Ore amorphous feelings of
uncertainty about function of schitols. The
resolution of this unc aboutScho.olif and de-
segregation took pl within a changing schtiol
organizational environment that emphatlized
individual adaprtion*to changing condhions: In
this paper we t shall attempt to describe the
individual coping :strategies which developed
within the organizational tespense to
desegreiation.

besegregation as Event and Preicess
It is not uncommon for events ga the histary of a

society to take on broadeT meanings and to con-
tribute to a "cultural corkstruction of reality': in
that society. Dolgin and Magdoff (1977: 351) note
that :

El(

*

0tIoicurrencis accepted'as 'events' and pro-
vided a (sic) -historic pint which grounds
subsequent history: simethaneously providing a.
n fodel for the conteptualization of experience of :
newer, history' itself-comprised ,of. events. In'
reflection, an act assumes cOncreteness, it
incomes coniept6lly definerl and, presuniably
bounded.'Eventgare nitturalized-thrb place-
ment in history. Igstory may be na
through the actretion of iyetits.

The ototrrences of court orders mandating
school desegTegation "naturalised" the process of

- racial integration in American educatiOn the
iiisterk 'I:events': provided specific meanings for
Klima! desegregation. Dolgin and Magdoff
(1977: 351) continue.:

V.

...Evekts enaiody contemporary, meanings,
legitiniated by an implicit,reference to a historic
past': simuhafienusly, 0,1ey (evem-meaning)

, . legitimate the pastbiex5nplifyng its continuity
in the present.

.
,

4.

TIrerefore, in' the lchoo desegrgation eases,
cjurt arderi defined w'hit constutea desegrega-
don in both a contetnporary and historic sense.
These ."everits" becanie- the basis in which past, .

present and future desegregation activities Would
be inierpreted.

The clourt-orciered desegregation of Ameiican
ptiblic gch?ols can, Se considered an event of
"historic ''..significarece" because It' helped to
"define...the identity of variOus racial 'groups in
American sOciety" (Dolgin and Magdoffl97 7: 351).
For many btacks and whitesthe court orders- re-
present/ ed vietories in their longstanding battle to
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equalize opportunity in American society
1977; Weinberg, 1978). At last, public schools
would be open to proAde the training and
experiences necessary to yield 6etter economic
opportunities to black Americans. In this sense,
school desegregation meant the triumph of the
American ideal of equality. However, there were
other citizens who saw racial mixing in the schools
as a defeat or threat.to the established order. Both
groups saw the court orders as "benchmarks" but
the subsequent histories of desegregation fpr these
groups tended to be vasty different. The existence
of different views is reflected in the "variant uses of
history" (Dolgin and Magdoff, 1977: 353) which
different groups display in dealini with the sub-
sequent experience of desegregated education.
The residues of these different interpretations
continued to influence current activities in racially-
mixed schools.

Even school administrators and staff, whO were
officially neutral about the court orders, were
forced to- take them into account. The ways in
which they handled the reactions, both positive
and negative, to school sleseiregation redefined the
social reality of the schools. Operational
mechanisms that were acceptable on an instru-
mental or educational basis 'before court orders,
were callid.into serious question and scrutinized
for violation of legal guidelines. Activities, pro-
cesses and attitudes that organized the experience
of staff and clients of public schools became suspect
and were no longer 'presume legitimate. New
realities included more heterogeneous student
populations, closer monitoring of administrative
procedures by external officials, and racially mixed.
classroom situations that were more problematic
for both students and teachers. The imposition of
the new definitions of acceptable conduct in the
public school arena following official desegrega-
tion created considerable ambiguity aiout school
rules and procedures previously taken for granted.
Mbreover, all attempts to reduce this ambiguity
and to deal constructively with the redefined social
reality took place under the eye of the courts and
the supervision of the community. Such close
attention to school operation further limited
organizational and individual responses.

A partial result of this condition was a policy
paralysis in public schools that led to a concen-
tration upon the details of legal acquiescence to the
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court orders. The emphasis oil detail did little to
counteract the inability of public education to
focus on the educational needs of blacks or to re-
direct organizational efforts toward the complex
problem of rectifying the discrepancy between the
educational experiences-of blacks and whites. In
other wprds, emphasis was placed upon managing
the eveniorcourt-ordered schoOl desegregation to
the exclusion of attempts to deal with the subtle
mechanisms of racial inequality rooted in
American society. The letter of the law was fol-
lowed because the spirit was too difficult to
capture.

School Desegregation an4
the Structure of Compliance

The focus on the event of the court order ignored
the broader process of racial integration, nor did
the focus produce consensus among all the parties
to desegregation. The various interpretations of
the meaning of the event of school desegregation
were not in agreement except for the recognition
that some changes would occur. The expectations
of change were based upon an implicit criticism of
what had been traditional .practice in American
public education. In effect, the court orders ques-
tioned the right of educational institutions to
define the conditions approririate for learning in
public schools. This "delegitimization" of author-
ity and the "social unrest" (Blurner, 1978) that it
provoked had profound effects upon the organi-
zational structure of the schools and the reactions
of the individuals in them.'

At an organizational level, we can describe the
effects in terms of a shift in the "compliance

1. Blumer (1978: 10) sees legitimacy as an important
element of the significance of the initial public school
desegregation case. "...[C]urrent social unrest among
blacks in the United States is due far more to a disowning
by them of the legitimacy of the racial arrangement than
it is to changes in their modes of living or to an increase of
harsh treatment of them. An event-such as desegregation
decision of the United States Supreme Court in 1954 had
its primary significance in undermining the legitimacy of
a long-established relationship between the races and
thus helping to open doors to the expression of dissatis.
faction which had been long endured but not protested
against.
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structures" existing in public schools (Etzioni.
1975). We do not believe that the desegregation of
the schools "caused" these shifts but that the court
orders provided the occasions for the shifts to be
formalized. In other words, massive changes had
occurred in the client population of American
public educatiop before formal school desegre-
gation was legally mandated, but they took place
gradually over a number ofyears. The event of the
mandates served as convenient "benchmarks" for
marking a change; school desegregation markeil
the actual thange in the public mind. Our interest
is in &scribing the, chanff in compliance_
strucnITCS and the impact upon thi subsequent
experience of desegregated education without
attempting to specify the actual etiology of the
phenomenon.

Etzioni (1975 : 21-22) uses the terin "compliance"
to refer "both to a relition in which an actor
behaves in accordance with a directive supported
by another person's power and to the orientation of
the subject to the powei applied." He focuses on the
reactions of "lower participants" in developing a
typology of compliance structures ased upon "the
power applied by the organizati4i to lower parti-
cipants and the involvement in the organization
developed by the lower participants" (Etzioni,
1975 :12. Emphasis in the original). In public
schools, the "lower participants" are the students.
For each of three types of power (coercive, re-
munerative, and normative), a particular type of
reaction is developed by the lower participants
(alienative, calculative, and moral). Different
organizations emphasize different dimensions of
this power-commitment matrix. Etzioni argues
that :

Congruent types are more effective than inconr
gruent types. Organizations are under pressure
to be effective. Hence, to the degree that the
environment of the organization allows, organi-
zations tend to shift their compliance structure
from Mcongruent to congruent types and
organizations which have congruent compliance
structures tend to .resist factors pushing them
toward incongruent compliance structures.

(Etzioni, 1975 :14. Emphasis in driginal.)

We will argue that this was precisely the organi-
zational response of public schools when faced with

court-ordered desegregation. The court order
accentuated the existing incongruence of the
compliance structure within the schools and
increased the pressure for the establishment of a
more congruent structure. Moreover, once such a
structure was established, school organiztions
resistediaffosts to change it. Normative compliance
structures were replaced with coercive compliance'
structures as increasing numbers of lower parti-
cipants (viz, students) apparently failed to inter-
nalize directives of school authorities. The coercive
compliance structures and the strong emphasis on
control were dysfunctional in terms of the kind of
learning environment created, but they solved
the visible problem of disruption in public +pals.

In order to present our argument more fully, we
must describe two of the three types of organiza-
dons which Etzioni discusses. The "coercive
organization" is one in which "coercion is the major
means of control over the lower participants and
high alienation characterizes the orientation of
most lower participants to the organization"
(Etzioni, 1975:27). Prisons and mental hospitals

. are prime examples of this Lype of organization.
Etzioni (1975: 40) describes the "normative
organization" as orie

in which nOrmative power is the major source of
control over most lower participants, whose
orientation to the organization is characterized
by high commitment. Compliance in normative
organizations rests principally on internalization
of directives accepted as legitimate.

Religious orders are the cleirest example of a
normative organization.

These two types of organization, coercive and
normative, are important for understanding
schools since educational institutions "characteris-
tically employ normative ontrols with coercion as
a secondary source of compliance" (Etzioni,
1975 : 45). In other words, most students (the
"lower participants" in educational organizations)
accept as legitimate the directives of school
authorities (principals and teachers) and internal-
ize these norms as their own. For those few who do
not, coercion is available. Etzioni (1975: 47, Fn. 18)
offers the perceptive comment that when school
authorities are forced to resort to coercion, they
seek to haVe it applied away from the school itself.
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Schools...tend to eaternalize the application of
coercion by delegating it to parents, courts,
police and other authorities. This enables the
school to initiate and partially direct the use of
coercion without suffering the full impact of the
resulting alienation. Moreover, coercion and
4::her negative sanctions applied in school, es-
pecially the more powerful ones, are not applied
by the teacher who has to build up the commit-
ment of the students tobiinself in order to carry
out his educational role effectively. Teachers
tend to send their students to the principal for
severe sanctioning.

As long as there is general agreement between
the school authorities and these external sources of
coercion, the school authorities can be successful in
externalizing the application of force. However, as
soon as a situation of normative ambiguity arises,
this externalization becomes more difficult because
there is no consensus about the norms to be
enforced. Thexiwol itself is forced to more
upon internal coercive control mechanisnis and less
on normative bases of compliance. Not all students
cease to respond to normative devices or fail to
internalize the directives 'of school. authorities.
Rather, the percent* of a student body
reseonding to this mechanism diminishes and
grallually the percentage who respond to. coercive.
mechanisms increases beyond a point where
coercion can be relegated to a secondary position in
the compliance structure. At that point, the
schools no longer display a dual compliance
structure with coercion as secondary; the public
school becomes primarily a coercive organization.'
The bulk of this paper will address the implications
of the shift to coercive compliance structures in
public school at both the individual and organiza-
tional level.

Desegregation qnd Violence in the Schools
With mandates for desegregation, public schools

were under pressure to adjust their internal
operations to accommodate a changed clientele.
The association betweep desegregation and
violenceofn the public mind provides ad example of
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one source of the pressure toward coercive com-
pliance structures in public education. The pattern
of violence so often associated with race relations in
American society influenced expectations about
the occurrences of schdol -desegregation. So
prominent were these expectations that they over-
shadowed the many cases in which desegregation
took place Feacefully. Desegregation was thought
to increase the level of violence in schools; desegre-
gated institutions were reputed to be less "safe"
than segregated schools. Such judgements ,are
highly impressionistic siiieediere- are no base-line
measurements from which one could calculate a
change in degree o£ violence. Furthermore, it is
extremely difficult 'to make comparisons between
schools because record keeping, as well as percep-
tions of discipline, vary considerably from building
to building. School staff are reluctant to discuss
violence because an open admission of its exisience
may affeet a school's reputation and diminish the

' good will of the community toward the school.
One way that schools were seen to be different

after desegregition involved discipline. His-
torically, . schools have pushed out disruptive
students, often after only minimal efforts to assist
them with educational and socjal problems (see
Wittig, 1973). The institutional arrangements in
most schools, affluent, suburban as well as poor,
urban, are pot sufficiently flexible to meet the
needs of all individuals. MOreover, most school
personnel believe that "a few bad applies" should
not "spoil the barrel," and that disruptive students
should be removed. This pattern exists regardless
of ethnic-racial makeup of the student body but the
diverse school population created bf desegregation
efforts tends to highlight it. Metz (1978 : 17) notes :

For schools the most difficult instrumental goal
is the maintenance of order among a student
body which is only half socialized, comes and re-
mains by legal compulsion, and frequently in-
cludes persons witll radically different educa-.
tional and social expectations.

Moreover, students who are not from middle claw
families are often more likely to be seen as
"radically different" and therefore more disrup-
tive.

Discipline is neither obedience nor punishment.
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Rather, it is the routinized behavior which an in-
dividual adopts to attain a goal. When an
institution classifies a student as a "discipline
problem" there is generally a conflict between
the student's notion of appropriate behavior and
the 'fiistitution's ideal (Sizemore, 1978:66).

For this reason, identification as a "trouble-maker"
is often correlated with social class, academic ,.
ability, personality characteristics andcrace.
Because desegregition is designed to create a mere
heterogeneous student body, it inevitably forces
everyone in the school to deal with the "problem" of
diversity and differences. Often "differences" are
interpreted as disruptive behavior" and disci-
plinary problems- assqciated with the student's
race.2

One can sympathize with the dilemma faced by
school staff. If fears of violence are acknowledged

' and openly discumed, community reaction is likely
to exaggerate the elements of danger and there will
be a loss of public confidence in the school. On the
other hand, in ignoring the pprsistence of racial
fears, students are denied an opportunity to deal
with problems directly. Desegregated schools are
not "blackiloard jungles" in which school staff serve
as prison guards, but they are more complex than
segregated schools because the student body is
more heterogeneous ilth respect to race and socio-
economic status. Bi-racial contacts often reflect the
variety of racial (and social class) perspectives that
characterize race relations outside the school. For
example, most teachers believe that good
education requires a commitment to learning

02. There is also evidence that Special Education
programs in public schools have been corrupted to
haudle the organizatiOnal problems that arise from an
inability to deal with racial differencea. For example,
Barbara Sizemore (in a personal communication with
the authors) reports that a public school district she has
studied shows a dramatic overrepresentation of black-
students in those Special Education categories which do
not require medical certification by a physician; blacks
are represented in numbers proportional to the entire
student populatili in those categories of Special
Education which do requir,e certification bra physician.
She suggests that this pattern may be evidence that the
school organization "dumps" students into Special
Education programi rather than adapt school operations
to racial differences.

demonstrated by the ability to obey orders and
follow directions, and regular attention to
academic concerns. Students who do not fit into
this mold F- botliblack and white tend to be un-
successful. The reasons whysome students "fit" the
model and others do not involve much more than
the periwig_ characteristics of students, the expla-
nation offered by many teachers and adminis-
trators. Cultural, social, anti economic factors are
involved; to 'the degree that these cultural, social
and economic factors are correlated with race in
American society, race is also involvetl. To deny the
powerful cqnsequences of racial identities in social
interaction and claim that schools are as many
told us "color blind," is too simplistic.

There are, in addition, powerfil administrative,
educational and ideological norms that mask race
as a dominant factor in school activities. At thevery
least, desegregation requires that some of these
norms be verbalized and opened to question,
although many whites are uncomfortable ,ac-
knowledging theie factors. ("I Can't see any value in
counting _blacks and whites in atclissmom ; that
isn't eciucation.") The extent thich traditional
practices have been based upon racial or social
stereotyping determines the extent to which de-
segregation represents change, and the extent of
change detennirces how seriously the legitimacy of
existing school structures is questioned.

Onr effect, then, of desegregation, is to compli-
cate even further the understanding of violence in
public schools. School staffsare peculiarly isolated
in trying to find ways to deal with it. Any discussion
of their personal or professional concerns about
violence in a desegregated setting is interpreted
within the highly charged atmosphere that
operates in American race relations. However,
their silence only seems to perpetuate the problems
by driving the issues underground. After the first
sensitiodal days of violence, official silence appeals
to be the strategy generally adopted in
desegregated schools. One of the most unfortunate
consequetFes of this lack of discussion is that the
problems of bi-raciil contact within a desegregated
school become the problems of individuals. It is no
longer an organizational issue, but the task of the
teacher within the classroom; the problem of an
individual student unable to handle the uncer-
tainty df the school situation ; the personal respon-
sibility of an administrator charged by the public
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with guaranteeing the safety of students. As a
result, individuals have to find their own solutions
to these complex problems. Should they fail to
resolve the iiisues satisfactorily, the failure is
personal.

It is not clear Whether desegregation means
simply bi-racial contacts or the first step towards
more cothprehensive racial integration. Nor is it
certain whether school personnel and students are
asked to adapt to a new population mix or to a
different cutreal and social environment. At the
same time, has been little clarity in American
education as a whole about what constitutes "good
education," about the goals of schools in a
changing society, or the criteria against which
student learning can be measured. In situations
such as this, where there are high levels of
ambiguity, people try to reduce ambiguity by at-
tempting to gain greater control over their environ-
ment. Thas, administrators adopt more specific
rules and regulations about the operations in the
school ; teachers try to routinize and organize class-
room activities in a predictable way; students seek
ways to protect themselves from real or imaghied
threats. Attempts to deal with the event of desegre-
gation by increasing control over the school
environment have a profound influence on the
process of desegregation.

Individual Coping Strategies
. Faced with the ambiguity that arises when the
legitimacy of organizational goals is questioned.
individual actors are forced to rely upon their own
individual resources in coping with problems that
develop in die routine operations of the organiza-
tion. Court-ordered desegregation, in effect, ques-
tioned the legitimacy ofthe Organizational goals of
public schools, at least in the area of race relations.
In the following sections, we will discuss some of the
individual coping strategies that were observed in
desegregated public schools, distinguishing be-
tween those strategies which seem to result from a
basic agreement with and commitment to the
organizational goals of the school (normative

- compliance-based strategies) and those mecha-
nisms that demonstrate relatively low commitqlent
to official school goals (coercive compliance-based
strategies).
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Normative Compliance-Based Strategies
"Mak'ing it work. " One important strategy for

coping_with school desegregation is simply accep-
ting the presenCcof others of a different race and
making a determined effort to have &Segregation
proceed peacefully and successfully. This strategy
involves an affective response demanding the most
active ioriiis of endomifnnent: In Pawnee, fnr
example, the most positive affective response was
represented by a slogan adopted by a parents'
group during the initial phase of court-ordered
bussing: "Let's make it wykl" From this perspec-
tive, desegregation represents an opportunity for
social betterment. One leader summed this up as
follows :

This [school desegregation] is a great oppor-
tunity to improve the status of mankind. We
hive a chance right now to dissolve some of the
racial tensions by teaching our children to accept
their Spanish speaking neighbor, their white
neighbor, their black neigilbor. We should dili-
gently teach our children to try to understand
them.

"Making it work" is an active strategy that trans-
cends the particular operation of the schools and
places busing within the context of the 'whole
society. The activities necessary to "make it work"
are supported by the norms of equality inherent in
American ideals.

The level of idealism inherent in the efforts to
"mate it work" appealed to students as well as to
adults in Pawnee. The impact of the idealism was -
particularly apparent among those students who
began their high school career the year the desegre-
gation order was issued. Many students in this class
expressed the belief that desegregation made them
unique pioneers in a "grand experiment" in social
reforms This belief was a powerful factor in de-
veloping student norms to support the initial
desegregation efforts. Many students thought of
themselves as leaders in a crusade. They believed
that, through desegregation, they had an oppor-
tunity "to meet all kinds of people" and to learn

3, Pawnee was one of the first school districts in the
north to operate under a court-Ordered desegregation
programf Consequently, the district was the focus of con.
siderable media attention which supported the pioneer
image.
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how to accept differences. It was viewed as an
experiment of- dealing with "real life" and as
helping them to learn to adjust to a pluralistic

, society-
Students were so idealistically committed to this

stance that they would go to extraordinary leigths
to reduce the level of voluntary segregation that
was the common pattern in student interactions.
During the initial violent phases of &segregation,
they participated in programs at other buildings in
the district which urged students to accept the
racial mixing of students peacefully. Students with
high visibility, such as class officers, members of
the varsity, football and basketball teams, and the
marching band the "cultural maximizers" in
Jules Henry's phase were most likely to cross
racial barriers in their interactions but there were
substantial numbers of bther less visible students
who were infected with the spirit of interracial
cooperation.

After the initial years, however, the students in
succeeding classes were less likely to be so ideolo-
gically committed, and the ideological commit-
ynent of the pioneer students seemed to be reduced.
The risk resulting from crossing color lines among
students seemed to increase even among the most
prominent students.

"Getting along." As the initial blush of idealism
begins to fade, students make other adaptations to
the reality of desegregated schools, one of which is
simply "getting along." "Getting along" represents'
a more affectively neutral response to social mixing
that can be endorsed by school personnel, students
and parents without commitment to tc broader
social policy of which school desegr4uon is a
part. At a minimum, this strategy entails "live and
let live." When "getting along" becomes the official
and legitimized stance of school authorities and is
consistently supported by school personnel, such
norms as "polite cooperation" emerge (Clement
et al., 1978: Clement and Livesay, this volume).
The norm of polite cooperation seeks to foster
politeness in student interactions and to avoid any
unpleasant or controversial references in conver-
sation. The norm of politeness supported the ex-
pectation that student relationships within the'
school would be governed by at least a minimal
degree of decorum, if not actual friendship. Those
who violated this norm were pressured to.conform
by their teachers and their fellow students. Flow-

ever, those students "who are able to go beyond
cdurtesy and establish close friendships are
considered. exceptional" (Clement et al. ,

1978 : 240). The superficiality of politirooperation
may confuse students who do not understand the
distinction between this behavior and real friend-
ship behavior. Teacher rewarcb are reserved for
those students who are "nice" to each other and the
inteni seems to be to create a harmonious and
smooth atrdosphere by controlling student inter-
action. The effect of the norm of polite cooperation'
is to guarantee some degree of order within the
school. That order is based on normative

isompliance; 1.he very clear norm is that students
sliould be "ace" to each other, regardless of their
race.

The influence of school authorities indirecting
'student interracial contacts seems to be greater at
the elementary grade levels, and the emergence of
politeness as a standard was most clearly observable
among the sixth graders studied. We suspect that
this strategy is most effective with younger students
who are less likely to question the authority of
school officials and the norms which they
represent. "Polite cooperation" is not as powerful a
norm in secondary buildingit. In hie; schools, other
techniques are adopted for "getting along." One
fairly common strategy involves selecting a "best
friend" from the other race and develdping strong
linkages with that individual. In this way the bulk
of a student's contacts are with persons of the same
race, but the special friend is evidence of one's
ability to "get along." Such students also point to
the "cultural maximizers" who cross race lines fre-
quently, and use these models as evidence that
people can work together in a desegregated school.
Iri this way, students can experience bi-racial con-
tact' under relatively controlled conditions.
However, we do not mean to imialy that these
friendships are simply utilitarian since our data
indicate that this is not the case.

"Not making trouble." Least actively deter-
mined to "make it work" and least committed to
"getting along," are those students, staff and
parents committed to "not making trouble." From
this perspective, desegregation is passively accep-
ted and tactics are developed to avoid "trouble"
and to get on with the,routine of school life with as
little "fuss" as ponible. This pragmatic "make do"
approach to the new policies connected with de-
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segregation characterizes many students. Students
are successful under this approach if they "mind
tiltir own business" and do not "go out of dieir way"
to actively seek or avoid bi-racial contacts. This
approach allows social relations among students
"to happen naturally." According to this perspec-
tive, students naturally pick friends according to
their own interests and activities, and race is not a
factor in their choices. The role of the school is to
provide the setting and let nature take its course. As
one teacher noted:

Kids, no matter how you plan, [aren't} going to
change their minds because you say so...there-,
fore, let things run their natural course and kids
will get along. The kids that are good will loaf
with those that are good ; kids that are mischie-
VOUs and rotten will loaf together too. To mix
them up would be defeating the purpose of life.

In summary, the response of students to many of
the situations emerging from desegregated
schooling is to "get along." This response is at best
positive and, at least, affectively neutral to the
social policy which school desegregation implies.
Allatrategies for "getting along," however, depend
upon agreement with, or commitment to, the pre-
vailing normative structure of the school organiza-
tion. Students who attempt to "get along" generally
accept the official definition of desegregation as
given and attempt to incorporate the norms
implied by this official definition into the pattern
of their ongoing interactions. Younger students
seem to be more likely to be committed to this nor-
mative structure than older students. In secondary
schools those stud.ents who "fit" Vie officially pre-
scribed pattern with regard to desegregation tend
to be those who are sucCessful academically, active
in school sponsored clubs or teams and comfortable
in their student role. These students appear to have
the greatest number of bi-racial contacts. In other
words, if the students follow prevalent "middle
class" *Versions of school participation, they are
more likely to pursue a strategy that allows them to
"get along" with students of different races. Also,
there is some evidence that the idealism sur-
rounding the initial phases of desegregation
increases commitment to more active strategies for
managing bi-racial ,contact. However, not all
strategies are affectively neutral nor are such
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strategies appropriate for all, situations. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will discuss individual coping
mechanisms that develop from disagreetnent with
the prevailing normative structure of the schools.

Coercive Compliance-Based Strategies.
Avoidance. One of the more common strategies

'for dealing with bi-racial contacts is avoidance. At
a most elementary level, avoidance is a mechanism
that enables an individual to separate him- or her-
self physically from members of other races. Such
avoidance behavior was observed in all the schOols
studied and was displayed by different sets of actors
in many situations.

The dearest example of student avoidance of
members of other races can be seen in the, pattern
of neighbor selections in open situations. Exami-
nations of student seating patterns in cafeterias,
assemblies and other informal settings suggest that
individuals usually select their neighbors on the
basis of race; most often, white students are ob-
served choosing white students and blacks choosing
blacks as companions. Hispanic students seemed to
shift their selections of companions in more
situationally determined ways. For example, at
Sheridan and Pawnee West some Hispanic groups
identified with whites while others associated with
black students. At West, Mexican students
"smoke" with whites whereas Puerto Rican
students "hang out" in the black smoking area.
There was no consistent pattern to these choices
across sites and we will not detail them here. We
simply note the apparent importance of race in
student associations, and comment that choosing
to be with a student of one race often involved a
choice not to be near (that is, to avoid) a student of
a different race.

It is possible to observe avoidance patterns in
extra-curticular activities where particular sports
are identified by race. At Crossover, for example,
basketball and football are "black," golf and swim-
ming "white," female track "black," and male
track "white." Students are free to participate in all
activities in which a majority of one race
dominated. However, it is difficult for students to
cross these informal barriers of color and most
students choose not to make an issue of the
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segregated pattern that results.4 At West, the one
white student on the basketball team, nicknamed

White Hope," had difficulties at first
adi' ing to his minority status. In time, however,
he came to view the experience as one of the most
exciting of his high school career. His black team-
mates defended him on many occasions, and his
status was reflected in good-natured joking from
both blacks and whites involved with basketball.

The issue ofextra-curricular activities illustrates
the complex effects of desegregation on student
life lt is generally accepted in all secondary
schools, desegregated or not, that students want to
associate with friends as' much as possible.
Counselors and students told us that being able "to
be with friends" is one of the ma* criteria students
use in selecting courses. Peer contacts are an essen-
tial element in student development, and it is not
surprising that students would freely associate with
peers whom they feel are most similar to
themselves. Since busing often reflects segrepted
residential patterns, neighborhood-based student
friendships are transported from home to school.
Some part of avoidance, then, may reflect the
difficulty of forming friendship ties with students of
other races outside the school context, and racial
overtones to student interactions at school may only
reinforce and sustain these neighborhood-based
choices rather than directly cause the social pre-
ferences observed. However, even if race ia a
secondary causal factor in this behavior, the fact
that so few behaviors result in racially mixed
student groups is the occasion for much discussion
in desegregated settings. Typical of such comments
is the observatio' n of a teacher who was
chaperoning a "sock hop" where a few white

4. Rather elaborate belief systems develop to explain
why particular sports are dominated by students of a
particular race. For exampk, at Pawnee West the fact
that basketball is "black" is explained by the "fact" that
"blacks are always out shooting baskets." As one
informant told us, "if blacks spent as much time on other
sports as they do for basketball, they could be good in
them too." We note also that there is a taboo among
white school officials against discussing what they see as
more fundamental reasons for racial differences in
athletics. The longer tendons in the legs of blacks which
"makes them better jumpers" and the negative buoyancy
which hinders their swimming can only be mentioned in
whispers.

students were huddled on bleachers watching con-
siderably more black students dancing on the gym
floor : "This just isn't the way things sh:auld be."

Where total avoidance, with the resulting total
exclusion of members of one race, is not tolerated,
as in the case of some highly visible activities, there
are conscious efforts to desegregate the activity.
One eximple is the homecoming court (Queen and
Attendants).5. Students often deliberately try to
have a representative ,of each race in the running
for these positions and organize their voting to yield
a racially mixed court. However, once the
principal of "representativeness" is violated i.e.
blacks or whites monopolizing positions it
appears that members of the "losing" race cease
competing and tend to avoid further contact with
activity. At Crossover, a deliberate policy of
balancing the cheerleading team was abandoned
after four years and the new black team captain
told.the girls that they no longer needed any "white
type" cheers. The white girls simply withdrew from
the competition. The same occurred in the Home-
coming activities at Pawnee West once parents and
school officials reduced the pressure for racial
balance. It should be noted, hpwever, that the
white minority at Crossover was able to exercise an
inordinate amount of control over student govern-
ment and non-athletic activities by adopting
similar tactics in these areas. These examples
suggest that students view the role of race in the
distribution of prestige in their social system as a
zero-sum game. Either victory or defeat in that
competition fosters avoidance behavior.

5. ficanec- oining activities at Pawnee West were sus-
pended during the initial violence which surrounded
desegregation efforts. After four years. however.
pressure from parents and student`s encouraged school
officials to reinstitute the Homecoming Dance. The
Concern for safety at the first dance was so great that
there were as many adults as students in attendance.
Moreover, many school people viewed this dance as a
"test case" could such events be safely scheduled in a
desegregated school? The fact that student response to
the dance was very low was judged secondary to the
absence of any violence at the event. Much less concern
was displayed about the dance the second year it was held
and the student response was greater. The first dance was
attended by only about 100 students, fairly evenly dis-
tributed among blacks and whites; several, hundred
students attended the dance the second year, but the
participants were predominantly black students.
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Another type of avoidance results from fear
rather than from a desire to remain with friends.
There are some places believed to be "unsafe" and
these spaces are avoided. In Pawnee West, for
example, the back stairs are seldom used. by some
students because they are considered dangerous ; as
a result, the front hall is usually crowded and there
is considerable pushing and shoving at change of
classes. Learning where to go and not to go is an
important part of becoming a member of the
school. Students explain that the general rule is to
"stay out of trouble" by avoiding people and places
that can cause harm. This rule was stated as "only
doing what you have to do," "staying out of the way
of thipgs," or simply "minding your own business."
The point in all these wordings is that there are
definable limits to where and when a student
travels in the school environs.

The protection of turf is another major feature
of student experience. At Sheridan High, students
established "ethnic" boundaries aro b d parts of
the school property and those not i tified with
that particular group were excluded. At s . ..ver,
a student lounge became identified as a black
student area, and whites including white
teachers hesitated to uie the space.

Avoidance of particular spaces seems to be
related to fear of the unknown. Younger students
at Pawnee West tend to be more afraid than older
students ; white girls more so than other student
populations. The greatest protection is to have
"frj,ends" with you and not allow'yourself to be

olated from friends of your own race. A survey of
the school asked a random sample of about 100
students questions about the relative safety of
different locations in the school building. Almost
half (45 percent) responded tirt there was at least
one place that students avoided "because someone
mjght hurt or bother them there." Almost one:
third (32 percent) listed two or more ..!'unsafe
places." Interviews revealed that many of these

' fears involved the race of the students whd were
likely to be found in the given locations.

Many students report that they do not feel com-
fortable with one group or another and simply
avoid those activities that could lead to bi-racial
-contact. There are parents who insist that their
children return home immediately after classes and
do not allow them to participate in after-school
activities because they do not want them to be
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threatened. However, in some.cases, students anti-
cipate unpleasant experiences because of the
stories that they hear from older students or
siblingi. They are often surprised &to find these
accounts exaggerated and inacculate. As one
student noted:

In junioiligh school they told me that I was
gonna' get ltpt and the teachers were mean and
stuff hie that. But it wasn't like that the
teachers are nice and the schisol is mit too bad
and I never get lost. I like it here.

Another said:

Well, I heard a lot of bad things like people get-
ting jumped between classes or after. school
things like that and as long as you don't go out in
the halls between classes or down back stairways

then it's O.K., but it is pretty good here.

There are, on the other hand, students like the
young white female who went to the principal's
office and requested her mother be called to pick
her up every time she heard a rumor that there was
going to be "trouble." She reported never having
seen any violence but attributed that to her ability
to so completely avoid situations where it was likely
to occur.

The ktrategy of avoidance has many forms. Ob-
viously, the most effective way to avoid a situation is
complete absence, and "skipping," truancy and
cutting classes may be viewed as ways in which
students can avoid confronting school situations.
Many students cut classes selectively, partly in
response to how rigid the teacher is in enforcing
sanctions against absences, that is, whether or not
the consequences of absence appear to be severe.
Students utilize a variety of informal networks to
reduce these consequences, including checking
with classmates who have attended when tests are
scheduled about whether the teacher was "mad"
because they "skipped."

"Skippers" seem to have little trouble finding
safe places (i.e., places where they are not likely to
be found) to go when they cut classes. Shopping
malls are a favorite location.6 They also have many

6. Officially, Pawnee West is a "closed campus":
students are fiat allowed to enter or leave the school
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places to go inside the building when they "skip," as
another student explained: '

How do they skip? It is really easy; they have put
hall monitors out there but it isn't working be-
cause 5 minutes after class they leave so all the
students have to do is wait 5 minutes after they
leave and walk around until they see a teacher
coming and then leave and they go to the back
hall or to the stairs because the teachers never
go to the back ones, it's very easy. They keep
saying they are going to stop us but they cannot
stop us unless they put a persorr in everrhall,
ever), stairuand every bathroom.

rThis pattern is, of course, not unique to desegre-
gated schools: most secondary schools are faced
with similar situations. Desegregation and the
resulting racially mixed student bodies merely
complicate this issue. Concecn with student atten-
da4v leads to elaborate systems of control based
upon detailed bookkeeping and record taking. In
spite Of such systems, however, a . I tors find
it impossible to cope with attend ce difficulties.

lrmally, we note that attendan at class is not an
indicator of participation in work of school.
Observers wert struck by the n ber of students in
almost every classroom who do not "pay attention,"
who sleep or stare out the window or read paper-
back novels. They act as if they are isolated within
the group and, aside from physical presence, do
not participate in any way in the ongoing activity of
the class. This withdrawal is usually tolerated by
teaZhers if the stident is not disruptive;

The decline of informal teacher networks has led
to some withdrawal of staff members from each
other. The after-school get-togethers and social
exchanges /hat had characterized many teacher
lounges disappeared with the institution of the
desegregation policies, and did not resume to any
large- degree in subsequent years. This may be a
process that takes place in all schools as teachers
obtain more autonomy over their professional lives.
Such autonomy could result from the ability of
teachers to live away from the community in which
the school is located, from union contacts that

building without clearance from a building adminis-
trator. In practice, students learn very quickly how to get
in and out of the building when they choose.

severely constrain demands for extra time, or from
centralization policies that produce large-scale
institutions. In other words, desegregation may
complicate teacher interaction and agitate with-
drawal although not "causing" this response.

Individuals use avoiaance as a coping measure in
both positiye and negative ways.. It makes sense to
stay away from situations perceived as dangerous
and unsafe. Adults frequently avoid situations that
are unpleasant or boring, just as students do when
they "skip" or "tune out" classes. On the other
hand, avoidance seldom resolves important diffi-
culties; only by facing these do we develop ,and
mature. Desegregation iirovides an opportunity for
students to confront the seiions problems of race
relations in this society-but sootegies of avoidance
make it less likely that those problems will be con-
fronted and jesolved. Finally, the toleration of
avoidance behavior represents a decline in the
force of norms for participation in learning that
formerly characterized schooling. Decrease40.
pressure to take part in learning activities increases
the necessity to impose other kinds of controls on
student behavior and accelerates the shift to
coercive compliance structures:

Submission. There are certain uncomfortable or
unpleasant situations which develop during the
course of a student's day that simply cannoi be
avoided. Confrontations between students occur in
the school corridors; students collide on the stairs
during 'change of classes; prime seats are de-
manded at assemblies or other school events.- In
response to such situations, Some studentimake use
of a strategy of submission they passively tolerate
actions again their persons that would normally
provoke a 'more aggressive response. A student
steps aside to make way for the others in the
corridor; pushing is accepted and not returned;
desirable seats are vacated. We notice considerable
differences in terms of black and white styles of
behavior with regard to strategies of submission. In
general, black students are more likely to "stand up
for their rights" and not to permit any "messing
around." On the other hand, white students often
appear to submit to many "unfriendly" acts in an
attempt to avoid "trouble." One black female
student discussed this process:

R : When you just walk clown the hall and there
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are a lot of people they just push you out of the
way. You just keep going.
/: Is there any particular reason why that
happens or does it ;fiat happen?
R: It just happens, I don't know.
/: Is it more latelyto happen if you're black or
white? Or does it matter?
R: Mostly it happens to white people.
/: Why is that? Do you know?

. R: I don't know. Like if a black hits another
black they know they will get hit back, but if they.
hit a white they just keep on going...
k So q'a black pushes another black person they
afe liable, to get hit?

4 R: Ya.
/: Is that how it seems?
R:. Ya.
I: Why do you think that white people let it go?
R: I don't . know. The black ought to get
smacked if they push...the whites look like they
are maft but I don't know...

Students usually describe this behavior as
"hassling," and accept it as part of their world in
school. To "hassle" someone isio annoy or, provoke
him purposefully, and is somewhat related to the
concept of teasing, but Usually includes aatual
physical contact and deliberate intention to dia-
turb. This behavior is often directed at someone of
the opposite race.*For &ample, a boy and a girl (of
the same race) walking alotig talking would be split
apart by another student (of a different race)
walking between them : groups of students wotild
dominate hall space horizontally, or bump into
people. Our obseivations tended to substantiate
the student testimony that black itudents usually
provoked these instances and most whites ignored
them, continuing on their way. Black students
volunteered the observatiiM that most white
students would not iespond to hostility on the pilrt
of blacks but tried to avoid confrontations.'

...I have never been hassled. It's especially the
white kids. You know they aie really scared.
There was an assembly for Black Awareness in
the fieldhouse, and there were some white kids
that got out of their class to go to the assembly
but when they found out there was just going to
be blacks there, they skipped class.
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It appears that those 'White students most com-
fortable with blacks and least afraid in a bi-racial
contact situation are least likely to tolerate these
iatxusions. Submission seems to be a behavior that
is more characteristic of less powerful students. For
example, younger students, both black and white,
defer. welder students; the higher status upper
classmen had more freedom to invade the personal
space of the lower classmen who Were lesrhiely to
respond in kind. Avoidance of occasions for
"hassling" seems to be a general response Of white
students; when avoidance is not possible, whites
are likely to submit.

It is important to note that both blacks and
whites seem to misirerpret the behavior of
students whose race is different from their own.
There is reason to believe that white children inter-

' pret mild forms of playfuAt havitVr on the yartof
blacks as threatening and, because of their fear at
these perceived threats., submit. This behavior,
however, can be dysfunctional for whites when it is
interpreted by blaclits as weakness. Brack studentst
on the other hand, -wonder Why there is no reaction
from whites to their provocation and judge whites
io be "uppity" since they will not engage in the
interchange. The point is that, since the issues of
racial differences art successfully "hidden" by the
official stance that desegregation is no longer a
problem, individual students have no way of ex-
ploring alternative interpretations.

The strategy of submission on the part of
students seems to be at least reinforced by the
toleration of "hassling" or mild provocation by
teachers. There were numerous instances where
the teacher indicated that he or she observed what
was "going down" (by making aside comments to
the observer or to the class) but chose not to make
an issue of-the behavior. There is in these cases an
implicit acceptance of the provocation and a
modelling of submissive behavior. If a teacher, in
his or her relatively powerful position (to thi
students), tolerates provocation, students can see
that passivity is a possible response. "Putting up
with",the "hassling" is one way out of the ambiguity
that results from the absence of any apparent
agreement concerning the norms for appropriate
classroom behavior.
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. Another important strategy that can be
observed for dealing with race relations in desegre-.
gated schools is that of, denial. Administrators,
teachers, students, end parents consittentlY deny
that there are any racial difficulties in the schools.
The fo;m of the denials varies, but the effect is the
same thrughout the research, namely, to negate
the existence of rasial factors in school operation
in spite of considerable impirical evidence that
such factors are important. One form of denial is a
taboo on talking about race: race is never Men-
tioned, even to the extraordinary degree that
students Were not able to describe the physical
features of another student accurately? For
example, one obsefvet recorded these instances:

Ms. Fowler said that a short while ago she had
heard from Martin (black) that another child
had done something wrong. The offebse' was
serious enough so tbat shewanted to track down
this individuat. She asked Martin to describe the
child who had committed the offense. Martin
said, 'He 'has black hair and he's fairly tall.' He
didn't give the race of the other person even
though he went on to give a fairly complete des-
cription otherwise. Finally, Ms. Fowler asked, 'Is
he black or white?' Martin replied, 'Is it all right
for me to say?' Ms. Fowler said that it was all
right, that black or white skin is a matter of fact
andys an important part of a physical descrip-
tion. Martin then said, 'Well, the boy was white.'

Int eniewer : You saidt hat sometimes black kids
might ;tot like someone in mentioning group
membership by saying things like black or white.
Have' you actually seen cases like this...where
black kids have been angry'about it or...
Sue (white): Y eah, I've seen that It's I don't like
-...I don't know why, but I never say black or
white.

Intertiewer: [a situation like that M Sylvia's

7. Although our emphasis here if on race as a taboo
topic, we note that sex is also a subject that is officially
avoided.

interview, in which race wasn't tvientioned, Li

described]. Why do you think hf didn't mention
whether the student was black or white?
Darin (black): Cause he didn't wait to get beat
up, probably. eauseif you talk color, probably
they beat you. up.
Intefetewer: anil beat'you up?-
Darin Anybody.
Interviewer: Would you have mentioned the
student's race if ybu were describing him to Wye
teacher?,
Darin: Yes.
Interviewer: Why do you thMk the other
student didn't?
Darin : Probably he didn't want to embarrass
the other the teacher.
Interviewer: How would he have embarrassed
the teacher?
Darin: Well, if it was a white teacher and you
said.the kid was white, he [the teacher] would
probably be embarrassed himself...[It would]
probably embarrass the kids [too].

The existence of the taboo is fairly clear in these
incidents and the students are aware of the
penalties for violation of the norm. The net effect is
to prevent any discussion of race.

A related manifestation of denial is apparent in
the belief that the members of the school are
"color-blind." This assertion was made frequently
by teachers and administrators, and we have no
reason to believe that the speakers were not sincere.
One teacher said:

I really don't address myself to group differences
when I am dealing with youngsters...I try to treat
youngsters.

Another, when asked why there was only one
white girl in a class, responded :

'Well, let ine check.' After looking through the
class roster he said, 'You know you're right. I
never noticed that...! guess that's a gotkl'thing.
On kids...they are liot really aware of xolor or
-race or whatever. I really don't. think thp are.'

The denial of race as a factor in school life can be
performed by substktuting norms of politeness and
cooperation in which it is intolite to refer to dif-
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ferences except in pmitive ways. Thus, onie uses
polite phrases as substitute 'expressiOnsi for race,
and actual- converaations that openly with
racial issues are avoided. The apPearance, then, is
one of smoothness and harmony between students
of different races. In a middle school, for example,
race was used directly only five times by t'eachers
and 30 times by students lb over 250 hours of obser-
vation. On the other hand, an analysis of informal
student convelations at a high school revealed that,
race was a ceeitral feature of a student conversation
more ofted than sex. The difference partly reflects
dic fact that younger students follow teacher role
models more closely than older students and have
fewer ppportunities for informal-conversations
during classes. At the same time, younger students
may find the denial of the importance of race a
particularly difficult problem to handle since they
are unable to find role mddels among school staff to
assist them in. handling their experiences With
niemben of a different race. Thus, information
about racial differences must be gathered
informally and almost superstitiously and such
Information, usually provided by peers, is more
likely to be based upoit stereotypes, myths azl in-
accurate perceptions of others.

If denial is to prevent the expression of state-
ments Of Melt racism, the sanctions imposed on
violators, must be strong. As expected, these ore
largely informal Students run the risk of "getting
beat up." Teachers attempt to ditcourage a col-
league who deals with racial issues directly by
mobilizing resistance among Mends, and, only as'a
last resort, will *they go to the principal. It is
imperativi that no erne directly challenge the norm
of denial and bring it into the open foryevicw, since
once this is done, it is believed that the norm will no
longer operate. Confronting race directly, many
teachers believe, will hinder their ability to conduct
their classes.

If race is denied as a source of identity, it can
then be denied as a source ofrconflict. One reason
why this becomes critical in the operation-of schools
is the lack of mechanisms to resolve racial conflicts
either in schools or in societi at large. The intent of
a strategy of denial is to prevent situations which
could develop into unresolvable conflicts. Since
there are no norms-which govern the ways in which
individuals in the sOciety deal with racial dif-
ferences. more coercive (and artificial) strategies
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are substituted so that potential conflict can be
managed. The substimtion of theie alternative
strategies tends to reinforce ti;le emerging coercive
mitt-tures of public schools, and to weaken the
commitment of clients of the schools to the goals of
the school organization.

Summary
It is important to recall that indiviiduals select '

from a variety of available responses to the
problems presented by bi-racial contact. However,
the size of the xepertoires from Which individuals
select differs considerably. Forexample, our obser-
vations revealed that some students deal with
almost all bi-racial contacts during their school
days by withdrawal or avoidance, while callers
usually the "cultural maximizers" 'are able to
choose different responses for different situations.
When "getting along" is defused as official !icy in
i desegregated school, it becomes to deny
the persistence of problems associated wi , racial
mixing The result is that actors in the - 11 on are

forced to cope as best they can; they must ring to
0 bear whatever personal resources they ve for

managing tensions. An official poliCy of I , for
example, tends not only tO downplay the `signifi-
cance of confrontations and personal -anxieties
about birracial contacts, but also to discOurage
overt self-segregation as a coping mechanism.

- Students are expected to' mix with each 'other
regardless of race, but there is littltiaficial supPort
for resolving any problems that do arise in a

many individuals
multi

racial context. The fiphat so
experience problems reinforces the necessity for

st_s

increased Coercion in the routine operation of the
schools so that unacceptable coping strategies are
not applied.

There are, in addition, basic contradictions
between strategies. For example, sivoidance and
active "getting along" be1aviors do not fit together.
Some of these contradictIons are smoothed over by
the acceptance of a master goal of education and
the interpretation of racial differences only within
the context of that Master goal. The primary
function of schools is to promote academic achieve-
ment, and when considerations of race become
obstacles to academic achievement, they are to be
ignored and denied. However, when considera-
tions of race foster opportunities for achievement
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and learning, they are to be recognized. For this
reason, "succesxful" performances of students in
desegregated schocthr such as high academic
grades, athletic skills, or "good citizenship," are
applauded because they occur in a multi-racial
setting. Encounters of this kind bring credit io the_
school and assist the organization in maintaining
high levels of commitment on the part of lower
participants."

Racial encounters with negative implications for
the school disciplinary actions, fights, or poor
academic achievement, especially by minority
youth are ignored. By shifting the prominence
assigned to race undet these different situations,
school people do not deal with the blade
contradiction between viewing desegregation as im
oportunity for developing racial understandings
and a situattn jequiring increasing control and
restriction-of student exchanges. Control becomes '
intermeshed in everyday interaction as a strategy to
reduce violence or threats real or not and
guarantee the minimal requirements for routine
functioning It is also implicit in the basic
discipline and order thimght to be necessary for a
productive learning environment. The fact that
control. interferes with spontaneous association
among students, often reduces opportunities for
positive bi-ricial contacts and leads to disfunc-
tional coping strategjes in interpersonal relation-
ships is not reeognized. A sterile and hostile climate
is often the unintended and unrecognized result of
control measures.

or
Cqping with Desegregation :

Organizational Responses
Organizations structure responses of their

members to events by establishing limits within
which the mqnben can acceptably adapt to
situations. What we gescribe as "coping strategies"
are the ways in, whicl individuals manage to deal
with the problems of race relations in desegregated
ichoots: the strategies tbey find for 'handling diffi-
culties that fit within the organizationally
allowable responses to the event of desegregation.
As David Mechanic (1974) has pointed out, most of
-

...,thse-research on coping has focused on individual
behaviors as the results of personal strengths or
weakt;esses too often the social structural factors

that also operate in real life situations are ignored.
The social realities of schools as complex organi-
zations have been neglected in examining the res
ponses to the desegregation process, particubirl
the examination of how organizatiot* fact
constrain those operating within schoOls in
adaptatiom to the changes that often
school desegregation.

We conclude that 'one of the most significant
organizational mechanisms for responding to.
event of court-ordered desegregationhas been the
imposition of additional control within schools.
Initially, control mechanisms were instituted in
schools as preventive measures directed at the
perceived danger of violence surrounding the
desegregation controversy. These measures were
designed, at a minimum, to guarantee the safety of
students and staff. Once these measures were
instituted, however, they became institutionalized
as part of routine school operations Ind, in some
ways, the school became a hostage to these safety
mechanisms. As we described above, these controls
representcM a move toward cktercive coMpliance
structures in public education. The shift to a
coercive compliance structure affected inter-
personal relationships, even when these had
nothing to do with race (Etzioni, 1975'). The
fundamental normative basis of compliance that
depended heavily upon agreed-upon values, and a
consensus about the function of schools, was
replaced by a new compliance structure based
upon social control within the organization. We do
not mean tifat schoots became "prisons" andthat
no consenius existed to form the basis of coogera-
tion among school personnel. There was, however,
an important change in the commitment of many
of the school's clients to the goals of the organiza-
tion and a significant shift in the balance between
normative and coercive compliance structures.

Developing controls may have been the only
logical strategy that schools, as organizations,

-could follow. An essential element for the
operation of any client-serving institution is a
ineasure of safety and security. Schools are parti-
cularly vulnerable to the threats of disruption since
tbey are dependent on the trust of their clients
(students and parents) and the community they
serve..,1f the leirel of trust is too drasticagy reduced,
it interferes with school organization and reduces
the effectiveness of all school operations. In effect,
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there no longer exists "a moral order" to which all
parties."owe allegiance" (Metz, 1978:26). To many
school staff members, desegregation orders repre-
sented a serious rebuke Court orders reinforced
the belief among many black parents and'students
that the school authorities'had not tried to bring
about "integrated education." If desegregation was
also`accompanied by controversy and violence, the

o. problem of security was added. Thus, the concern
with snicleitt safety and the control measures was
not misguided: control as an organizational res-

4poitse W113, to some extent, determined by the
, situation.

In very basic ways schools reflect the inability of
our entire, society to deal with differences. _There
are few models of successful race relations available
even for .those who approach desegregation with
will and determination "to make it work." It is
possihie tol.rnabilize community resources to imple-
ment the event of desegregation but it is much
more difficult to develop strategies that deal with
desegregation as a process of building sound rate
relations. The latter requires basic changes in
attitudes and behaviors over time and this simply
does not happen . automatically. If a goal of
desegregation is to change the experience of
students in significant ways, attention to this vial
requires many kinds of changes. But improving
race relations became ail objective secondary to the
establishment of "safe" schools. Odce the controls
were instituted and developed, they not only inter-
feied with the development of 9good raci
relations," they helped to maSk the problem of race
relations itself.

The organizational emphasis on control itself
an organizational strategy for coping with the
problems of desergation severely restricted tle
range of options open to individuals. The canna
parameters thought necessary not only for safety
and security, but aiso for "good education,"
severekrestricted the possibilities available for all
in the school. Meti*(1978 :23) notes:

...the most pressing instrumental goals of the
schools, those of coping with a hostile environ-
ment of students or, of parents (or other
influential community members), suggest a
social structure and a technology diametrically
opposed to that most suitable for furthering
edUcational goals.
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The imposition of controls an'A the implementation
of a coercive basis for compliance as an organiza-
tional response to the problem of ploviding a safe
environment for students involved just such a
contradiction in organizational goals. This contra-
diction was not consciously understood or
recognized by many in the school-because, in most
cases, they perceived the problem of coping with
desegregation as an individual difficulty, and they
sought individual strategies for managing the
change. In some cases, the accepted definitions of
desegregation provided group solutions (more
'control of the environment) that were never arti-
culated in terms of desegregation, but were
presented as ways to bring about a "stable learning
environment." There was not intent to subvert or
avoid desegregation directlY, but rather an intent
to manage the problems of desegregation through
control.

Conclusion
We began this essay by making the distinction

between desegregation as an event and desegre-
gation as a process. We attempted to distinguish
between a view of racial mixing of studenui in the
public schools as a straightforward set of mechani-
cal procedures designed to balance the racial
composition of classrooms and a iiew of desegre-
gation as part of the evolvini process of race
relations in American society. The former perspec-
tive is attractive because it offers those who must
implement 'policy the opportunity to declare- the
policy accomplished ; the latter view eschews such

' judgements and forces individuals to concentrate
upon the ongoing social relationship between
students of different races in the 'context of such
relationships in the broader society. Our argument
is that the view of desegregation as an event prevails
among public educators and that this view detracts
attention from the persistent problems of race
relations among students in public schools whieh
have been desegregated. By failing to attend to.
these problems. the view of desegregation as an
event promotes individual strategies for coping
with tensions that arise from the racial mixing of
students. Since they have not concentrated upon
the development of the social skills necessary for

vkiore harmonious relations among students of d11-
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ferent races, public schooli are forced to rely on the
social competence which the individual students
bring to the school situation. In tarn, the students
themselves are forced to "make do" as best they can
in what, for them, are sometimes difficult
situations. The school experience does little to
increase the range of their options for dealing with
these conditions.

The net result of these individual coping
strategies is to accelerate the erosion of the norma-
tive basis for public education. The abience of an
agreement about the value Structure which

--supports public schooling contributes to the
decline In confidence in public education as a
whole,, to a questionning of the value of desegre-
gation policies, and to a growing dissatisfaction
with public schools. Without agreed-upon norms,
the purpose of education becomes bluired and
there can be little sense of accomplishment about
what schools are doing. Desegregation does 'slot
cause ,this lack of direction but it compounds it.
Many are disillusioned because desegregation did
not lead to important gains in the aCademic
achievement of black students, or because desegre-
gated Stkools did not substantially alter the pattern
of race relations in the U.S. In hindsight, these ex-
pectations seem naive and unrealistic but the dis-
illusionment at their failure is all the greater
because there has been no central educational
philosophy or shared purpose toward which goals
could be directed, and against which progress
measured.

The decline of normative compliance structures,
we believe, encourages educational drift and, in
part, explains the growing lack of confidence in
public education. Again, desegregation did not
cause this loss of confidence, but, in many cases,
the implementation of desegregation policies
revealed the fragility and shallowness of the
normative structure that supported a conservative
social institution operating within a turbulent,
rapidly changing social environment. Larger
numbers of students became alienated from the
ideology of public education and isolated from any
learning experience in public schools. As fewer
students incorporate the norms and values of the
institution as their own, school authorities must

rely more heavily Upon coercioo as a basis for
compliance. However, the increase in coercive
compliance mechanisms contributes to the decline
in academic achievement because it produces an
unsatisfactory learning envyonment and diverts
energy, from learning to concerns about control.
Increasingly, schbols are seeking to standardize
and co produce uniform products al counted and

, certified through competency exams, avoiding the
more troublesome problems of developing mom
comprehensive and creative educational experi-
ences. Coercion can mask the abseils= of normative
foundations for public schooling, but only at
higher and higher costs.

The view of,desegregation as an event mide it
possible to separate desegregation from main-
stream educational concerns. Issues related to the
evert of desegregation could be separated from
those relating to problems of learning; 'in short,
desegregation could be compartmentalized. Once
successfully implemented on an arbitrary basis of
numbers, desegregation could be viewed as
finished and cofnplete. There was little recognition
of the difficulties of building good race relations in
contemporzry American society, of the complex-
ities of dealing with varieties of interpretations of
educational experiences or of the changes required
to -accommodate heterogeneous populations

"effectively.
Most ironic of all, the "eventness" of desegrega-

tion perpetuated the "eventmess" of education as a
whole. The illusion of normative consensus;
typified in American schools by a l'business as
usual" stance in response to desegregatim orders,
has denied the reality of plurality and conflict. The
absence of incidents or confroations is considered
evidence of success ; empty rituals of graduation or
grades cover the lack , of meaningful learning
experiences ; external symbols dominate the image
of public schools and hide the inauthenticity of
school practices. In short, desegregation represents
an illusion of change but little actual difference in
school operatibns.. By shifting to an increasingly
coercive basis for compliance, the fundamental
lack of purpose in contemporary public education
can be disguised. The crisis of public schooling has
not been averted but merely delayed.
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III. The Organization ana Representation
of Social Race Relations
in Six Desegregated Schools

By Dorothy C. Clement
and .1. Michael Livesay

Introduction
In his recent book, Ogbu (1978) argues that

minority education in the United States is a reflex
of racial stratification in the larger society. Al-
though school desegregation strikes at one support
of racial stratification by reducing the possibilities
for dual educational systems, its potential,
according to Ogbu's argument, must be considered
in light of non-school institutions. To the degree
that facial stratification is sdll manifest in other
areas such as housing and particularly the occupa-
tional structure, desegregated schools facea para-
doxical task. They are required to desegregate
while at the same thne they are pressured to
respond to a societal context which culturally and
structurally contgutes to reflect a profound
cleavage between blacks and whites. In these
schools, blacks, whites and other minority group
members interact daily in dose proxhnity sup-
posedly on an equal bisis, yet the institutions are
preparing their clientele for two different worlds.

The accommodation of schools to these opposing
stresses is the subject of this paper. In reviewing the
ethnographic studies of desegregated schools1
which are the subject of this volume, we have
examined and analyzed the nature of black-white
relations and the constraints that shape these re-

1. The studies discussed in this essay were funded by
the National Institute of Education. They occurred
shnultaneously. were guided by some of the same
research objectives, and benefitted from exchange
among the researchers during the progress of the studies.
The present essay is based upon the final project reports
and papers of Clement. et al. (1978), Collins and Noblit
(1978), lanni, et al (1978), Noblit and Collins (1978),
Scherer and Slawski (1978a, b), Schofield and Sagar

lationships in the institutional setting ! of the
school.

Conceptual Approach s

Anthropological analyses of ethnic and social-
race2 relations have tended to emphasize as expla-
natory factors either cultural differences among
groups or stsuctural differences in the positions of
these groups relative to one another. This tendency
is reflected in anthropologists' analyses of minority
children's difficulties with formal education in this
country. A traditional emphasis on cultural dif-
ferences and their negative or disruptive effects on
school relatipnships is exemplified in Gallimore.
et. ad. 's (1974) discussion of Hawaiian-American
students. Gallimore and his associates point out
that these 4tildren use their home-derived know-
ledge and values concerning adult roles in the
school, with the eventual result of disintegration of
the teacher-student relationship.

Emphasis on the structural po!sition of minority
groups and its effect on minority students is more
recent. This approach traces the reflection of the
group's social structural position in the larger
society, into the school, and, as exemplified in Rist

(1977), Slawski and Scherer (1977), and'Sullivan et al.
(1978). and upon additional materials sent by the
investigators.

2. "Social-race" or "cplor" is used in place of "race"
in order to distinguish between "race" as a biological
concept pertaining to populations and "race" as a
pseudo-biological folk concept used primarily in
reference to individuals. "Social-race" is used to refer to
the latter meaning (see Harris, 1975 for further
elaboration).
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(1973), reveals the school's complicity in the trans-
.mission or replication of social structure.

The clearest example of a structural Analysis is
that of Ogbu (1978). Begitming with the assump-
tion that American society is racially itratified, he
goes on to atgue that the nazure. of formal
education follows. He gives little credence to the
possibility that cultural differences could have an
effect on minority performance, but instead argues
that people in a society adjust their behavior (and
culture) in line with what is allowed them as incum-
benu of ascribed social roles. Thus, black children,
and children of other groups whiCh belong to caste-
like minorities, adjust their efforts in school
aicording to their assessment of their future possi-
bilities. Similarly, school officials adjust the
education they provide to conform to their per-
ception of the future, as do minority parents in
socializing their. children.

Integrating these two positions, Wax (1973)
argues that mincirity group identities are essentially
political and social identities, which may or may
not be associated with cultural differences for
particular individuals associated with such
identities. This viewpoint, when applied to secial
race relations, snggests that both structural and
cultural factors impinge upon the ways in which
blacks and whites interact and describe their inter-
actions with one another. Investigation at
Grandin a desegregated elementary school in the
south revealed such a mixture of constraints
affecting social race relations in the school
(Clement eta/. , 1978a, 1978b).

Social-race relations vary among the schools
studied according to the .different emphases in the
process of adaptation to desegregation. In effect,
each school represents a unique case of response,
yet all can be described utilizing the same analytic
categories. In some schools, cultural features seem
to predominate in importance; in others,
structural features predominate. The analytic
model presented provides a frame for discussion of
the patterns of interaction in desegregated schools.
The situation in each school is described, using the
model ; general findings are summarized; and
implications of these findings . for intervention
strategies are assessed.

5, All school names are pseudonyms.
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The Model
Our approach conceptualizes cross-color re-

lations as manifest in everyday interactions which
are constrained by collective patterns at school and
eitra-sclrol levels (ste Figure 1). Three levels of
focus are seen : (1) the interactional, (2) the school,
and (11). ...the extraichool. These levels are
analytically separated in order to isolate dynamic
factors. The school is usefully set apart from the
extra-school Level, for schools are institutions which
are to a degree autonomous in their internal

.
structure, yet susceptible to external control. The
distinction between the school and interactional
levels reflects a similar relationship. Individuals
interacting in any given encounter can choose to
behave in many different ways. However, just as a
school is affected by its context, the individuals in
an interaction are conditioned by their context.
Because of the organization of the social and
physical environment, and because of the way in
which cultural knowledge and values relate to
interactions, encounters are constrained.

The interactional level
Social race and other such relationscan 'be

described as having two makkr, distinguishable but
interrelated aspects: (1) a behavioral manifesta-
tion ,which is referred to here as "patterns of
encounters; " (2) a linguistic-symbolic manifes-
tation which is referred to here as "patterns of
representation." Patterns of encounters are the
observable recurrent features of contact's between
social-race members: the theme of these contacts,
the variety of types of contacts, and their dis-
tinctiveness from same-color interactions. Patterns
of representation are the ways in which people in
the school describe these black-white contacts and
relations.

Representations are the statements made by the.
actors about cross-social-race or other interactions
and are thus the models used to explain the
encounters to others. These frames isolate the set of
social identities (such as teacher, .student,
principal) that allow the anticipation, explana-
tion, and evaluation of behavior in a given
encounter. As shall be seen, social-race identities
are not necessarily referred to or made explicit in
representations of cross-color interactions. (For a
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more detailed discursion of "representations" see
Clement , 1977.)

The application of a particular representation to
a given encounter may be problematic and a
=wet- for negotiation. Not only may the situation
be ambiguous, the participants may_disagree over
the interpretation to be presented, which may
involve, conflicts concerning. the relehnt and
appropriate social identities. When participants
disagree about how the incident should be
represented, dr conflict is difficult to resolve.
These disrupting encounters are referred to he* as
a type of "symbolic encounter." Charges of racism
usually fall into this category since "racial
incidents" often involve disputes about which sociil
identities are affecting the behavior of the
partteipants. (See Clement et.al., I978b, for a
more detailed descriptiorrof this concept.)

A striking aspect of these casestudies of desegre-
gated schools is the variation in the frames of
representation used to describe cross-color
relations relative to the restricted variation in the
encounters. It is useful to consider the types of
encounters and representations actually found in
the schools in order to desnorAttraw_ihe range
exhibited as well as to illustrate the kind of social
phenomena being discussed.

kredominant patterns of encounters
Types of cross-color encounters in the schools

may be roughly characterized by a small 'number of
categories. One style may be thought of as
"cooperatfile" encounters. These cross-color inter-
actions involve variotta cooperative activities such
as responsibility for tasks er projects shared among
students in the classroom, or responsibility for
other school requirements. In these interactions,
social-race identities ar, not made explicit and the
type of contact does not differ in any observable
way from similar encounters that occur between
members of the same social-race.

In "wine schools, cooperation among different
social-race members is also seen in joint
participation in special activities and interest
groupings such as clubs and other extra-curricular
activities. Every school has examples of activities
with mixed participation as well as activities that
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are voluntarily segregated; the proportion of one
form relative .to another varies from school to
school. Cooperative encounters can also take the
form of instrumental transactions where specific
short-term outcomes are desired by the interacting
parties, these goals being the salient aspects af the
encounterFor the older students, for example,
there are cases reported of cross-color =changes of
drugs wherein the purchase of drugs constitutes the
focus of the interaction.

These patterns of. cooperative encounters are
seen in different degrees in all the schdols inves-
tigated; in some,.they seem to be the predominant
form of cross-social-race contact. It should be
noted that they are very much constrained by the
settings for inteiaction created in the school. In
some of the schools, for exampfe, teachers pur-
Posely establish work groups or dyads that are
mixed by social-race, thus increasing the possibility
for these cooperative interactions. (See Sagar and
Schofield, this volume, for a fuller discussion.)

Cooperative encounters may be contrasted with
a second general pattern of more limited and
restricted encounters: "Stereotypic" role inter-
actions. An example of a "stereotypic encounter" is
What students in one schdol refer to as "hassling."
(See Scherer and Slawski, this volume, for a dis-
cussion of "hassling.") A characteristic course of
such relationships shows blacks initiating the
encounter, in ways whites usually interpret as
aggressive or threatening, which then elicits
various responses aimed at avoiding the inter-
action. "Bustling" type relationships are thus
stereotypic in that habitual, 'social-race-identity
related behaviors are performed which elicit
standard and reinforcing responses.

Other types of stereotypic relationships involve
those based on assumptions about social-race or
ethnic-group specifiC activities..Examples include
tendencies by students to enroll in coUrses
identified with their group and to avoid thdse
associated with others, or of school adults to assign
students to classes on the basis of assumed
"interests" of social-race members.

If cooperative and stereotypic types -of en-
counters are thought of in terms of restrictions or
limitat,ions in the encounter, then the third type,
"bloced encounters," represents an even mare
restricted form: These are situations in which
encounters are rendered impossible by the lack of
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proidmity or by efforts of the potential participants
to withdraw or avoid interaction. Separation of
black and white students may be encouraged, both
by the manner in which students informally
organize themselves and by the manner in which
the salmi) organizes the students. Where students
demarcate and protect certain spaces against
members of other social-race or ethnic groups, as in
the high khools, enco'unters across color lines are
less possible. In one high school, for exatnple,"free-
lunch participants-are required muse a lunch line
separate from that used by those not participating
in the program. In other schools, tracking tends to
fesegregate students into different classrooms so
that contact is less possible. Since free lunch
programs, tracks, and other means by which
students are sorted tend not to reflect the social-
race proportions in the school, students have their
possible contacts restricted along social-race lines.

Blocked encounters also result fron; efforts of
individuals to withdraw° from the desegregated
setting. Students sometimes develop strategies- for
avoiding certain settings or situations. Others
avoid, though perhaps not specifically for reasons
of avoiding other social-races, desegregated
settings through cutting classes, not attending
school, or withdrawing from institution
altogether by moving or transferrl (See Sagar
and Schofield, this volume, for a discussion of
patterns of resegregation.)

The patterns of encounters can be arranged on a
continuum in terms of restriction or narrowness of
the relationships. Blocked encounters constitute
cases in which encounters are essentially non-
existent. Stere?typic, and cooperative encouoters
inustrate increasing levels of interaction. There is a
fourth type of encounter which is the, least
restricted but less common. Although cross social-
race relationships are common, the development of
deeperfriendship relationships between blacks and
whites seems to be much less so. In all the schools
examined, close relationships were reported only
for occasional individuals; there are a larger
number of cases of casual acquaintances reported.
These relationships may develop within the context
of cooperative type encounters and seem more
likely in schools where sucoilfkencounters are
fostered.

Predominant Patterns of Representation
The patterns nf encounters described above do

not necessarily match the ways in which school
participants would preient, the pattern. The
patterns of representation seem to be produced by
perspectives which. may be 'distinct from those
cOctly_scpressed in the ebqounter patterns as seen
by the obseiver. In addition, the patterns of re-
presentation are themselves constrained by various
factors. Thus, they offer ouly a particular explana-
tiCin for the relationship patterns. Yet these expla-
nations are an important part of the social reality
confronting schogi participants, and the rules for
their application are one of the sets of constraints
op overall interactional outcomes. In each of the
schools studied there ti,a typical or dominant
model Ased to discuu and otplain interactions
between members of different sociai-dce grottps.
The degree to which social-race identities are
salient in the representations of the patterns of
eneminters forms a continuum along. ihich de-
segregated schools may be placed

At the-end of the continuum are those patterns of
representation which deny or de-emphasize social-
race as a relevant category in describing,
explaining, or evaluating an encounter. At the
other is public acknowledgement of social-race as
an explicitly relevant category. Although each
school tends to have a combination of the patterns
of encounters described above, the representations
in each school are sufficiently different to discuss
them separately. In addition, in one school the re-
placement of the principal brought about a
structural reorganization and a resulting change
in social-race interaction patterns. In the
following, the schools will be discussed in order of
their emphasis on social-race identities.

The most extreme avoidance of social-race
categories is fouhd at Wexler, where there is
essentially a taboo against the consideration of
social-race in the representatiOn of relationships
and encounters. This restriction is so strong that
there appears to be difficulty in even bringing up
the possibility of alternative interpretations which
include ethnic or secial-race identity in some
manner. 'Symbolic encounters in which racism is

suspected elicit particularly agitated responses,
especially from school adults. Instead of (social)
racial identities, explanations and justifications,
especially thoie of the teachers. arc stated in terms

fit
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of academie' merit and individual effort and
achievement.

At Grandin, (social) racial identities are not
utilized in public representations, but avoidance is
less extreme. Explicit references to these identities
in interaction is treated as somewhat impolite.
Problems and disagreementstend to be interpreted
in terms of personality differences or, in the case of
student roblems with school reguiranents, in
terms or social class related difficulties. Inter-
pretations of symboliC _encounters as stemming
from racism or having overtones of racism are
avoided, and are disturbing to participants when
they occur. White teachers and administrators in
particular are concerned lest their actions be
erroneously represented as racist.

At PavOkee West, there is neither a taboo on, nor
public avoidance of, the explicit acknowledgement
of (social) racial identities. Social-racial identities
are not denced yet they are not attributed impor-
tance or relevance in interaction. They are not a
central focus of the school's interpretations and are
treated its subordinate ixplanatory factors if they
are seen as having any effect whatsoevet. The
dominant mode of representation there is a
"rhetoric of anicern" which emphasizes student
safety and receipt of valuable educational ex-
periences. Interactions among students, problem-
atic events, and symbolic encounters are repre-
sented ia. terms of their implicitions for the
students' best intecest and are evaluated with
respect to the extent of concern or care exhibited or
implied in them.

Crossover High School is somewhat similar to
Pawnee West in that (socia15 racial identities are
not tabooed as category yet are viewed as irrelevant
or subordinate to other themes in describing
patterns of encounters. There, the assumption of
bureaucratic equality wherein each individual has
the same status, blocks the application of explana-
tions which place primary emphasis on ethnic or
(social) racial identity. Such explanations are seen
as insufficient, although (social) racial factors are
not rejected. Racial catevies are subordinate to
tte records, procedures, and academic evaluations
by which students are categorized. Students,
among themselves, speak of group identity as
4ffecting patterns of encounters, yet such overt

xpression is difficult in the school context. As a
factor in the negotiation of positions and behaviors
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in the school, social-race is excluded even though
its existence is recognized.

The dominant pattern of representation at this
school has shifted from a previous frame in which
social-race had legitimated salience as a factor in
the explanatorrmodels for encounters. At that
time, studepts were allowed to negotiate their
positions 4ith one another and their positions in
the structure of the school using group membership
and group interest a; definitions of their
bargaining stances. This frame changed with the
installation of a new principal who sought to
impose bureaucratic order on the school.

The last school,. Sheridan, displays a pattern of
representation similar to the early experience at
Crosso.ver. Social-race and ethnic identities are
explicitly utilized to explain and describe
encounters. Ethnic identities are brought into the
school by the participants and are seen as\ an
important basis for relationships. Both school
adults and students often speak of cross-color
contacts in terms -which suggest these interactions
are seen as encounters between group repre-
sentatives.

School level constraints
Collective patterns in the school restrict and

constrain the patterns of encounters and repre-
sentations described above. As a result, certain
outcomes are more likely than others. People,
space, and activities in schools are organized both
by official mandate and by informally constituted
rules. (Again, see Figure I). This iorganization
increases the possibility of certain enciounters while
it decreases the possibility of others. At Pawnee
West, for example, students are lhnited is their
interactions to those with whom they share classes
or informal periods, because situations in which
larger groups can form are generally avoided.
Tracking also contributes to restricted or
"blocked" encounters.

The organization of people into school
categories tends to constrain the nature of
encounters. Lacey (1970) and others such as
McDermott (1974) have shown clearly how differ-
entiation of students along a status continuum by
school adults affects the fotmation of friendship
groups. In schools,where such status distinctions
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are emphasized, students tend to reflect this differ-
entiation by polarization of student groups against
one another. In the study schools where whites, for
example, are over-representect on one end of the
continuum, differentiation by school adults is
found to produce an environment hostile to the
interaction of blacks and whites.

Collective patterns at tht school level may also be
student-maintained. In schools where students
demarcate and maintain territories according to
social:race and ethnic group membership,

- encounters across these lines are severely con-
strained. Thus, both formal an4 informal organi-
zation of space, people, and activities in the school
tend to affect situations in which cross-group
interaction is possible.

The possibility of withdriwal from the school
situation is also an important organizational
condition affecting interactions. Withdrawal from
the school in general or from particular classes is an
alternative that tends not to be impeded in the
study schools. In two of the high schools, for
example, dal cutting is common with wane
students coming to school-but not attending any
alines. Instead they "hang around" with students
of their choice. Because of these possibilities for
withdrawal, students, in effect, can avoid
interacting with members of the other social-race
group. A pattern of blocked encounters is the
result.

Another constraint on inter-race encounters and
representations derives, from school norms and
strategies for cross-color interaction. Norms pre-
scribe and proscribe interactional behaviors as well
as representational frames. At Wexler, the model
of extreme avoidance of (social) racial identity,
student problems and interactions are described in
terms of individual achievement and effort. The
norm is so strong against the use Of racial identities
in explaining interaction that it is referrea to as a
taboo.

Students also develdp norms and strategies for
dealing with problematic encounters. A white
student, for example, tried to (comfort, a friend
who, upset by an incident in the girl's restroom, was
crying at her desk. Soon a group of black students
gathered around the desk. The white girl who was
trying to comfort her friend approached the
investigator, saying, "When 'they (the black
students) get into a group, I \get away." These

strategies tend to promote blocked or stereotypic
kinds of encounters.

Extra-school level constraints
Schools _tio not totally determine their own

internal organization. Although the netiotiation of
behavioral and representational norms is an
ongoing one in the school, the leeway for vari4ion
in these norms is limited by the institution'sdepen-
dence upon the extra-school context for resources,
personnel, and approval.4 Directives from the
district, including those designed to comply with
state and national policy, shape internal school
organization. Although they are often modified in
the individual schools, these directives affect such
organizational aspects as the mix of students in the
classroom and student eligibility for special classes.
The source of these constraints is referred to in
Figure I as "institutional hierarchy."

Another influence upon the internal order of the
school derives from thelcultures of the community
from which the school draws its personnel,
including students, and by which the school is con-
ceptualized as a particular type of institution.
School personnel bring sets of norms, ways of inter-
preting and describing social situations, and values,
with them into the school. These frames of
representation and notions0 proper Ways in which
to treat others influence the particular frames and
norms negotiated in the social order of the school.
In communities which are organized around
(social) racial and ethnic identities, it is not sur-
prising -that these categories are salient in the
school. In other areas where neighborhoods may be
residentially segregated with little contact and little
daily., dependence on (social) racial or ethnic

t

4. It is interesting and informative to note that most
of the social-race relevant pressures on the school from
the extra-school level are in the form of structural
requirements. Schools are pressured, for example to
retain their white populations, to,control manifestations
of violence and disruption, or to produce test scores of a
given level. The quality of crosf-color relationships does
not seem to be included in pressures placed upon the
schools. Were this to be so, then we might expect the
schools to adapt these requirements as they have to other
expectations and demands.
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categories, other cultural features may be more
dominant in providing representational and be-
havioral norms, in the school.

The source -of influence or constraint Aich we
have labeled "cultural knowledge and values" is not
an unequivocal source. Even in a single locale it is
likely that there are a number of groups with dif-
fering traditions. Thus, school participants bring
with them somewhat discordant orientations that
may come into conflict within the school setting..
This discordance surfaces. for example, in
symbolic encounters where a frameViork other than
that negotiated in the school is applied to a
situation. In one school, for example, thenornrwas
to avoid representations of acts ai racist, yet in a
few cases such charges were made or implied. For
example, a black teacher confronted a white
teacher who was planning a field trip with the sug-
gestion that viewing the film, "Gone With the
Wind." (the trip's objective) was inappropriate
because of the representation of blacks in the film
The white teacher was agitated and surprised,
asserting that the movie presented a past era.
Rejecting the implication of racism, she inter-
preted the black teacher as being "oversensitive."

A final source of constraint on the school is
referred to hei:e as "school image." School image is
informed by the other two compon concerns
the conceptualization that outsiders ve to( the
school as a representative of educatio al institu-
.tions in general and of othets in the community in
particular. This image affects parents' efforts to get
their children into or mit of the school, the efforts
of teachers to locate in the school, and the decisions
that community political groups as well as district
offices make about special resources or sanctions
that should aiply to the school. As it is perceived by
the school participants, the need to present a
particular external image clearly affects the type of
social order thae is established in the. schools.
Behavioral and representational norms in the study
schools are related to the image of the school that
school participants work to present and maintain
to one another and to outsiders. One school has the
reputation of being one of the warmer and
friendlier schools in the district. Teachers indicate
that they have positive feelings about the school
and want others to set it as a relatively friendly
place. This image is related to,sorms for positive
cooperative behavior and the avoidance of conflict.
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Case Studies of Desegregated Schools.
In the following section, illustrative material

from the ethnographic field studies reviewed by_
this volume are presented in roughly the
hierarchical order suggested by the' model
described above. That is, background information
is provided first (see Sullivan, this volume, for
detailettoirmmunity chaiacteriitics), then a des-
cription 'of factors found at the community and
district levels which lead to the constrained inter.
actional patterns. The cases are presented as they
are located on the continuum relating to the
Salienct of social race identities in ripresentations
of cross-color interactions with the least salient
first.

A middle school in the Northeast:
academic emphasis

Wexler Middle School is located in a large
industrial northeastern city. The city contains a
diverse ethnic population, with approximately a
fifth of the city's inhabitants being black. Resi-
dential segregation has cOncentrated this minority
group, however, with the niajority Of the blacks
residing in heavily segregated and economically
depressed neighborhoods. The school system has a
population which is approximately 40 percent
black, with half the school:1,in the system having 90
percent blac.lt or white enrollment. The city schools
in general are not segregated. Wexler, however, is
a fairly new middle schol (grades 6, 7, and 8) which
was established with the goal of racial balance. The
white students at the school generally come from
middle to upper middle class families while the
majority of blacks are working or lower class. The
faculty is about one-quarter black.

The participants at Wexler are conditioned by
extra-school expectations of academic excellence
and their internal goals seem to be consistent with
those desires. Resistance to desegregation by the
'city whites was initially overcome by the emphasis
on the school's strong academic program and its
"outstanding" facilities and equipment. Although
the principal and administrative staff appear to be
somewhat concerned about the school's progress is
an "integrated" institution, the participants in
general seem to see the school primarily in terms of



its academic goals and its image of quality educa-
tion. This internal image is generated not only by
the necessity for the school to present itself in such a
manner as to appear responsive 'to community ex-
pectations, but also by the norms of the school
participants, particularly the teachers.- Both black
and white faculty members feel that social-race
should not be used as a sorting or selection Criterion
for anything. Teachers agree that "racially"
motivated negative behavior should not be
tolerated. However, they tend not to see behavior
as racially motivated.

At Wexler, school adults have an "academics
first" orientation which pecifies that the proper
role for the teacher i& to focus on the provision of
eduCational opportunities and the academic
achievement of individual students. Exhibiting an
implicit assimilative stance, the school tone
indicates that mere contact is sufficient tOiinpro-
inter-group relations. (See Sagar and Schofield,
this volume, on the ,assimilationist perspective.)
Thus, there is little attempt to structure classes or
other settings in such a *ay that interracial
relationships are promoted, or dealt with explicitly
at all, except as constrained by school policy which

'seeks racial alance in the divisions of the school.
School participants have adopted a position

which holds that social-race considerations are ir-
relevant to the- tasks of the school. It is considered

jamfair "or inappropriate to bring up race as an
'element in representations of student (and other)
retationships. Often, notice of such identity is
taken as a sigo of possible prejudice. The teachers
believe that their students share this perspective.

There is, then, a strong dominant norm about
representations which forbids school participants
from making direct reference to the fact that there
are_ such things as social-races or ethnic groups.
The results include the absence of references to
social-race in school mottos or decorations, the
description of racial problems as minimal or non-
existent, the avoidance of interpreting incidents in
terms of racial implications, and the consequent
disruptions occasioned by symbolic encounters
which move factors of social-race into salient
positions. In addition, the norms seem to prohibit
consideration of such facts as the dispropor-
tionately high suspension rate of black students (80
percent of suspended students are black). Instead,
interpretations are made on the basis of evaluations

of individuil responsibility potential, consistent
with the orientations described above.

In this school, the students have overtly adopted
perspectives for within-school behavior which do
not contradict the norms and rules indicated by the
teachers. Certainly the condemnation of racial
references inthe school restricts the representations
which students can provide tO =Pain inter-group
encounten.

Besides theseeffects on student teptesentations,
the orientations exhibited by the school adults are
important io the definition of the reward structure
of the institution and, to some'extent, define the
significant dimensions of student status. The
rewards offered by the teachers and the school in
general are academically focused, such as inclusion
on the honor roll. Academic competition is
fettered and encouraged, although the school ad-
ministrative staff has attempted to reduce it.
Sademic jealousy sometimes appears to be the
basis for intimidation in encounters, often 'from
blacks to whites.

Relationships characterized by inter-racial
intimidation form a major portion of the inter-
actions seen at Wexler._ These stereotypic
encounters are a mild expression of the "hassle"
type relationships mentioned earlier and occur es-
pecially between males. Social-race difference' in
knowledge and values are observable in these
interactions ; blacks tend to initiate the encounters,
often through physical contact, which whites view
as threatening. The whites' rule for response in
these situations seem to be to submit, to passively
withdraw from the encounter, or to ignore the
contact. The results are, in general, restricted
relationships.

Students' patterns of friendship reflect a pre-
dominance of same-color choices; nonetheless,
they comply with the colorblind norm in repre-
sentations of their relationships. Students respond
to direct questions concerning social-race, for
example. by checking with the questioning adult :
"Is it all right to say?"5

6*

5. It is possible that conformity to the norm is -N

enhanced by the fact that Weiler is a new school with
special organizational features, e.g., a team and formal \
class organization. Students arriving from the various
schools under the open enrollment plan would be most
susceptible to teacher influence, as these school norms
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Students' informal groupings by social-raFe seem
to be affected in part by the formal and semi-
formal organization of contact and the form of
encounters between the social-races. In the"eighth
grade, the special scholars' track is predominantly
white and other special programs also differentiate
the groups. Teams (the divisions under which
classes are organized) art established by test scores
and quotas in such a way that they are racially and
academically ,heterogeneous. Howiver: L-class
assignments and teacher rearrangements are
usually structured to emphasize academic homo-
geneity for instructional purposes. Within classes,
the "academic first" orientation conditions the

4 focus of attention. In general, school organization
- subordinates social-race to concern about educa-

tional standards and academic goals a: a basis for
grouping so that non-competitive and informal
contacts between social-race members ,are
restricted.

The result is the creation of a setting in which
(social) raciatidentity is rarely ntentioned, ignored
as an interpretation of encounters, and disallowed.
(generally) as an overt consideration in the organi-
zation of 'space, persons and activities. This
Occasionally leads to symbolic or other encounters
which are difficult to manage. For example, the
principal of the school organized for the teachers a
series of training seminars presented by psycho-
logists specializing in race relations. The teachers
were extremely uncomfortable in these situations
and at one point responded to the leader's presen-
tation by suggesting that anyone who would discuss
the degree of (social) racial identity of a person had
to be "sick." Since the teachers' taboo prohibited
focus on social-race, teachers had great difficulty
with the Advisory classes-w!tich were set up to allow
discussion of kinds of interpersonal relationships,
particularly, race relations.

Among students, the general pattern of inter-
action was one in which harmonious-and effective
cooperation coukt. occur between social-race
members. The de-emphasis on group identity,
however, led to structures which tended to block
deeper contacts or the negotiation of problematic
aspects of inter-racial relationships, such as status
competition. Students infornially organized them,

would provide an immediate and available set of rules for
fitting into the hew setting.

to deal with these aspects of their- ovift, alth.ough
not necessarily in positive ways. for example, white
males, unwilling to yithdraw from the physical
ranking dimension of status competition, at one
point formed what they informally termed self-
defense and cooperation "dubs." These were
raciallroegregated and were privately Tepresented
as a mechanism to achieve a better position with
regard to the perceived threats of "hassling." Ap-
parently in iesponse. blacks organized their own
clubs, which they represented as "sports dubs" and
which seemed to be less focused on mutual support
for defense and thore on the probioaion of group
solidarity. Qiven their perspectives, school adults
were understandably very upset by theformation of
these groups and took steps to constrain them,
sending, roessages home to parents and officially
condemning the clubs.

0114,

'-Grandin: de-emphasis of traditional
school reward patterps

Grandin is, an upper elementary scho. ol in a small
southern city. The city's schools were first signi-
ficantly desegregated by a, court order in 1970 and
brought to tacial balance, again by court order, in
1975. During the study period, Grandin4 stuaent
population, with its 35-65 white-black composi-
tion, was slightly out of compliance with the order,
.having too manY whites. The majority of the
students are from working class families.

A major response to deiegregation here involved
a change in extra-school level factors eXpressed in
district- 'de policies for such areas as grading. lie
changes ould be described as a reorganization
away fro4 the traditional reward structure of the
schools, w h its clear designations of successful and
unsuc students, toward a system in which the
standards snd rewards for success and failure are
muted. In place of the traditional system, emphasis
was placed on alternative modes of instructioir
described as remedial programs. Efforts were to be
made to bring students who were falling behind, as
measured by standardized tests, up to standard
'through programs based on individual instruction.
During this period, quality remedial programs for
math and reading were emphasized although they



were notavailable io all who were eligible for them.
This approach was accompanied by the use of
mainstreaming or maintaining heterogeneous
classes except for special class periods during the
day. Regular classes were required to be racially
13alanced.

To some extent, disciplinary methods apd
student _placement have been constrained by pro-
cedural guidelines, while evaluation standards in
elementary schoel hive been reduced is a basis for
rewarding students. A reorientati occurred in
the case of other school practi le well. Prior to

vimschool desegregation, teachers required to
make "home visits" for each of a - °pHs. Fol-
lowing desegregation, ti!achers encouraged,

; but not required, to visit, practice has
diminished si,gnificantly, if essentially
disappe

The district has undergone, since desegregation,.
and especially in the last two years, an increase in
the representation of blacks in the decision-making
bodies of the school district. Although there is a
=Tait counter trend, during the seven years that
the schools have been desegregated the district has
adopted or maintained policies which aecrease the
differentiation of students by achievement in the
elementary grades and which increase the use of
explicit proceaures in assigning students to groups
and in meting out Punishments and rewards tti
students. In additic:n, the district has discouraged,
and continues to discourage, the use of social-race
categories in the formal.or semi-formarsystems.of
the schOol (except for the purpose of achieving
racial balance in the schools and in the regular
classrooms) and othervrise has attempted to
eliminate the potential for discriminatory charges

by making procedures more explicit.
These district-level policies specify a number of

aspects of the organization of people, space, and
activities at Grandin. The older patterns of (social)
racial interaction in the South are not acceptable
instead, ,the patterns disFilayed are more
comparable to polite, friendly treatment of an
equal; although -not perhapp an intimate equal.
The friendly, hospitable patterns are also valued
because they fit the image that is cherished in the
school : one of the nicer schools with a friendly,
cooperative, easy-to-set-along-with staff..

The resulting pattern of cross-color encounters
at Grandin can be described as harmonious but
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somewhat tenuoui. The legacy of negative social-
race tenninology, the framework of racism, and
the histmy of social-race relations in this country
are not unfamiliar to school participants. Students,
for example, know derogatory racial teTms
although they use them infrequently. Act; are
ecnnetillVs rePresented as being racist. Win in"
frequently, and the white oppression of /dada in
the past is one of the few ways in which black-white
relations are explicitly represented in public. This
legacy is better suited for usein tlw expression of
hostility and schism ; yet in the face of this potential
for cleavage, relative harmony is maintained in the
school.

Support for the pattern of cooperative social
encounters derives from three soUrces. Pint, the
nctrmative structure tends to de-emphasize the
importance of social-race and acts against public
prodanlations Of suspected racism. Norms also
prohibit overt racism, favoritism, and explicit
rehrence to social-race except in very restricted
contexts. Norms of polite cooperation favor, at the
least, an air of sociability and mutual acceptance.

A second source of support for . I:. at
Grandin derives from the shared frame
sentation among teachers concerning the &Agin of
the educational problems of many of Grandin's
students. School adults agree that lower-inctsme
children ate often faced with poor home conditions
that cause them Prithleins in school. Problems that
in the past might li,ave been attributed by whites to
social-race are now- attributed to social class.
Teachets, students, and adthinistrators who do not
share in the consensus, who violate norms against
favoritism and for sociability, or who for other
reasons have not been able to adjust to the changes
accompanying desegregation, have tended to
withdraw.

A third bsis for harmony lies in the district
policies whieh have decreased potential sources of
black-white conflict and competition. There is less
for teachers to disagree about among themselves in
the rewarding of students$ less clear indications Of
the success of black students relative to whitei, and
fewer decisions for parents to dispute. De-emphasis
on the school's differentiation among students may
have promoted student harmony aa welt Although
some incidents of stereotypic encounters have
occurred, these seem to be relatively infrequent.

The harmony achieved at Grandin is not deep.



Few dose friendships have developed among
students, but cooperative encounters are quite
frequent. Social norms bear the weight of
promoting harmony, rather than personal ties.
The somewhat superficial nature of the hannony is
indicated by privately revealed inter-racial
probIens. Although there 'are a few incidents
which are described in public as having racial
overtones, both teachen and students have ex-
periences which trouble them because they sense
the applicability of racism as a framework for
interpreting the encounter. These experiences
affect both blacks and whites.

Teachers are left virtually on their own to decide
to what extent and how to instruct students about
social-race. As might be exiected, given the sensi-
tivity of the subject, there is limited direct
instruction or attention paid in clasies to such
problems. Students are encouraged to behave
appropriately relative to the norms of polite co-
operation fostered in the school, yet they have little
related rationale or ideology to motivate this
behavior or to explain incidents that violate the
norms. Thus, on- the one hand, the elimaie at
Grandin seems to avoid a high frequency of stereo-
typic and other disruptive encounters, allowing a
high degree of cooperative encounters. On the
other hand, student efforts at establishing closer
relationships are often blocked due to slight
cultural differences in Style. They receive little as-
sistance from most school adults in handling these
twoblems and in understanding the stereotypic
encounters thsit do occur.

A Midweitern high school: assurrhg
studery safety

Pawnee West is a high school' (grades 9 through
12) with approximately 2500 students, located in a
medium-sized midwestern working-class city. The
area has many urban pOor, a substantial black
population, white outmigration to nearby suburbs,
and a labor f9rce employed primarily by factories
in the area. Unemployment has been a severe
problem in recent years. Residential segregation is
observed, and a traditional ghetto arca is near the
school. Pawnee West is an old school in the area
and was until 20 years ago the only high school. It
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-
recently (witiin the last ten years) moved to new
facilities, located- very near its previOus
Desegregation was by court order in the early
1970s, one of the first such orders issued for a
northern city. _

Violence and disruption occurred during the
desegregation process which generated a sub-
stantial doncern for safety in the school and fears
that the learning environment of the institution
might be impaired by future problems. In response
to community feeling and its colic= with stable
educational processes, the superintentient and the
school board present aa titeir "chief mandate" to
the school the avoidante of injury to students. This
directive is taken quite seriously by school parti-
cipants, and safety is represented both externally
and internally as the primary concern of the insti-
tution. In order to achieve this goal, the high
school presents a "walled-off' image to the outside
wsrld and to staff and students. The theme is
exclusion of disruptive influences from outside and
is expressed in terms of the accessibility of the
building.

The concern for safety and the desire for a stable
school environment is expressed by. a focus on
control of spiace and time. School adults believe it
important to control these diniensions of school
experience in order to manage student activities
and restrict tindesirable influences. Integrition is
an important- but general value ; altlumgh it is
sometimes referred to in the evaluations of
situations and plans, desegregation is usually taken
to be an accomplished condition. In fact, a mild
resentment is occasionally expressed when social-
race appears as a primary focus a community and
district observation of the school. While
acknowledged, social-race considerations are felt
to be subordinate- to the goal of providing a safe
and effective learning environment. That goal
primarily informs evaluative criteria for school
organization and structure.

Consistent with theview of desegregation as an
accomplished fact is a general reluctance among
school participants to talk about social-race. When
mentioned, it is employed to point out the ethnic
diversity of the situation, emphasizing, for
example, the "All-American" aspects of the school
and the city. Such representations are part of the
dominant model used for the expressed inter-
pretations of the school situation, emphasizing



=cern for individuals and their welfare : the
"rhetoric of concern." The general message is that
caring is essential for effective education. In effect,
the "rhetoric of concern" is a way of talldng about
control, for the expressions of such control in
organizing school space, activities, and people is
justified as being in the best interest of the students
and exhibiting the kind of care impotent to estab-
lish an effective learning environment. The repre-

X-sentational rhetoric employs non-specific and
ambiguous statements with general content which
can be interpreted with a wide range of meanings.
Thus, the modelcan be applied flexibly and can be
safely expressed to the larger cohimunity.

The group values informing this representa-
tional style and the focus on concern by the
teachers and staff include the belief that learning
can change people, implying that students undis-
turbed by outside influences will resolve racial (and
other) interactional problems. However, since
students can learn to be "better" by inter-racial
contacts, safe settings should be provided for those
encountm.

Inappropriate behavior is seen to stem from
home influences and not school conditions, thus
supporting an exclusionary orientation and a
control stance. Problems with students are to be .

addressed with a focus on the individual
character. Such focus povides a channel for the
expression of care and sincere interest, which is%
seen as the proper approachao problem solution.
For example, to solve racial problems, it is stated
ihat one-to-one relationships based on caring
should be formed.

The rhetoric of concern as the dominant repre-
sentatidiud frame seems to contribute to the
school's presentation of the theme of controlling
student behavior in the building. It may also serve
to build trust and indicate responsiveness to ex- -
pectatiOns in the community. The school is seen as
a safe - site for mixing and as providing Oppor-
tunities for racial interactions where' the environ-
ment has been stabilized in order to prevent the
kind of confrontations and disruptions which
occurred in the past. Hoivever, with regard to
establishing the conditions under which black and
white encounters occur, the stances and norm
described tend to deny the effect of group mechan-
isms and thus to restrict any systematic school
approach to student relationships. To the extent
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that the rhetoric of concern disguises: structural
mechanisms, it contrifiuterto the maintenance of
restricted relationship.

In the organization of school life, the control
theme is expressed in the stiff's emphasis on tight
and complete scheduling of time and activities,
and the removal of opportunities for potentially
disrupt* encounters by restricting accessto space.
For maniple? since ..the period of diauption, no
lunches have been served in the school and the
lunch room has been dosed to smdenu. The
overall effeo of schicvl organization is to reduce
biracial contacts among students. Students' dme is
fitted around the "offidal" time, with association
with friends being the major organizing principle.
Students also adopt what 4n be termed avoidince
strategiei, which further block contacts between
different group, including avoidance of turfsor 'of
arees which are seen as trouble spas. These
ayoidanc; strategies are apparently learned early
in the school career and include appropriate res-
ponses to certain stereotypic encounten, such as
hassling. Hassle type relationships, in this sthool,
seem to be the dominant mode Clf interaction
between black and white students.

Itacial identity appears to be an important cri-
terion for the informal organization aitetsteei
people, and activities. Those few contacts
social-race meinbers where group identity does
assume less importance seem to be directly related
to the degree of student involvement in academic
work, certain special activities, and cooperative
ventures in general, i.e., the cooperative encounter
pattern. The structural situation of the school and
focus on separation of groups seems to allow room
for the establishment of one-to-one interraciel
relationships 9f varying intensity. However,
students report strong pressures from peers to
restrict "crossing over," including reprisals for
violation of the avoidance norm.

The major outcomes of the above -factors are
blocked encminters, stereotypic encounters, sub-
ordination of racial identity in representations to
the rhetoric of concern, and the focus on order.
The effects of some of the school norms can be seen
in two school events, which occurred during a
period. when the school had been cautiously ex-
perimenting with the reintroduction of extra-
curricular and large scale activities. A girl's
basketball game was held, after which some con-
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froutadons and violence occurred. The event in
general was viewed as unsuccessful, primarily
attributed to ineffective exclusion of outside
influences. The other activity was the homecoming
dance. this event was held in the gym and carefully
monitored, with a large number of adults being
present. A "white" band and "black" band were
provided. Black students occupied positions along
one wall of the gym and danced only when the
black band played, while whites stationed them-
silves on the wail opposite the blacks and did not
dance while the black ben4 played. This event was

as a very iuccessful one; there were no
upsetting enCounters, no confrontations or
violence, outsiders were successfully excluded, and
the setting was represented as beini a desirable
and stable one.

A deep-South high school: politics
to bureaucratic control_

Crossover is a high school with approximately
500 students located in a large southern chi.
Enrollment was 60 percent black during the first
year of investigation and 70 percent after the
second year. Previously, the school had incor-

, porated grades one through twelve and served
almost exclusively a high status, upper middle class
white are the city. Several years ago, under
court order, school, was paired with a black
school in an ad t black neighborhood. At that
time, Crossover was changed to a high school only,
and the paired school became a junior high school.
That change and other moves toward desegrega-
tion in previous years introduced substantial
numbers of blacks into the student body and to the
staff. The student body now includes four major
groups which are referred to by the investigators as
follows : (1) honor students (middle and upper class
whites), (2) blue collar whites, (3) active blacks
(pursuing academic success, from higher status
families), and (4) lower-class blacks.

Blacks in the city have played an important
role in the desegregation of the schools. Even
before the court-ordered procedures which
led to pairing, blatk efforts had succeeded in
forcing some desegregation of school facilities
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in the area. Desegregation was resisted and
feared, however, by the majority of the city's
wbite population and, as 11 result of the school
changes, support for public education has
eroded.

Crossover is an important ichnil- huTIaia prciceis.
It had beenone of the vay high status schools in the
distiict, with an excellent reputation for academic
quality and social opportunities. Thus, the school
could ideally provide a show case for peaceful and
academically successful desegregation. Such was
the need andigspectadon of the school district and
the hope of those in the city who still supported Or
relied on public education. Failure in the desegre-
gation process at Crossover would significantly
contribute to the declining image of the city's
schools.

At the time of the pairing, Crossover received a
new principal, a former staff member (black) of the
paired black school, as well as more black teaching
staff *from that school. The principal 'was very
aWare of the demands and expectations on his
position and on his new school. In addition to
maintaining the good image of the school and
avoiding disruptions or friction in the school
operations, successful desegregation was inter-
preted as holding white students. The principal
attempted to achieve this goal by allowing
negotiation of the power and positions of the dif-
ferent groups within the school, through mani-
pulation of access to the reward structure.

The characteristic style of the school during this
period was one of negotiated order: students com-
mitted to the school were allowed to modify their
positions and rewards by .reference to their
individual case or to grciup identification.
Conaequently, issues of -race and group
identity were salient to the process of school life.
Whites were allowed the advantages they held, as
part of a negotiation concerning their continuing
presence at Crossover and their support of the
school. However, attempts to maintain balance
between blacks and whites were made, for
example, in the provision of a balanced honor roll
and in the policy of having both black and white
cheerleaders and a mixture of cheer styles. Black
complaints about lenient discipline practices for
whites were openly voiced and tolerated, Dis-
agreements could be phrased as related to social-



race in their origins, and group affiliation could be
openly cliscussed and used as a criterion for the
informal organization of space and activities. It.
appears that such a representational style was
useful in maintaining a stable order at Crammer.
Although groups may have had complaints, they
knew that social-race ceuld openly be a dimension
of negotiations for power and position in the
school.

Teacher the varied. The
traditional academic focus was found in the older
staff (i.e.. those present before desegregation). The
newer black staff, while concerned with the
academic progress of the individual students, also
saw their task as building character and adopted a
"save the child" attitude, particularly toward black
students. This orientation was expressed in
personal involvement with the student, a parent-
substitute identity, and such policies as suspension
rather than expulskas. However, students who did
not respond with*a school-committed attitude were
met with hard-line discipline and negative
evaluations. The differences in teacher perspec-
tives had the effect of further distinguishing the
school situation for blacks and whites; providing
two different climates of learning. In general,
regardless of the social-race of the teachers, blacks
at Crossaver learned that their customury
language, dress, and behavior was inappropriate
and devalued.
\ The students also contributed to group
separation at Crossover. For example; black
students exerted peer pressure against those who
participated in acsivities or enrolled in course
tracks identified ns white (see Noblit and Collins,
this volume, for a fuller discussion). The blacks
*ho did attend these classes and participated in
high status activities generally were very mistrustful
of whites who in turn would tolerate inter-racial
rrlationships in these cases only if the blacks con-
formed to the white norms for behavior and goals.

Although Crossover exhibited a negotiated
order, the negotiation was in the context ofcwhat
was essentially two schools in the organized& of
space, people, and activities. Ability grouping
became standard policy for the district (continuing
an arrangement already practiced to some degree
at th e. school) and its expression at Crossover was
such that blacks and whites came tt) have separate,
and distinct learning experiences. The, separation3/4''

was also seen in o - activities which became
sites of struggles 1 by the black and white
students. Those activities taken over by blacks were
repudiated by whites. Thus,. most activities, clubs,
or offices were identified as belonging to one group
or the other, with little mixrag. The one her-
mcasiousertseption was the now-defunct band and
ROTC, which echibited significant tension
between the blue collar whites and lower class
bladas who participated.

In addition to activities and dubs, social-race
members claimed separate territories and infor-

mally grouped themselves in the lunchroom and
other settings. Avoidance strategies were exhi-

bited. In essence, a rigid boundary maintenance
system was observed between the two groups.
Despite these rigid groupings, safety did not seem
to be a problem, and the level of inter-group fear

was low.
The factors discussed above resulted in a re-

segregated situation in which inter-racial en-
counters were to a great extent blocked. Those
relationships which could occir seemed general
to be power negotiations to decide w . group
would be excluded from the particular . Or
which group would impose its norms on the
situation as the dominant interest. As the elite
white position was threatened more and more over
time, the whites interacted and organized them-
selves in ways that could be seen as increasingly
racist. Similarly, the lower class blacks retained a
focus on "street" life and rejected assimilation
attempts in the relationships. Only the blue collar
whites, whe exp9ienced a desegregated learning
environment more closely than any other group,
developed friendship type relations with blacks.

Under the negotiated order, regardless of the
resegregation, Crossover presented the critical
element in its external image : the whites remained
in the school. But the predominant organizational
style changed with the withdrawal of the principal,
brought about by a complaint from white students
which could not be successfully negotiated within
the organization.

The new principal, also black, held the perspec-
tive that many of the school's problems were due to
problems in the organization of school procedures,
including the negotiated, group-responsive reward
structures and power distributions in the
institutions. He imposed a "tight" organization
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with authority centralized in his position. A key
feature was the establishment of bureaucratic
equality in school affairs. Under this order,
individuals were to be dealt with by the school
according to their personal history and situation.
Thus, social-race could no longer be discussed or
appealed to as a factor in the negodation- of a
student's position. Rule enforcement was less
negotiable and mote impartial. Although there
still seemed to be some consideration of the same
variables (social-race, class, and commitment) and
indicators (grades, achievement scores, and
conduct history), they could not be openly
discussed. The resegregated nature of die sclmol
structure did not change organizationally, but the
situation became significantly different.

Under the new system, social-face groups could
not be acknowledged as salient to school operation,
except in the most mundange and required .ways,
because group identity could not be defined and
presented as significant in the negotiation of
position or power in the school. ;This change
resulted in policies reorganizing the election
process to insure impartiality and abandonment a
policies that insured balanced settings or sym.bols,
such as the cheerleading policy and honor roll

As the hites, both elite
teach found their negotiating positidn as an

students and old guard

influential group blocked, their place in the school
became, more threatened. The response of the
white group has been to withdraw from the school,
by transfer, retirement, or resoit to private
education. As this process occurs and white
students leave, the school's ability to maintain high
level tracks diminishes while, rewards and control
available to whites are further constricted, leading
to more pressure on remaining whites to withdraw.

A Northern high school: ethnic
ident!/ics don

Sheri "gh School is located in a arge
northern m polls and has an enrollment am
4,000; The school contains grades ten to twelve,
with ninth attached ; it serves distinct ethnic
neighborhoods, receiving students from feeder
schools. Four major ethnic groups are represented
in the school : 1-Eispanis are now about 50 percent of
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the stndents, blacks approximately 20 percent,
Orientals 20 percent, and whites 10 percent. In the
recent past, the number of blacks and whites have
decreased and the number of Hispanics and
Orientals have increased. Many of the students
attending Sheridan have arrived in the United
States reladvely recently.

In giiieral, ethnic identity is an important
feature at Sheridan, significant in specifying rules
of behavior and organization, and used by all
parties in the school situation. In addition, dif-
ferent ethnic groups apply different rules for lithool
behavior, based on their ethnic identity. This
characteristic can sometimes be problematic, as in
the case of students who have previously attended
school in Hong Kong or Asia, where students are
taught not to talk in the classroom. Such behavior
at Sheridan conflicts with the developmental lesson
plan which all teachers are urged to apply and
which calls "for student participation.

Friendship is i valued relationship which affects
the informal organization of student life. For
example, two students of Hispanic background
were reported to alternate cutting the one class they
had been unable to schedule together. Apparently,
theyhad been able to structure their time in such a
way as to spend all of the day in eacli_cither's
company. Similar arrangements fere common to
this and other groups.

Several delSendent factors appear to be
important in conditioning relationships : ethnicity,
neighborhood of residence, status in school
organization (which partly.determines the course
of the student's day and his access to appropriate
friendship candidates), special activities and
interests, and instrumental transactions (usually
stereotypic). Students use ethnic identifications to
select friends and to define informal territorial
boundaries inside and in the immediate vicinity of
the school. Thus, ethnic identity is important for
the students' organization of space, people, and
activities.

Ethnic identity is also allowed and salient in the
representation of cross group relationships,
expressed in linguistic codes and terms for ethnic
categorization. These terms are presented as

criteria for sorting within the school structure. The
application of a particular interpretation to a given
situation is a matter for negotiation. For example,
a high status black student leader complained,
while conversing with other student leaders in the



presence of a faculty member, about the
predominance of Puerto . Ricans on the Senior
Council, pointing out that there were no blacks,
whites or Orientals on that board. Shortly after-
ward, the faculty member asked her about her
participation on the Student Orpnization
Council; "Is it true that you used all the funds to
order Afro-American T-shirts?" She replied, "I'm
not an Afro-American, Tin just a person."

Tket principal's goals and palliate are the key'
elements in the formal and seiniforrl school
organization. His concerns fall into general
areas : (1) the establishment of seem* control
in the school expressed in a on space
and time structure, procedures for diicipline, and
similar .processai; (2) the standardization and
'evaluation of initruction Virough such features
as the imposition of the standard developmental
lesson forniat on the classes (amarently more or
less effectively); and (S) programining and record-
keeping dealing with the lop number of classes
and students in such a way as keeping track of
attendance and to sort the stair into the proper
acadentic slots.

Ethnic membership is considered in addressing
the concerns of the administration. For example,
niles seem to be enforced differently according to
ethnicity, with problematic cases sometimes dealt
with "by considering the individual in terms of
stereotypic ethnic identity, which simplifies the
bureaucratic procedures. Ethnicity is also con-
sidered in the negotiation of place and power in
school stratification. The Oriental group in the
schon) has attained high status and a =tire
position in the school hierarcIfy by cooperative
stances and conformity to the SerUCtUrt in such a
way as to minimize the amount of forceful control
the school has to exert on them 4

Procedures for dealing with attendance prob-
lems and records indirectly allow group sorting.
Attendance is carefully (but problematically)
monitored due to the constraints of funding sources
for the school, and teachers link attendance with
passing grades, thus improving their record.
However, the high rates of absenteeigm in the
school bring the overlarge classes down to a more
manageable site. Since some students can cut and
still produce the minimal amount of work
required of them, not all class absence is reported,
leaving adminiarative "space" for the students to

organizetNat _time on their own, usually by
friendship associition.

The academic structure at Sheridan is stratified -

by ability grouping and tracking. The tracks are
distinct and, although some special programs do
mix ethnic group mernbers, in general the tracks
are rested in.ways that clump such groups together.
e.g., Hispanics and blacks in the "modified" and
busipess-vocational tradts, whites and Orientals in
the highest academic tracks. Assignment of
students to these stratified classes is again
sometimes managed by the application of
stereotypic role assumptions about ethnic identity,
as in the interactions of a Puerto Rican student
with her academic advisor. Although this student's
interest did not seem to fit the skill-oriented track
often pursued by Hbpanics, her ,harried advisor
seemed to sort her 'routinely into such classes,
without protest from the student. The student ex-
pressed her dissatisfaction with her program, as
well as her private belief that there was little she
could do about the sorting.

In general, the school's class assignments and the
ways in which the classes structure the days of the
students seem to promote contacts within ethnic
groups while restricting encounters among groups.
Clubs and activities are also often semi-formally
and informally grouped along ethnic lines. The
dearest and perhaps most effective pattern of
organization affecting cross-ethnic relationships is
the informal division of space into "turfs." Group
territory. is well-definerk and students segregate
themselves into ethnic groups for many activities
and periods, both within the school, e.g., in the
cafeteria, and in the area immediately surrounding
the sokool, where many students spend a great deal
of time.

As a result, ma4, of the inter-ethnic relatiOn-
ships at Sheridan are blocked encounters or stereo-
typic interactions. There are exceptions, and
students appear to be able to participate in
cooperative ventures in settings where ethnic
identity can be muted, particularly in small group
or individual encounters. For example, a "learning
underground" can be observed to flourish in the
school, where students will assist each other with
problems or in the performance of work required in
classes ; ethnic identity seems to be less important
for these cooperative encounters. In addition, some
special activities such as drug use can lead to inter-
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ethnic affiliations. instrumental,. goal-oriented,
and Mutually profitable transactiOns between
groups are not uncommon, even at the level of
negotiations in student politics. It is not necessary
for Academic success or survival to have close or
important relationships with membess of other
ethnic groups, but a student does have to be able to
deal with other groups in an effective and

, cooperative manner.

Summary and Conclusions
The case studies of desegregated schools

reviewed in this essay reveal that illationships
between blacks and whitest 'tend to, be restricted.
Close friendships between black and white students
tend to be much less frequent than could be.ex-
pected by chance. There are patterns of
cooperative encounters to be found in each school,
but there are also patterns of stereotypic and
blocked encounters.

The restricted nature of cross-color encounters
suggests the continuation of cleavage between the
social-races in this country. The anthropologist
Fred Gearing and his associates in their "general
cultural theory of education" argue that informa-
tion is distributed in a society in dyadic encounters.
In a. society without social barriers, knowledge
would be randomly distributed throughout the
population. Social f arriers are manifest in
restricted exchange in encounters. Thus, these
barriers block the flow of knowledge along the lines
of social division (Gearing, et al , n.d. ; Gearing,
I976a and b). To the degree that cross-color en-
counters are restricted, then we can suppose that
knowledge is being differentially distributed and
that students are limited to learning about one
another indirectly rather than openly and directly.
Such blockage may have.unfortunate implicacions
for the continued separation of social-race groups.

As we have argued in this paper, cross-color
contacts cannot be evaluated solely by their ob-
servable Teatures. Participants interpret these en-
counters and attribute meaning to them. The
linguistic-symbolic manifestation of relationships
in what we have called patterns of representation is
an expression of these meanings. Patterns of re-
presentation of inter-racial encounters, as has been
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shown for each of the study schools, are generally
not left to the discretion of the individual. School
norms affect the frames of representation used in
public. These representations affect under-
standing of the encounters, plans, and antici-
potions, and are probably carried outside the
school.

Dominant patterns of representation in the study
schools varied to a greater extent than did patterns
of encounters. Each . school exhibited its own
preferred frame of representation. Personality and
social elan differences were utilized in one school to
describe patterns that could have .

chided reference to social race. ;it o..

individual achievement and academic ability pre- -.

dominated; an, emphasis on caring and concern
was salient at a third; bureaucratic conspliancs at
a fourth. In only two cases were social-race
identities recognized as important social identities
in- the school. In both these high schools, theie
identities constituted political identities ; that is,
competition for resources in the high school (such
as funding for dubs) took place at times on the
basis of social-race groups.

In three of the schools, social-race identities were
either suppressed as relevant categories or ac-
knowledged, yet not attributed any importance in
explaining day-to-day encounters or events. While
the recognition of social race in school politics and
negotiasions for resources does not seem to promote
patterns of cross-color friendship, the suppression
of (social) racial identities does not seem to bring
about close relationships either, although a higher
frequency of cooperative activities may be possible.
In schools where efforts are made to avoid
reference to color in public, representations are
restricted to nonpublic situations with little input
from the school. Furthermore, the applicability of
the forbidden frame of racism is often compelling
enough that participants secretly, or in nonpublic
situations, express their belief that prejudice or
discrimination on the basis of color was intended.
This happens to whites as well as blacks, although
in some of the schools whites felt that their claim of
racism would be ignored.

The amount of variation found among schools in
representing patterns of inter-racial interaction in
the larger society. Pretensions of color-blindness,
avoidance of the subject, political maneuvering
using social-race groups as constituencies, and
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reference to white oppression of blacks, especially
in the pin, are the usual means of desaibing
analyzing, and explaining these interactions. None
of these representations are positive, non-
competitive, and suffii:ient to overcome suspicions
of racimn in all cases. Without a standard, suitable
frame, school participants must develop their own.

The constraints impinging upon patterns of
representation and upon patterns of encounters in
desegregated schools are numerous and, a; has
been evident from reviewing the study schools,
variant in thet. dominance in any one situation. All
the factors, including what has been termed
Institutionsd hierarchy," "school image," "cul-
tural knowledge and values," "organization of
space, people, and activities," and "school norms
and strategies" operate in every case, yet certain
components seems to dominate in each. At
Sl}eridan, the prominence of ethnic and racial
identity in the comtkunity is carried into the
school, and supported _by the organization of the
school into tracks which tend to he associated with
one group- or tke other. Tht elementary school in
the South and the high ..hool in the Midwestern.v
city, however, exhibit (!ocial) race relations which

vention results.

p.

are shaped predominantly by patterns of school
organization-of space and people. Social norms for
both behavior and representation are also very
important in the elementary school, as they are in
the middle school in the Northeast. School image
appears very significant in this latter school, as it
did in thr high school in the Deep South. (See
append** for reference to a West Coast elementary
sclusol. y

The ethnographic case studies reviewed here
reveal that the constraints operating upon de-
segregited schools are complex and interactive. In
addition, the different force of factors in each
system leads to a certain uniqueness for each school
situation. Therefore, each school must receive
specific consideration when contemplating inter-
vention for change. To affect the school situation,
in an informed and positive manner, requires that
intervention strategies take into account the parti-
cular constraints operating on the given case.
'milady, programs, can be neither piecemeal nor

simple ; tley must consider all constraints in their
pproach to desired cbange. Although such
rkiciples are 4ifficult to impkment, only such

care ivill avoid unexpected or thwarted inter-
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Appendix

Lawson School
Preliminary avalible from obser-

vations in a sixth I. Hoever, the data
available for examination are incomplete and un-
analyzed as yet ; any comments and characteriza-
tions of the situation can be only tentative and
suggestive, subject to 'clarification and revision
when the full report is presented.

Lawson school is an elementary school serving a
g class community located in a West Coast

tan area. Lawson had the characteristics
a neighborhood school, and such an image

appears to be held by school participants. The
composition of the student body of about 500
reflects the ethnic diversity in the aeighborhood :
50 percent are white, SO percent Chicano
(1-4spanic), and around 20 percent black. The staff
is almost completely white. Sample observations
ire available for the firtt, third and sixth grades.

While the neighborhood is ethnically mixed, it
exhibits little class diversity, being predominantly
working and lower middle class (blue collar). One
school participant indicated that the minorities in
the community were "good" grOups, i.e., not poor.
Apparently an important element of the image of
the community and the school is the vision of a
non-prejudited and "different," harmonious
neighborhood. This seems to be reflected in the
representations of social relationships seen in the
first grade class observe.d. There, reference to.
social-race or ethnic identity was muted or non-
existent and subordinate to expressions of "care"
among students and teacher. The class motto
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seems to sum up the attitude : "We Care About
Eaeh Other."

Clasais are composed on the basis of ethnicity,
gender (for balance), and within class on the basis
of ability as measured to a great extent by teacher
evaluations. The special programs and ability
grouping, however, seem to distinguish to a degree
between social-race members. This division is
partly due to the legal restrictions on adminis-
tration of IQtests to minorities. Since participation
in most of the programs, is selected on the basis of
such tests, minority nteinbers tend to be excluded.
A few pbsitions are 'reserved for participation on
the basis of teacher recommendations and minority
students are wally selected for these slots. Despite
this practice, minorities seem to be under-

ted in the special programs.
investigators At Lawson School offer a

preliminary suggestion that racial identity is not a
salient feature in the school's organifation or
representations, having little to do with the
Pa tterns of relatioriships. The material available
suggests that this pattern is especially true in the
lower grades. If this hypothesis is borne out,
Lawson wounI2robably be at the opposite end of
the pole fro eridad High School with respect to
interactional patterns,, with the other study schools
in our -comparison arranged between 'them. The
study at Lawson should be of significant interest
and forthcoming information should provide
valuable material concerning the framework
presented in this paper.

*V-$
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IV. The Social Context Of Alienation:
New Policy Research on Lower-Class
Black Studentsin Desegregated Schools

By George W. Noblit
and Thomas We Collins
1

Introduction
School desegregation has been a disquieting

challenge to the unique faith of Americanyin their
social institutions. Americans are eminently prac-
tical, and they express that practicality by creating
solutions to whatever problems they perceive. In
this context, desegregation is the obvious solution
to segregation. Unfortunately, practical solutions ,
to complex social problems like segregation seem
hardly realistic in a rapidly changing world. They
are an essentially remedial approach that leaves
society vulnerable to the turbulence of changing
political winds and whims. Public policy emerging
as a result of this remedial approach is heavily
reliant upailthe definition of the problem and its
severity and significance, even as these definitions
are largely created by political interest groups and
the media. Policymakers are left with the charge to
Create solutions to problems as they are politically
defined.1

There is at least one other way for society to ad-
. dress social change and its sufficiency for a social

and moral order. It is often called prevention, im-
plying that, somehow, change can be managed so

1. Of course. policymakers regularly attempt to re-
define "problems." Success at this often is inditative of
the relative "weakness" of the other politically derived
definitions. The "problem" orientation is the first hurdle
in the process of redefining a problem and one that takes
massive amounts of data as well as political power.
Further. policymakers often use social research to help
redefine problems/ but untrepresentative sampling and
quantitative designs as the hallmarks of appropriate
policy research. This type of research seems to promise
little gain in understanding such problems and thus to
offer tittle hope for achieving an informed public policy.

- -

as not to produce problems. Many,
this, have argued that public policy., and parti-
cularly educational policy, needs to be. based
more upon the results of social research, hoping
that research will objectively delineate a problem
so that the facts are indisputable, and the
definition.more universalistic. Social research has
seldom been up to this challenge: "facts" are
hardly indisputable in the reductioninic rendering
of a highly qualified social science. Further, the
role of research has been structured with the
problem-solution emphasis. Highly quantitative
policy research with such an emphasis may ignore
the context of the supposed problem and the
meanings attaited thereto, and thus may be of
little use,in understanding tither the actual nature
d..the problem or the tradeoffs of potential
solaions. Without an undetatanding of the context
of the supposed problem, preventive, let alone
remedial, public policy can hardly be informed by
social research.

In the case of school desegregation, i less positi-
vistic and quantitative approach enables an
examination of a supposed solution, and points
rather dramatically to the limitations of quantita-
tive policy research. The papers in this volume
result from this approach and serve 'the case for a
new direction in policy research well.

The new direction in policy research exemplified
in this volume is obviously ethnographic. That is,
instead of employing survey or experimental
methodologies, this type of policy research is con-
cerned with placing events in their Wier context of
meaning as it is experienced by ruing parti-
cipants. Spicer (1976 : 341) writes of policy-
oriented ethnographic research:

0..

:AI
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In the study there should be use of the emic
approach, that is, the- gathering of data on
attitudes and value orientations and social
relations directly frost'. the people engaged in the
making of a giveniolicy and those on whom the
policy impinges:it should be holistic, that is, in-
clude placement of the policy decision in the
context of the competing or cooperating
interests, with their value orientations, out of
which the policy formulation emerged ; this re-
quires Mating it to the economic, political, and
other commits identifiable as relevant in the
sock-cultural system. It should include his-
torical study, that is,. some diachronic acquain-
tance with the policy and policies giving rise to it.
rmally, it should include consideration of con-
ceivable alternatives of how other variedes of this
class of policy have been applied with what
resulti, in short, comparative understanding.

In this paper we can fook at one result of an
educational intervention and place it in its fuller
cdntext of meaning, exploring its implications for
policy and policy research. The one result of de-
segregation that we will examine is the alienation of
lower-class black students from their desegregated
schools. Further, we will examine the social context
'of this alienation and derive from this discussion a
critique, of school desegregatiOn policy and the
research upon which it was based.

Alienation of the Lower-class
Black Stude,

It is obvious that aliensmon. As a complex
attribute we assign to humans, and that any defini-
tion of it will allow others to invoke their alternate
definitions as a. critique. eiu definition is a
grounded one, inductively derived from observa-

;dons in the schools studied, and refers to the con-
nectedness of the lower-class black student to the
school and its participants:. It also -considers the
degree of powerlessness to negotiate a more "con-
nected" and less alienated lifestyle. Jessor et ad.
(1968 : 103) come quite close to our definition when
they write : 'The dimension (alienation) includes
isolation in the sense of being rejected, excluded, or
repudiated-in social relations ; in the sense of
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larldng commonalities with others, that is, the
absence of shared values..."

Alienation is, then, being less connected and
powerful in social settings as compared with other
participants; in the case of school desegregation,
the salient participants for this comparison are
usuallyaehi students who, as they complain about
the effects cif desegregation, still maintain con-
siderable control over school activities even as a
minority in the. school!

Since ethnographies are inductive and holistic,
the full character of alienation needs no furthet
definition at this time; it will be elaborated aiwe
proceed.

The social context of alienation
Our concern is with alienation of lower-class

black student's from the school. Many believe that
these students suffer because of their famffies. ft is
usually argued that poor families equip their
children inadequately for successful negotiation of
school life. Attempts are not often made to under-
stand the interactive relationship _between lower
clms minority families and the public schools, and
to consider the relative powerlessneu of these
families as a factor 'in their often-cited lack of
responsiveness to school demands. It can be argued
that parents in lower-class familiel are usually
without the resources of power. They are not
effectively represented by political parties, labor
unions, and voluntary associations, and have often
-experienced the power of public schools to define
the lives of children. As a result, they are` likely to
defer to the public schools and their expertise in the
supervision and guidance of their children. As one-
black, sixth-grade teacher explains :

These parents dichotomize between their in-
fiuence and the formal system. They do not see it

t
2. It should be emphasized that lower-class blacks

were not always the most alienated student group in the
schools. nor weri whites the least it depended upon the
ethnicity present in the school. Since desegregation,
however, usually is in reference to whites and blacks, the
decision was madvo concentrate on the lowerclass
black student.

6 6.
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as a cooperative effort berseen the.teachers and
themselies. A parent will look at me and say,
"You're the expert, you know how to do it." Even
in such skills as obvious as bowling or exposing
the kid to career goals, the parents think the
schools should teach the kids.

Even the interactions of families with schooling
have climensioni of alienation. Black lower-class
parents lack the power to affect many aspecss of
public schfOoling. They understand that the school
will not be responsive to their desires even while it
asks them to be reiponsive to it. In short, the
alienated often do not participate fully in school
events, in part because of isolation and -in part
because their actions net few rewards desirable to
them.

Our concern here, however, is with the context
Of alienation as it exists in schtsols. Essentially,
there are three contexts of alienation that were
revealed in the schools studied: the economic
context, the political context, and the cultural
context. The economic context refers to the per-
ception of the relationship of schooling and later
employment. The political contest refers to issues
of control and power in the desegregated schools.
The cultural context provides a portrait of the
value system of the lower-class black students as
they address schooling.

The economic context
most educators would agree that schools would

probably be more pleasant places if they did not
have to function as vehicles for labor market access.
Without this requirement, schools could develop
tolerance for a diversity of personal styles and
learning styles. they would probably be less rigid
and more humane. Nevertheless, they are vehicles
for labor market access, and the meaning of
schooling is largely defined by its potential payoff
for careers. Teachers inform students of it and
students eventually learn its saliency.

High unemployment in recent years seems to
have dampened the spirits of even the most
optimistic students. Nevertheless, employment is
salient to the lower-class black students. Witriess
the following account of a seventh-grade class
discussion :

6 7

Talking about the bubonic plague in the Middle
Ages, Mr. Thompson said that one out of every
four people in Europe died. Thu (a black male),
totally serious, said: "It was real easy for the
people who were ipft to get jobs."

sifnificant for several sell101311. Pirst, it
points to the \impoitance of employment to people
whose famill have struggled to get and keep jobs.
Second, since account is by a seventh-grade
student, it the penetration of labor
market entry to even ratlwr young
students. In the itudied, ihese concerns
increased as stu progressed through the
grades, and more salient as tracking or
ability grouping was posed in middle and high
school. The aspirati of he lower-class black
student also changed as grew older. One black
fieldworker commented:

I questioned sixty different boys from primary
and secondary schools attripting to measure
their aspiration levels. One of the most pro-
nounced findings was that boys in secondary
schools had lower aspirations than those in
primary schools. Even when boys from primary
and secondary schools were from the same fami-
lies, there was a definite discrepancy between the
aspirations of the two levels. Sixth and seventh
graders wanted to be docton and lawyers, while,
their brothers in,the tvielfth grade were satisfied
to work at a local manufacturing plant or to
hang around on the street corer.

It seems *at this shift in aspirations and the
students' experience with . tracking or ability
grouping were correlated. The sorting created a
new educational situation. One teacher noted:

In elementary school you hand carry them
through the program. When they get to junior
high, they are compartmentalized and just
checked off as being absent.

This same teacher argued that with the comfiart-
mentalization comes a lack of commitment, even
though it was seen as a problem of the students, not
the program : "Most of then-Natie on a free ride ;
won't identify with the program."

As the student progressed to high school, the
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black lower-class students continued to evidence
low commitMent to schooling even when
vocational programs were available to them. While
the students were job-oriented ("can't get a job
without a diploma"), they developed a rather
sophisticated analysis of vocational education
programs. One vocational student put it
succinctly: 'This is just another way to keep us
poorr The lower-class black student also quickly
realized that entry into some vocational program
was hampered by selection aiterla that favored the
better student "with the appropriate skills and
values." These students often had higher aspira-
tions than the lower-class black students and
enrolled in vocational programs to increase their
grade point averages so that they might be able to
negotiate entry into higher education.

Those black students who had resigned
themselves to a more general curriculum, i.e., not
college preparatory or vocational, usually et-
pressed some despair. over their chances, but also
put more effort into developing streej repertoires.
Should all else fail, these alienated students would
try to develop a street career -in some form of
"hustling."

The economic context of alienation of the lower-
class black student from school points rather
dramatically to the understood relationship of
schooling and employment. These students seat
schooling as a vehicle to employment, but also as

the agent which denies access to a wide range of
career options. They do Aux find themselves in
college preParatory classes ; they anticipate a bleak
life of unstable employment or underemployment.
They view vocationaliprograms ambivalently and
they "hedge their bits" by maintaining close ties
with, and a cultural repertoire for, street hustling.
The dynamics of this denial and the minority
student's 4daptation to it will become more evident
is we discuss the political and cultural contexts of
alienation for these students.

The political context
Life in who:lois is highly political in the broadest

sense of the term. The organization of curricula,
the exercise of teacher authority, the distribution
of honors, and the establishment of territory all -
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involve the exercise of power. In schools, the poorer
students most often experience power as a force
wielded over them, rather than as a resource they
can mobilize; they are truly alienated. Let us look II
more closely at some of the significant features of
the political context of the alienated student.

School desegregation has enabled the entry of
blacks into formerly white schools. However, the .

mode of that entry and the schools' reipottse to it
have not been closely examined. While there are
great variations in these among the schools studied,
it is apparent-that desegregation has not changed
the assquaptions of educators about the capabilities
of minority students.

A memorandum from the Director for the
Division of Secondary Education to all junior and
senior high school principals of one system began
with the statement:

It is imperative that we have more uniformity in
-our academic programs as we enter into our de-
segregation program in the fall of 1973. Many
procedures which have been optional must now
become standard policy for all schools.

The memorandum continued to discuss course
levels, computation of class rank and the grading
legend :

Assuming there is it need, all schools must offer.
courses' on . the following levels.

A. Basic The treaunent of subject matter
traterial at a level below average in the school.
Remedial work is provided students in this
grouping.

B.- Standard This means average, normal,
regularly pursued course of study.

C. Enriched This course is greater in depth,
broader in content, and one which requires
originality and creativity on the part of the
student. This course is to be limited to
oytstanding students.

D. Advanced Placement This course
indicates an accelerated course for pupils who
have outstanding ability in the subject. This
courbe follows very closely the outline proposed



by Ad;ranced Placement aod the College En-
trance Examination Board with emphasis on-ad-
vanced stibject matter content _which is com-
parable to a college level course. Examples of
this course are cakulus and analytics, second
year biology, second year chemistry, or English
and American history at the highest level.
College' textbooks are used for these courses.
Only students with superior ability in a garden-
Jar course should be placed in an Advanced
Placemenicourse. Students who take the Ad-
yinced Phstement test, make At high score, ahd
plan to attend ti college that participates in the
Advanced Placement Program will receive
College credit for work dole in high schaol.

Some forms of ability grouping had existed' in the
above system for years. Significantly, howe;fer, the
above menio indicated it heightened emphasis.
that was in direct response to desegregation. Such
an emphasis did not exist when the schools were
segregated. In fact, 'grouping was more 'optional.
(See Sagar and Schofield, this volume, for a .

cussion of the effects of ability grouping on-inter-.
group contact.)

.

Initially the school administrators tried to follow:
s
what they perceived to be HEW guidelines by
-attempting to match the number of black and

!white odents in each class. However, as many of
the black a:lents began to fall behind, the ad-
elthfoiratien arranged "easy classes" so the seniors
%mild be able to graduate at the regularly
SCheduled time, and by the second semester of the
first yetir of desegregation, the school had estab-
Itihed ability groupings in English, biology, and
history. Students were coded on a large print-out
sheet when. being Scheduled in one of the four
traCiss: advanced olfcement, accelerated, stan-
dard, and basic. A lower track 'called "resource"
was added the next year. As one administrator put

- it, "We were not meeting the needs of these
students. The resource, we assumed, would
provide special education instead of just giving
locial promotion." The number of classes iw each
subject area had to be correspondingly limited. For
example, only one class of accelerated English
could be scheduled for one semester ; for the
students to get their full complement of courses,
the other accelerated courses had to be scheduled
at alternative times. Hence. the students were

tracked in such a way that a small number would
remain together through an entire day. The results
were described by one white student in tenth
grade: "When I was in junior high, I had lots.of
black friends, but when I got over here they were
just not in any of my classes. I never saw them. We
kind of lost touch with each other."

The previous educational inequalities between
white and black segregated schopls actually rein.-
forced some of these assumptions. One of the high
schools drimatically revealed the dynamics of the
implementation of desegregation followisg the
pairing of the formerly white -and black high
school'. The pairing of the two schools provided
the black students with their first indication of how
far behind they were in academic work. Interview
with several of the black parents indicatel That
formerly "good indents:* wanted to withdraw from
school shortly after moving into the new program.
Many more parents stated that their often opted for
courses that would place them ou direct com-
petition with white stu . I , choosing
their own schedules selected. fr.". courses which
avoided the rigorous work to be found in trei-

..tional academic programs. Many simply stated
that they could avoid work and guarantee
themselves "an easy 'B' " by taking ROTC, gocal
musicv shop, and distributive education.

English was required for all students, and this
became tracked by levels ahnost immediately after
pairing. Students could take basic English or
standard' English ; many of those who Tight have
taken accelerated English simply reasoned, "Why
should I work -hard to get a 'C' in atcelerated
English when I can get an !A' or 'B' in standard
Englfsh? I keep up my grade point average."
Hence, those black students who were capable of
taking accelerated courses would frequently
withdraw fro& these dames and schedule
themselves into classes where they knew they would
be able to achieve a better grade. Two curricula
developed almost immediately after the pairing :

one white and one black.
As this example demonstrates, desegregation

often resulted in establishment of essentially
separate curricula for 1;lack and white students.
The assumptions about the limited potential of
minority students received new support as teachers
compared white and black students. The white
students had a different set of educationa? ex-
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periences from the black students; they possessed
and used a cultural repertoire that schools res-
pected. The black students suffered from the
imposition of standards that more closely matched
the experiences a white, and developed adapta-
tions that the teachers often interpreted as
indicating laziness. .

Teachers actively attempted to get the lower
class black students to "measure up" to academic
and behavioral standards. The frustrations of the
teachers anti the students in this situation were
evident in all the schools. Take, fOr txample, the
following account of a high school standard
English class:

As the students file in, the teacher comments to
this researcher, "This is my worst class. If I can
get by this hour, I feel the day is over." The noise
level is high; a couple of boys stand in the
doorway interacting with peers in the hall ; there
is laughing and exchanging of gestures. *Die
class has 19 students three white; 16 black.
The students are generally better prepared
this class than was found to bk the nornt in ihe
social studies classs at this school. For example,
they have paper, books, and pencils. The
teacher stands at the front of the room, a cold
stare on her face, waiting for the class to become
quiet. .After a monologue about the need to
make a. greater effort she starts to talk about a
forthcoming test. "We will havte an exam if there
aren't any interruptions from another assembly.
Now, let's go back in the books tor a review." She
is interrupted by several comments and
questions spoken out to the class without the
raising of hands. She waves her hand in a gesture
for the students to be quiet. "You need to know
the answers to questions in the back of the chap-
ter." There are now three students with their
heads pn the desk. She then calls on a boy who is
volunteering to read by rapidly waving his hand.
The bin begins, but when he comes to a word the
teacher stbps him and asks another 'boy to give
the meaning. The teacher then gives the etymo-
logy of the word. A boy internqits with the
question, "Do we need 'to know that on a test?"
The student who just finished reading talks
across the aisle to a. friend ; there is laughing
back and forth: These two students attempt to
dominate the class by continuously volunteering
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answers to the teacher's questions or by asking to
read. At this time, 15 minutes into the hour,
there are only five out of the 19 students ac-
tively lisuming to what has transpired' in class.
However, the teacher continues to try to itivolve
other.students, asking a girl a question she
responds with total silence. The teacher's
growing frustration is indicated by.....changing
tone of her voice. The teacher asks the only rhite
boy in the class to read. this bo,'i is a poor reader.
As he makes mistakes the two disruptive boys
continually interrupt and make comments. A
girl is asked a question and again one of the two
boys yells out the answer before the girl has a
chance to respond. This boy argues with the
teacher and the rest of the class laughs out and
begins to talk among themselves. There are

0

fewer people now !rich their heads on their desks.
4e teacher stops Ore argument,by lookingsway
with an expression of disgust. The class responds
with silence. The teacher waits a couple of
moments and then sails, "May I go on?" One of
the boys yells back, "Please do." After this in-
cident the teacher drops the subject short. The
bell rings; the students do not wait for comment
from the teacher. They simply pick up their
materials and walk out without any exchange of
appret:iation or acknowledgement between the
teacher and the student. After class the teacher
appears upset and tense.. "They really don't
realize they are being rude." She starts down
list of students in her roll book, giving the
reading wores. There are some in this aass with
fifth grade levels and most are in ninth grade
reading_levels or lower. She closes the book with
the comment, "Wha can a teacher do with
material like that?"

While the teacher's frustration is evident, there is
little wonder that lower-class black students
repented classes like this English class. They simply
had to be endured. It was in class' that they learned
their lifestyle, their speech,- their aspirations, and
their interaction patterniwere not legitimate, and
they used all of these to destroy the readier's
control. It was not uncommon to hear these
teachers remark to black students: "Why can't you
by more like the white kids?" Not surprisingly, ihe
students, particularry-the boys, built their defenses
and quietly bided tlir timel No amount of
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4i1)g could convince them they were wrong.
OnTarticulate senior said,

They (itte teaciters) don't understand what life is
all about. They cbme here from the suburbs ati'd
tell us what to do with our life. We listen;and tell
them we want to be a lawyer or a brain surgeon
or something.like that. That's what we learn to-
tell folks hack in the fifth grade just.to get them
bff our backs. The dudes (meaning boys) never
dress up for ILIAy like the white kids do. When-a
guy has to do that he's juit going to stay away
from class.

The lower-cl b)ack student not only is alienated
by exclusion is thecompaiy of whites and a
cbllege preparatory curricuhun in which he could
effect,ively compete,. but also suffeis, as well as
manipulates, the rejection., of teachers who are
concerned with traditionally defined aoadetnic
standards.

ExciusiOn and rejection were also observed to be
the dynamiCs of the ethnic relations among the
studenti. The gord students, who were usually
whites in the school Studied. .controllea many,
student activitia honors. The alienated
students, even if intlated in: the honors .antl
activities, had difficulty living up to the required
standards. Further, the good students . coveted
thise awards and participation ai paribf the "vita-

. ,

building' necessary for admission to prestigious
colleges and universities, and were outraged when
awards did not accrue -to those' who would use
them for that purpoie. The unequal distribution of'
honors to-minority students is evklent ifl Table. I . 2
Minority students were unlikely to be among thase
whom the school and students felt tole worthy of
rec4nition, even though 42 'percent 'of students'
'were black in this school. Traci{ competition
awards and fund raising hid more black awardees
while the other awards were more likely ta. be giveh
to whites.

While alienated students are nst totally without
power in conyentional scliooi$tivities, it was
'particularly apparent among the schools studied
that they had power in.at lead two realms: disrup-
tion and territoriality. Lovter-class black students
were often regarded as threatening by whites and as
a result could establish areas of control, with other
ethnic groups risking retribution for violation of

,
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their boundaries. Ethnically-controlled territories
varied from-lunehroom tableto stairwells and rest-
rooms. The case studies indicated that such terri-
toriality increased with grade- level, but. often
school policies were contributing factors. Tracking
and other student sorting mechanism* often led to
resegregated classrooms and, therefore, enhanctd
ethnic identity and cohesion. The minority

istudents' school experience in many ways became a
peer grotip experience under these conditions.
- Territoriality and the potential for disruption,

particularly incidents ) that could be sten as
uracial,'"- were of great concern to school parti-
cipants and evoked a.number of responses. (See
Scherer and Slawski, this volume, for a fuller dis-
cussion of conflict response.) One high school
tolerated territoriality, hoping that incidents.
between black and white itudenis would thereby be
minimi' zed because they would inteiact kess.

Another trie$1 to colitrol students' \use of space by
controlling 'students' free time in school. This

-

school even eliminated, lunch because of the fear
that ethirtie*Nmpetition in the lunchroom could
lead io fightik and other forms of disruption. -

It tiould be noted, however, that the level of
disruption was often overestimated by school
participants, and inter-racial incidents prompted
extensive concern even as their actual meanings
were rather mundane. Students adapted rather
readily to the situation. One white parent put it this ,

way:

Listen, the like sc hool. My son wouldni
want tojeave [the school]. He wouldn't want to
go to thefother high school. Oh, sure, he knows

, where to go and where not togo ; he:won't go into
the "John" but they learn very quickly, they catch
on to what's safe and what isn't safe....But look,
even I walk around all the time and .I'm not
afraid. You know, if you can get parents into the
place, into the schools, they find out it's not
nearly as bad as they thought it was. You know,
they think it's a jungle in here and it's..really not
like that at all.

Nevertheless, the alienated student finds his or
.her primary source of power in territoriality and
the potential for disruption. This power is in direct
conflict with the school's authority and often-cited
mandate to "keep the lid on" in desegregated
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TYPE OF AWARD

. Table I

DISTRIBUTION'OF:AWARDS
SIXTH-GRADE HONORS ASSEMBLY

DISTRIBUTION L

Perfect Attendance

WM

-7 4

"A" Average .28 .2

"B" Average 29 1
. ,

Outstanding Citizenship 9 3

Excellence in Academic Work and Citizenship 31 3

Quiz Team 7

All around excellence lb physical education,
including at least one sport, and attitude 2 2

Physical Fitness
Good 0
Junior Merit 1 2
-Presidential Award 6 7

. .

PhySical Education Citizenship 0

Soccer 'Team- 1 0

Swim Team Medalists in city-wide
competition . 8

Track Medalists in city-wide
competition 3 8

Tennis 2 0

Most money raised in cancer swim
marathon

1
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*w white m, male
b blackt f --- female

be

5 5

33 5

19 6

12 15

ss 5

2 0

7 4
4
0

2 ,

0

9 2

5 3
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schools. The desegregated schools allowed the
minority student few arenas of power, and the ones
the students did develop on their own made them
even more vulnerable to the authority of the scliool.
Thus minority students often were dispropor-
tionately disciplined and suspended and further
alienated from school.

The cultural context
Af thcprevious two sections indicate, the lower-

claA black student responds and adapts to a rather
complex political economy within the school.
These adaptations are largely cultural and repre-
writ attempts to protect the self ind to establish
identities and resources in face of the economic and
political contingencies we haire already discussed.
These contingencies are not abstract ; they are ex-
perienced in everyday interactions between the
alienated minerity student and other school parti
cipants. While we have discussed the contexts of
many of these interactions already, there is a more
cultural context in which values systems can be'
compsared and the situation of the alienated
minority student more fully revealed.

In the case studies, it was evident that the
concept of a simple dithotomy between black
students and white students is a gross distortion of
existing reality. Within each ethnic or racial grOup
there are distinct value systems that give meaning
both to school experiences and ethnic identifi-
cation. A knowledge of both inter-racial and intra-
racial cultural differences helps us better under-
stand the alienated minority student. Intriguingly,
the case studies revealed that to reach an under-
standing of the alienated lower-class black
students, one must also understand the situation of
the committed, successful black student a
person in the middle.

The minority students in the case studies faced
many contingencies in attempting to negotiate
schooling successfully. Many who did not meet the
"standards" found an ethnic identity available to
them. but those minority students who did meet the
standards were also in a precarious position. First,
the standards themselves were a constant threat.
Not only must one make the grades, but one must
do w,ell on standardized tests. Not only must one

0

compete academically, but one must compete
socially for club memberships. honors and teacher
recommendations. Second, they had tb challenge
ethnic boundaries. The white-controlled activities
often were the' most prestigious, and the striving
black student had to emulate whiies to be socially..
acceptable. Nevertheless, they could not escape
their ethnicity as far as the whites were concerned ;
white students often manipulated aspiring blacks
for their own ends.

The costs to the successful black student were
more than the denial of his or her cultural heritage

- by "acting white" and developing a distrustful eye
for those whom he or she had to emulate. They
were subject to derogation by students of their own
racial heritage who had not achieved academic
success. The black students who were relegated to
the basic or standard curticula chided their more
successful peers for "acting white," and occasion-
ally attempted to call for ethnic allegiance. These
more alienated students had generally developed
street repertoires and war regarded as a threat to
the proficient black itudents who had cultivated an
image contrary to the stereotypes of blacks held by
whites. The proficient blacks argued :

V

That bunch th the low-income housing projects
don't like whites and just hate them to death.
They are always smoking dppe in the projects.
Almost every girl in the projects has a baby.

The peer pressure was great and often forced the
student to choose between acting ("street") black
and acting white not only in school, but
holistically. The unsuccessful black students would
not allow their successful compatriots the luxury of
degrading black culture for school pufposes. They
saw it as an either-or proposition : either all black
or all white. Ethnicity was behavioral and cultural
in their minds: one's genetic heritage was not suf-
ficient to define ethnic identity. One female black
student explained her experience of these
pressures:

They won't give you a chance. This startedin the'
tenth grade. This white girl in my classroom was
very talkative, very pretty, and you just couldn't/
be mean to her. And her name was Mary, and
she lived in the nicest block in this white corn
munity, and we became very close. If .you saw
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one of us, you saw the other. And after that...
Well, no one liked me anyway because my
momma dressed me real nice. They used to say I
thought I was white before 1 ever.,talked to a
white person. When I started being with her,
they were just getting all motivated...and they
beat me up every evening anyway and this gave
them even more reisson. But after that they
wouldn't speak to me. I could.count my black
friends on one hand. That malk me feel bad,
because I lthow I'm black, liut, YOu know, you
start acting like them and talking like them. I
became changed, using kind f white slang and
dressing hite Mary did.,I just thought because my
black friends weren't giving me a chance...

Another black student commented, "You know,
it's weird, nobody likes me at school, and it's more
blacks than whites...."

All in all, the proficiem black student was
required to publicly renounce his or her ethnic
heritage for the chance for success.5 Those
students who had few prospects for the accelerated
curriculum, high school status, and college recog-

ed this transition. As one of these alienated
studenp argued :

Carl his kind is trying to act while. Do you
know Susan? She forgot she is black, she dresses
white, she acts white, she even talks white.
Darryl is an Oreo, he's busy getting his titles.
Blacks working. in the office ain't really black,
just look at Greg. Paulette turned white for a-
while but now she has turned back black. David
is just like a white boy.

The proficient black student found it necessary
to manipulate credential building in many ways.
Almost universally, however, it was required that
these students "act white." A commonly expressed
opinion by black students was,

White students have more freedom and you are
disciplined less. If you want to get ahead you

3. It is tmderstood that the "ethnic heritage" in
question is politically defined within the context of the
desegregated school, and often emphasizors "strert
culture" rather than the larger domain of black culture.
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have to act white. The teachers like you ifyou act
White. If you act white you get better grades.

These students had to reject their culture for the
purposes of schooling; the contingencies of success
in the schools studidd seemingly required it and
they adapted. Nevertheless, the adaptation taught
manytessons, not the least of which was to distrust
whites:

This is all in just learning how to deal with these
devils. Even in petty things...they will use
trickery if need be.

The examples of the distrust of whites were many in
the accounts of the interviews with these students:

He said black studonts loved to participite in
club meetings, but the majority of meetings
where you really had fun or really got into dome-
thing were held at white students' housm that
were far from the school. These meetings were
usually held at night. and black students did not
have transportation to get to them. He thought
this was just another extension of the white
people being tricky. He felt that they knew that
black students couldn't come out of their houses,
so therefore they couldn't have that much input
into the clubs the whites wanhwl, to control.

Even tokenism was thought to indicate trickery :

Cordette Crane was "lack student. She was on
the student council, she was a majorette and
homecoming queep,i She had lots of activities.
She was the only black asked to participate on
the prom committee. She was appointed, it was
believed, as a joke. It was argued that these white
people knew Cordette would not actively parti-
cipate on the prom coriimittee because she was
out for popularity. She just had too many activi-
ties to want to really; get into the mom
committee.

One of the 6lack members of our research team
commented in her account of an interview with one
of the highly successful black students:

Clark is not bitter, does not hate white people.
He likes white people, but it stresses him that you
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have to treat these people with a long-
spoon. He said he would never want to go ba
the segregated environment beca don
had tanght him .rirl with white people,
what they expected. He felt they had taught him
how to smile and at the same time be able to stick
themin the back. He said he was now able to do
this now able to play their games, of smiling
on the front and having no good intentions on
the back.

I'

These dilemmaa for the proficient, committed
minority student highlight the cultural context of
alienation for the lower-class black student. The
alienated minority student was highly ethnic. That
is, since the alienated students rarely competed
with whites, they did not see the necessity to "take
on" the culiural attributes of being white. Becauie
of their failure to achieve school "success," they had
little vested interest in the processes of the school;
since "acting white" was seen as a necessary part bf,
success in school, these alienated students were free
to assume their ethnic heritages (as they presumed
them to be). Being ethnic in adolescence is largely
grounded in pier interactions, and these students
were highly peer-oriented. They had little option;
the peer group was the main arena in which they
could exercise control.

These student& also had to begin to construct
identities and status systems, since the conventional
identities and statuses found in schools were not
available to them. They often celebrated their
ethnicity and the importance of their peers. The
peer groups were sources of power and protection
via territoriality and disruption. The peer societies,
constructed their own social structures and
awarded both status and power. For alienated
minority youth the only settings in which they were
able to achieve status and power were peer settings.
Given their lack of power viii-a-vis conventional
institutions like schools, these students also had to
rely on their social networks to develop economic
survival strategies. For some, this meant "hustling"
of various KIM; for others this meant unstable
employmerit.

Alienation, Desegregation and
Policy Research :
Some Integrating Conclusions

We have .eX-piored the social context of
alienation for the lower-class black student in *-
segregated schools by examining the economii,
political a6d cultural meanings that surround his
or her experiences. It is evident that desegregation
has nlit alleviated much, if tioy, of their alienation.
The black students still fmd schooling to be a major
contingency of adolescence. For them, desegre-
gation has not provided more econoMic oppor-
tunity. It has not led to control of power and
resources in the public school. It has not led to their
cultural integration. Desegregation hasmeant only
that more blacks and whites attend the same
schools, albeit no; necessarily the same classes.

Unfortunately, ones could have predicted this
outcome. The courts have relied primarily upon
remedies that required a numerical mixing, often
ignoring issues of quality of instruction, materials,
and curricula. This remedy was derived from the
results of the EEOS (Equal Educational Oppor-
tunity Study [Colemann, 19661) as these diffused
into public knowledge. As we all have been
repeatedly informed, those results demonstrated
that the academic achievement of blacks was en-
hanced when they attended school with whites.
The courts found this finding easily implementable
as policy and numerical mixing became a popular
remedy for segregated schooling.

While one must be careful not to argue some
linear progression from research fmdings to court
actions, it does appear that judges are likely to
argue that evidence from social sciences is appro-
priately used to inform the remedy decision, not
the Constitutionality decision. Therefore, it seems
that social research has a certain responsibility to
be able to inform courts fully as to the significant
features of schooling and achievement. Research
like EEOS has not fully satisfied that responsibility ;

as a'result, new approaches to policy research may
well be warranted and productive. The real issue is
not that EEOS was methodologically or con-
ceptually weak, but that with a quantitative survey
design, it simply could not isolate the interpretative
understandings that could have informed edu-
cators and courts as to the relative sufficiency of
various remedies. Highly quantitative, positivistic
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research derives interpretations, not from the
settings studied, but from social theory. As a result1
positivistic research is adequate as policy research
only to the extent that theory is an accurate
portrayal of the events under study. This is
problematic since positivistic research is pro-
cedurally lxkmd to be a test of theory. That is, for
positivistic research to be adequate as policy
research, it must be assumed that whatever theory
it is testing is already relatively accurate, a
seemingly hopeless logical mire Setting this
problem aside, it can be argued that positivistic
research is not likely to be an appropriate policy
research methodology precisely because it serves
the interests of theory. The hypotheses and the
questions to be studied are deduced from theory.
The results inform theory. In the end, for positi-
vistic research to be adequate as policy research it
must be based on theoretical policY models that
need to be tested. The researcher is allowed to learn
little from the setting itself about the appropriate
interpretations of events; these are to derive from
theory and ideally are specified prior to the
initiation of the study.

Many of these problems are avoided when con-
ducting ethnographic research. It is not bound to
theory it is bound to the setting. Its duty is to
present an accurate portrayal of the forces in play,
their interactions, and their meanings to the people
who experience them. As policy ressearch, it
enables more sophisticated understandings of the
controversies and characteristics which remedies
must address in order to achieve success. It places
remedies in the fuller context of meanings that

p% make up the experiences we call schooling. Given

that policy is not totally based upon research, these
types of findings may well be more informative to
the policy debate than statistical results would be.
Even researchers are becoming aware of the limits
of positivistic research. For example St. John
(1975:122-3), after reviewing the existing research
on the outcomes of school desegregation for'
children, concluded:

...far more illuminating would be small-scale
studies involving smthropological observations of
the process of interracial schooling, across set-
dngs diverse in black-white rations and in
middle-class-lower-class.ratios, and also iiiverse
in their educational philosophies and
techniques.

Both approaches to policy research are needed,
but they should be used more in concert. If this had
been the case, the existing school desegregation
remedies might have been able to anticipate and
avoid the alienative consequences of desegregation
for lower-class minority students. A combination of
approaches might have suggested that desegre:
gation, to be effective, must challenge the role of
schools in stratifying our society. Minority students
would have benefited more from desegregation if.
instead of concentrating on numerical mixing, the
courts had looked more closely at the economic,
political and cultural concocts of schooling and
racism, and mandated less stratification, more

, political equality, and as a result, more acceptable
cultural alternatives all within schools, since
they, and not school districts, are the avenues to
equal educational opportunity.
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V. Integrating the Desegregat
Perspectives, Practices and Po

By H. Andrew Sagar
and Janet Ward Schofield .

Introduction
A familiar boast which might be adopted by the

rare community or school board that is committed
to implementing integrated education: "The
difficult we do at once: the impoaible tikes a little
longer." "The difficult." in this case, refers to
desegregation, the physical mixing of formerly
isolated ethnic groups by assigning -them to thi
same schools. Seemingly simple, this procedure has
often been complicated enormously by political
controversy and grass-roots resistance, as well as by
suc h Vgistical problems as transporting and
meshing those who were formerly segregated. Yet
the difficulties have rarely proved insurmountable,
once the commitment to desegregation has been
made.

Integration, as well shall use it, is "the
impossible." It is a thore ambitious term, pointing
beyond mere physical desegregation to the
formation of a viable social system that incor-
porates and accommodates each of' the formerly

:isolated groups (Pettigrew, 1967): Social ince-.
gration presupposes, , bUt does not automatically
follow, physical desegregation: The stubborn race
intr class barriers appateUt in the schools studied
might lead a pessimist,:to conclude that genuine
Integration in our society ill virtually impossible.

The iMportance of striving toward the elusive
'goal of social iutegratin is higblighted by the
tendepcy of the studies 4nsidered here to confirm.
the theoreticallY-based icrediction that desegrega-

,tibn alone offers little hape of providing the
educational equity,endorsed by Brown v. Board of

-.Edlicatios. and even less of dispelling the mis-. r
undentandings; biases, and fears which continue
to divide the American' people. In the following dis-

,' cussian of problems encountered in desegregated

School:
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schools, we dwell on these problems not, only to
present readers with an analysis of what often
occurs in such schools, but also to 'suggest alter-
native approaches which may enable American
schools to make good on the boast that integration
will simply "take a little longer."

Prelude to Integration:
Establishing the Mix

Those who remember the long years ot inertia,
litigation, and defiance following the Supreme
Court's invalidation of state-imposed school
segregation may be taken aback by our assertion
that the admittedly difficult task of desegregation
can be accomplished "at once." The Warren
Court, which rendered the Brown decision, anti-
cipated some difficulties and was at first inclined to
be patient, insttutting the district courts to take
into account the practical problems of implemen-
tation. Local school authorities were required only
to make "a prompt and reasonable start," and to
proceed with -"all deliberate speed."

Oyer 15.Iiti_gious and painful years, the Court's
initially passive stance gradually hardened in the
face of increasingly obvious southern intran-
sigence (Read, 1975). Decisions in 1969 and 1970,
reversing delays and ordering immediate desegre-
gation, marked the great breakthrough. After
years of stalling, legal maneuvering, and defiance,
massive desegregation was finally implemented in
countless southern communities, often with
breatinaking speed. One 'school district after
another accomplished an admittedly difficult task
alMost immediately.
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One cant by no stretch of the imagination see
desegregation of America's schools as anywhere
near accomplished. Yet, desegregated schooling is
now a reality for literally millions 'of students,
whereas a quarter of a century ago it VMS virtually
unknOwn. Although prop= in desegregation has
been notably faster in the south than in most other
parts of the country, recent years have seen much
increased pressure in other regions, and actual im-
plementation of desegregation plans in a number
of major cities outside the south.

The precise criteria used by various concerned.
parties to determine if a school can be labelled de-
segregated are surprisingly unclear. Obviously, a
basic criterion is the percentage of students from
various racial and-or ethnic backgrounds in the
school. For example, the Supreme Court, in Green
v. County School Board, 1968, ruled that a
"freedom of choice" program in which a few black
students transferred to previously all-white schools
was not effective desegregation since it brught only
15 percent of the district's black children into the
white schools. With no further instructions from
the high court concerning the nature of an effective
plan, the lower courts began to concentrate more
and more upon the percentage of race mixing as a
criterion of desegregation (Read, 1975).

Just what racial or ethnic mix is necessary for a
school to be considered desegregated varies
considerably fret-A situation to situation, and from
observer to observer. For example, schools studied
by Rist (1978) and Useem (1976) as examples of
token desegregation were over 90 percent white. A
school which was not 80 percent black was
classified by Singer. (1966) as segregated, whereas
Porter (1971) MEWS a classroom that was 70-percent
black as desegregated.

In the eyes of many apprehensive whites, given
proportion of black students looms larger han an
ideptical proportion of white stud ts. For
example. a school which is two-thirds white may be
perceived as desegregated whereas a school which is
two-thirds black is seen as essentially segregated.
Pawnee West High School was regarded by many
Pawnee residents as "the black high school" even
though white students actually constituted a slight
majority. One school studied sought to recruit,
through open enrollment, a student body which
was 58 percent white and 42 percent black. When
the school opened with a student body which was 47
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percent white, a local reporter wrote that it had
failed in its efforts to recruit an integrated student
body. Reflecting this same feeling, a white sixth
grader reported to his mother after the first day of

,school that the school was "wall-to-wall blacks."
White sensitivity to the proportion of blacks

appears to stem from two main faaors. Fust, most
whites are used to being members of the majority
group. Many haVe virtually no direct contact with
blacks and very little indirect contact. Second,
although they ham no prior personal experience
with blacks they ffequently hold negative stereo-
types about them Both of these factors would
appear to lead whites to be especially sensitive to
the presence of blacks. Both the emphasis on
remaining a large makirity, and the assumption
that blacks will cause problems, are apparent in the
following conversation among some white staff
members on the first day of a token desegregated
program, in the school studed by Rist (1978 : 83):

When Mrs. Bniwn said Donald (a new black
student) would be no problem, one of the secre-
taries...said, "I don't think with this small
number...that there should be any problems.
Now if there were seventy-five or a hundred, it
would be different. But I don't think twenty-
eight will make any difference at all. We
probably won't even know they are here." This
comment was greeted with nods of agreement
from the other teachers.

Another basic factor influencing the mix of
students considered necessary to achieve desegre-
gation, is the racial mix of the community sur-
rounding the school or schools in question. For
example, Warshauer and Dentier (1967) have
recommended that researchers consider a school to
be desegregated only if the percentage of te,
students of each group in the student body is
between 50 and 200 percent of that group's
representation in the entire community. There is,
however, much difference of opinion over how to
define tte surrounding community (see Sullivan,
this volume, for a discussion of the definition of
community). The courts have frequently defined
"surrounding community" as the entire school
district, which generally encompasses many
neighborhoods of varying racial character. The
Supreme Court has declared that district-wide
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population ratios are "useful starting points" for
planning student assignments in a desegregated
system (Read, 1975). Subsequently. lower iourts
have repeatedly focused upon uniform ratio
criteria as the hallmark of a desegregated system.

Obviously, desegregation achieved through
instituting a uniform racial mix in all the se..hools in
a school system has very different consequences for
the social composition of different schools,
depending upon the ethnic character df the school
district in which they are located. Two of the
previously all-white schools studied became pre-
dOminaddy black by court decree, reflecting the
blaCk majorities in each of the district-wide school
popidations. In contrast, the black minority at
Pawnee West was actually reduced slightly, again
in the iliterests of district-wide racial balance. Yet
another school was under pressure to further
reduce the size of its white minority to reflect the
heavy preponderance of blacks in the city school
district populadon.

The community composition guideline is not as
clear-cut as it first aptears. The way in which one
defines the surrounding community can dramat-
ically affect the population make-up. The court's
position has met opposition from those who believe
that the relevant community is the neighborhood,
a mitch narrower definition of community than the
school district, since, for many people, the psycho-
logical (or even practical) boundaries between
neighborhoods are likely to be drawn where shifts
in racial, ethnic, or social class composition of
those areas occur. Neighborhood schools, which
have come to carry such emotional appeal, tend to
be segregated almost by definition.

While seeming too broad to the advocates of
neighborhood schools, the court's emphasis on
desegregation within district lines is seen as too
restricted by others, since it piovides no basis for
significant desegregation of many predominantly
black inner-city diatricts or heavily white suburban
districts. For this reason, advocates of interracial
schooling have tried on several occasions to
persuade the courts to broaden their definition of
the relevant 'community. In 1974, district court
Judge Stephan J. Roth' ordered metropolitan-wide
desegregation of the black inner-city schools and
white suburban schools in the Detroit area,
declarinethat "district lines are simply matters of

,t(

political convenience and may not be used to deny
constitutional rights" (quoted in Read, 1975 :44).
However, he was overruled by the Supreme Court,
which emphasized that district lines could be ket
aside only where the/evidence indicated that a
constitutional violation within one district had
produced significant segregation in pother
district.

The Detroit decision did not rule outAthe possi-
bility of inter-district desegregation elsewhere
(metropolitan-wide desegregation affecting over
half of Delaware's public sehools has recently been
ordered and im
area), but it place a hea
potential plaintiffs. It
between de jure-de facto
"de facto" school segregati
patterns shaped in large
discriminatory practices
the distinction (Read, 19

One study site provides
of the frequently complica
of district lines. In

in the Wilmington
burden of proof upon

the distinction
don; the fact that

n rests upon residential
art by legal and illegal
MU up the ambiguity of
5).
interesting illustration

, non-neutral nature
ce with state law,

Bradford has expanded d g the last 25 years
through annexation of several neighboring sub-
urban communities. Each of these "communities
has been permitted to vote on whether or not to join
the city school district. All of the incorporated
black communities, and some of the white areas,
joined the city- system but several other white
neighborhoods voted to remain in the county
schools. About 4000 children, mostly white, live in
the city but are not counted in the city's school
population, now predominantly black. This had
resulted in the anomalous situation of the Gi-andin
school, which is pait of the city system, being
required to reduce the size of its white student
population. already a minority, even though whites
still constitute a majority of the total city
population. Significantly, the federal district court
denied a petition to incorporate the "city-out"
areas into the Bradford system or to merge the city
and county schools. The court ruled that the racial
imbalance between the city and county schools had
hot resulted from intentional discrimination.
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Re Segregation
"All °the segregation in the city
was put in one building."
Crossover High School

Student .

Knowing the .initial racial composition of the
student body in a school or school district may
district still may not give an accurate indication of
the amount of intergroup contact actually
*occurring. Although considerable public atten-
tion has been given to the issue of desegregation,
much less has been given' to the phenomenon
which frequently appears to follow it: resegre-
gad& within the desegregated schtiol or school
district. The one type of resegregation which has
received public notice is that stemming from
"white flight," the withdrawal of whites from a
desegregated system so that the racial composition
of the students remaining in It leaves it essentially
segregated.

The fact that many whites are leaving urban
centers with large black populations in their
desegregated schools is indisputable (Desegre-
gation Studies Unit, 1977). Whether this
migration from the cities is a direct response to
school desegregation has been hotly debated else-
where (Coleman, Kelly, and Mooie, 1975;
Pettigrew 4nd Green, 1976a, 1976b ; Rossell,
1975-76). The case studies on which this essay is
based generally did not address the impact of de-
segregation on residential patterns and hence
contribute little to this aspect of the "white flight"
debate. There is, however, another type of white
flight that was noted in a number of the case
studies a withdrawal of whites from the piiblic
to the private school system following desegre-
orlon of the public schools. In one city, private
sehool enrollments shot up by approximately
20,000 with the advent of massive court-ordered
desegregation. Nearly all of the 20,000 students
who transferred to private schools were white.

in only one case a reverse of the white flight
process was actually observed. Wexler Middle
School was presented to the community as an
idealistic experiment in open enrollment and
racially balanced high quality education
though it was planned and opened against a
backdrop of mounting legal pressure to desegre-
gate the city-wide system. The school managed to
recruit a nearly 50 yercent white enrollment, but
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it did so by accepting WI white applicants, while
turning away hundreds of blacks seeking 'ad-
mission. Although it, Fttracted fewer whites than
hopesl, the school did manage to pull a small
number of' white children who had previously
been in private schools back into the public school

-system. The attraction was, however, short-lived.
After the school's first year, the Board of
Ellucation decided to change the open enrolhnent
plan tn 11, feeder pattern under which approxi-
mately twe-thirds of.the new students were black.
The principal then began to have some problems
with white flight into private schools:

There are a lot of concerns and rumors going
around Efizabethville and Hardy (two white
areas of the city) that come from the...change
from open enrollment to the feeder pattern.
-People are really afraid the school will become
all black. Whereas last year we had kids leaving
private schools to come here, this year we have
kids leaving here to go to private schools.

-

Although resegregation of school systems
throuth "white flight" has caught the public eye.
there are a number of other processes which lead
back to segregation within particular schools.
These deserve further explmation for several
reasons. First, within-school resegregation is a
phenomenon which is often ignored. For example,
Cohen (1975.) reports in lin review of the
liierature on desegrmation and intergroup
Arians that only cnie-fifth of the studies done
between 1968 and 1974 reported on whether there
was actual interracial contact in the schools
studied. Second, the case studies on which this
essay is based focused on single schools, providing
fertile sources for discovering and e6tploring the
fonns that in-school resegregation takes. Third,
resegregation within a school poses a very serious
obstacle to the attainment of integration as we
have described it. The example of the principal
who managed to increase white enrollment in his
predominantly bldck school by iaking in four
classes of multiple-handicapped children superbly
illustrates the hollowness of the numbers game.

Resegregation within schools appears to stem
from a variety of formal practices and informal
processes. Foremost among the formal prdctices
which fosyysd resegregation in most of the schools
studied irj-e-re academic tracking and abilikty



grouping. There were, however, a variety of
informal practices and social processes which also
contributed in major ways to at least some degree
of resegregation within most of the schools. A
brief discussion of resegregation of several of the
schools shows the difference in the degree to which
it occurred and the 'Ade variety of factors
involved.

If any school studied was ripe for racial conflict,
it was Crossover High SchoOl, located in a city
plagued by intense racial animosity and violence
in the years prior to desegregation. But the
investigators observed virtually no oven racial
conflict among students during the two years they
were in the school. They found instead a very high
degree of racial resegregation, on all levels
curriculum, extracurricular activities, informal
associations and friendship patterns.

The rapid development of separated-black and
white curricula at the desegregated Crossover
school appears to have been determined:jointly by
the actions of die state, the school, and the
students themselves. The Division of Secondary
Education in 1973 directed that' the formerly
optional tracldng of junior and senior high school
students would now be standard policy. (See
Noblit and Collins, this volume.) At the school
itself, students were grouped on* criteria which
clearly tended to divide them racially perhaps
most noticeably in the English classes where, as in
most American high schools, Black English was

, treated as nothing more than an uneducated
attempt at Standard English. The academic re-
segregation was reinforced by the students' own
cdurse selecOons. Certain courses were, with
apparent justification, branded as academically
inadequate and avoided by white students. On the
other hand, qualified black students, apparently
out of concern over grades and job chances,
tended to avoid courses which would put them in
direct competition with high-achieving whites.
Those who did choose an accelerated course could
not count on support from their peers, who were
likely to point out as one student did, "There ain't
nothing but white faces in there." So effective
were the, joint forces toward academic resegre-
gation that one black student observed. "It's
possible to go all throui the years at Crossover
and not have a single w e person in your class."

Most of the extra-c rricular activities at

Crossover were clearly identified as belonging to
either the white or the black students. Elite white
groups continued to dominate student govern-
ment and many traditional activities such as the
prom and the yearbook staff. White boys
continued to predominate in baseball, cross-
country, tennis, and golf; the football and
basketball teams quickly became "black sports."
Chorus became a black sittivity as well. Not
surprisingly, the patterns of informal association
ind friendship among Crossover students mir-
rored thi racial cleavage Observed in the school's
organizational structure.

At Sheridan, a multi-ethnic high school, the
majority of classes were mixed to some extent, and
several had significant representation from all
four of the school's major ethnic groups; adminis-
trators and staff insisted that they, did not
consciously track students. Even so, the inves-
tigators concluded that the over-all consequence
of the ways in which students were guided into
sequences of courses resulted in wrting them by
social class and ethnicity.

Wexler Middle School presented an unusual
variant on the usual tracking-resegregadon
situation. Administrators in this new school, from
the beginning, strongly discouraged the use of
ability groupings, encouraging teachers to try
more creative means of dealing with the academic
diversity in their classrooms. Wexler's extra-
curricular activities were largely unsegregated.
However, to attract wary whites to the interracial
setting, the school incorporated an area-wide
accelerated.program into its eighth grade curri-
culum. Students who spent- their first two years at
Wexler learning to work in an interracial setting
could look forward in their third year either to the
accelerated program, which was 80 percent 'white,
or the regular (some teachers say "slow") prelgram,
which was 80 percent black.

Prospects for social integration (not to Mention
the prospects for developing a neat operational
definition of "desegregated schools") are clouded
by the perasiveness of informal segregation as
well as by the segregation caused by formal pro-
cedures such as tracking. Despite variations in the
extent to which the schools structurally re-
segregated their students, the students, when
.given the chance, consistently resegregated
themselves:
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Black students...congregate on the northwest
corner of the [high] school and inside the door-
ways down the street westward...Most of the
students ,on the west side of the school, .a.yver

Hispanic. Non-Hispanic students tend to gathel
on the side of the street next to the school just
outside the main doors, btft the other side of the
street here is all Hispanic. The south side of the
school is where the few white and Chinese
siudents who hang out Sefore and during school
predominate.

Assignment of black and white children to the
same classrooms or activiiies does not necessarily
preclude this kind of informal resegregation:

With few exceptions students, when free to
do so, sit with others of the same social-race

(group. This pattern is apparent in classes or
during special activities where students can
choose their own seats, during free time when
students congregate to play games, and at
breakfast and lunch tables.

Findings of informal resegregation tendencies
have been nearly universal in desegregated
schools in America (e.g. Cusick and Ayling, 1973;
Schofield and Sagar, 1977; Shaw, 1973).
Resegregation initiated by the students themselves
is obviously a very different matter from segre-
gation imposed by the state and resegregation
"structured in" by school policies. No court will
order an end to it. Teachers almost universally
maintain a "hands off' attitude. Yet, student-
Anitiated resegregation isolates student ethnic
groups jUst as surely as do the imposed forms and
must therefore be taken into account in any pre-
dictions or evaluations which presuppose ethnic,

The Business-As-Usual Response
to Desegregation

One frequent response, to desegregation ob-
served in the schools studied was a determined
attempt to avoid making any particular responses
other than to carry on with the school's customary
business. (See Scherer and Slawski, this volume,
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on coping .strategies.) Insofat as possible, the
interracial school maintains the same basic
curriculum, the same academic standards, and
the same teaching methods that pret:ailed under
segregation (allowing for possible modifications to
keep pace with advances in the state of the art)..
The same behavioral standards will be enforced,
the same values will be espoused, and the same
sanctions will be applied to student offenses. 'In
short, the school does not perceive itself as having
to adjust its traditional practices in order to deal
with the new student body. Rather, the students
are expected to adjust to the school.

Strictly speaking, such total homeostasis cannot
be maintained, especially when the desegregation
crosses social class as will as ethnic lines. Certain
minor adjustments are necessary if normal
functions are to be carried out. For example,
teachers often have to contend with a wider range
of academic preparedness or even an increased
nUmber of "problem students" who fail to respond
as desired. However, ,the important point is that
those espousing the business-as-usual approach
generally conceptualize the challenges posed hyan
interracial student body as problems to be
resolved in ways which involve the least possible
deviation from established proceduris. ,

What precisely is "the business" which the
school hopes to accomplish in traditional fashion?
.First there is the bbvious mission, that of teaching
students the material in the school's academic
curriculum. A rcond widely shared objective is
that of guiding students' character development,
often referred to as the "hidden curriculum." We
shall discuss these two pursuits in turn.

Academie business-as-usual
Teachers ciften emphasize that their *imary

commitment is to academic excellence. This
emphasis supposedly gives them a narrowly
focused task, leaving such concerns as integration
and social relationships outside their jurisdiction.

Being a teacher, I guess 'a' cademics is more
important (than persobal or social develop-
meni,...I think we were told once that we
shouldn't be concerned that much in sixth
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grade with the academics, of° the children who
aren't toO socialized Yet...It was presented to us
that socialization, them getting along with each

, other, black, white or from other areas, is the
important skill development right now and the

. academie is secondary.,..I think teachers say,
'Yea, yea, right, sure,' and then they go and

teach, try to teach.

The school's academic mission can be viewed as .

One Of (a) producing students who compare very
fivorably to students in' other schools, or (b)
enabling individual children to grogress as fast as
they can,In a school in which izzaoy-students start
out far behind those in other schools, accomp-
lishment of the ,second goal does not necessarily
result in accomplishment Of the first. Many
teachers in the,schools studied were distressed or

trefentftscilhoctuse they tended to take the first view
of the " 'on and they felt that desegre-
gation had the overall achievement level
in their classes. Even though there were no signs
that desegregation had impaired the ,performance
of the more advantaged students, the mere,
presence of other students who did not perform
"up to standard". ih class oiton nationally-normecr
tests seemed to reflect negatiyely on their teachers'
and. the school. Business-aa-usual. approaches
which . ruled out rivised goals and teaching
rnethodi asaured that desegregation would pose
virtually insoluble academic "problems" for these
schools.

n.

'Character development
Although teachers often stressed the priority of

academic.goals, observers noted strOng emphasis
on guiding students' personal development in such
areas as %manners, induany, and citizenship.
Although this , traditional concern has been
termed the hidden curriculum, the label
sometimes seems inappropriate given the very
direct emphasis which such matters often receive.

Teachers' overt concern with character develop-
ment was also apparent from their classroom
behavior, as in the following example:

Mr. Times then says, "I don't know what's
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happening ip this school but I don't like it. I see
too many rules being ignored by teachers and
administrators. Today I save a boy who was
suspended for 3 days and he came for three
clays andnobody questioned about it. There is a
rule-that po food is to be brought into the learn-
ing area; and that includes soft drinks,
Sonyar...(Thete is a cup on'the table in front of
tier). Lillian says, "She brings it every day." He
Aes on, "I see kids wearing their coats in class
=, we don't have anybody doh% that in here."
Shirley points out that Mark is wearing one.
Correcting himself, Mr. James says, "Mark is."
Shirley is laughing. Mr. James asks him if he
needs to wear it; Mark says no. Mr. James siys,
"It's bad on you, Mark, because we are teaching
you to ignore mks. I'm going to talk to Mr.
Reuben. If wee hot going to enforce that rule,
we shdold ge rid of it.:

The hidden curriculum may even take
precedence where strictly academic Criteria are
judged inadequate Measures of what the students
have learned about "Life." A ,staff member
remarked:

You know, I don't know if I've told you this
before, but I think a kid shouldn't pass unless
he's there at least 50 percent of the time...This
idea of passing them if he passes a test even if he
doesn't come to class.,I think teaches them bad
habits. They should 'know that they don't get
anything for nothing.

In one high school, for example, five Unexceisia
absences from a class is grounds for acadetnic

-failure. Many of the frequently-abserit students do
nevertheleis manage to perform fairly well on
thlir atademic tests, thus presenting their
teachers wit lthe difficult decision of how strictly
to enforce the behavioral rule.

It seems fairly clear that teachers who verballf
stressed the priority of academic goals did not, in
most cases, reject the traditional hidden curricu-
lum. Rather, they were reluctant to embrace new
or altered non-academic tasks in response to the
.heterogiteous chiacter okthe student body. In
some 'cases they frankly stateththac they did not
knowboev to deal with potentially volatile concerns
such as the students' interracial relationshipi:
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I feel no more-vompetency in group process.
tIlan I dct in aerodynamics and engineering.
You wouldn't expect me to build an airplane
without giving me some training in it. And I
really feel that I would confuse group process
more 'than I could enhance it, quite frankly.

Detpite this appeal to lack of training in inter-
group; relations, we saw little evidence 'that
teacherst actively desired such training; Instead:,
they frequently denied responsibility for the tovel
non-academic role whicll such training would
imply. In non-academic as in academic matters,
"business as usual" is a commonly, and sodietiines
passionately, sought goal.

Conflict avoidiance
In a .school which is seeking to proceeed with

business as usual there can be no room:for serious
racial conflict Schools traditionally have been
concerned with student discipline because its lack
is seen as undermining both academic and
character-building goals. Holever, the presence
of traditionally separate and often hostile groups
makes the issue of discipline, and of conflict
avoidance in particular, especially salient. (See
Scherer and Slawski, this volume.)

An emphasis on business as usual can be viewed
as, one possible approach to minimizing the like-
lihood of racial conflict, precisely by making it
clear that the administration and staff do not
consider race an islue in the school. The intended

"tneksage is that desegregation has not changed
anything. The school's goals remain the same, the
same rules apply, everyone is assumed to be at the
school to learn, and those who are not will be dealt
with in the customary fashion, no matter who they
are. Consider the following announcement, which
came over theoP.A. system on the first morning of
ths first -day of' school :

Theere are, many different people in this
school: black, white, Oriental, Spanish-
speaking, and some with handicaps. There is no
rhyme or reason why any of you should bother

. others because they are different. If you can't act
right, there ar'e lots of oilier kids who want to
come to this school....Enough Said?
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Where real conflict seems immirrent. stronger
steps may be required:

Two kids were fighting out in the hall during
lunch time and the white kid ended up calling
the black kid a nigger several times at the top of
his lungs. He and I are the only two whites in
'the hall with about fifty black kids...I grabbed
him hy the throat, I had to -.it., ttg very
strong. I brought pim in the ; and talked
to him. He was pretty ashamed 'd
a name....He knew he was wron4 for bringing
names in.

There are many excellent reasons for not letting
a racial incident get out of hand. A particularly
tompelling one, from an administrative point of
view, is that open conflict could seriously disrupt
the school's sbility to carry out its normal
functions.

Serious racial conflict aid not occur in any or
the schools during the two years in which they
were studied. Nevertheless, the memory or anti-
cipation of conflict did- prompt significant
adjustments in discipline and control. Ironically,
these and other departures from business as usual
seemed intended to maximize the extent to which
the schools could continue to function as they had
in the past. Schools very rarely questioned whether
old rules or procedures were,desirable in light of
the changing nature of the student body.

los

Integration as Assimilation
Our discussion may seem to imply that the

business-as-usual approach to desegregation is a
simple product of bureaucratic inertia or institu-
tional rigidity. But the approach,is compatible
with a widely-held assimilationist view of racial
integration. The assimilationist ideology holds
that integration will have beet; achieved when the
minority' group can no longer be differentiated
from the, majority- in terms of economic status,
education, or acces4 to social institutions and their
benefits. This will be accomplished by fostering a
"color-blind" attitude where prejudice o
reigned,. and by imparting to min9rity persons
skills and value orientations.which will enable
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them to take their place in the currently white-
dominated social structure. No signifitarit change
is anticipated in the social structure itself since the
newly assimilated individuals will be attitudinally
and behaviorally indistinguishable from the
inajority. Stated in its abaldest form, the

liationist charge to the schools is to make
minority children like white children. (Milton M.
Gordon, 1964, terms this ideology
"Anglo-Conlin-inky.")

Class assimilation

Rist (1974.1978) distinguishes baween racial
assimilation and Class assimilation models of
school desegregation. According to his conceptual,
analysis, the racial asimilation model "vieWs
integratiou as the means by Vthich to socialize ,
non-white students to act, speak, and belieie as
much as possible like white students." Class
assimilation, in contrast, assumes a "color-blind"
stance. The purpotrbf integration is to impart
midle-class values to lower-class students so that
they can break out of the "cycle of poverty" and
become middle-class persons themselves. Even if
the bulk of these.lower-class students happen to be
non-white,' ethnicity supposedly remains inci-*
dental to the 'class assimilation process. (See
Noblit and Collins, this volume, for,a2discussion of
lower-class black student response.) The
assimilation orientation is very much in [tine VII
the widely-held Arnericah democratic philosophy:
People are to be judged as individuals and not as
members of ethnic or racial groupt; they ishonld
be rewarded or punished on the basis of their

. behavior rather than their social category; the
American economic and social system should be
open to all those willing to work hard and,strive
for advancement.

Orre thing this democratic philosophy does not
do is to grant any positive status to lower-class
values. ficegardless of whether these values refle'ct
pathological reactions to a deprived childhood or
creative adaptations to a lower-class environment,
the values are themselves seen as the problem,

-standing in the way of the child's success at school
and it the larger society. The only acceptable
response to such children is to "adjustively counsel

A

them into the right types oi 'behavior." One
vocational feachoetook some Pride in his efforts to
steer hitt students into what he considered to- br
"the right types of behavior."

The following mem% te teachers' offers .an
exceptionally direct Aficial statement of one
school's *assimilatiimist ideology, especially in,
tOresting when compared to the school's publicity
proclaimma it "one of thl umcp;

4

in/grated schools in one of the e:elturally
pluralistic communities in the co

Sheridan, like every osier high school in New
York, has a rale against wearin4ats. 'Although
we are cognizant of changing social mores, our
sule is designed to direct pupils into acceptablr
behavior patFerns. One of the aims of education
is the transmission .of aur ruiningl heritagi, and
ic has always been a sign of respect of the indi-
vidual for his school or his instinftion to
remove his hat. We would be remiss in
preparing pupils for participation in life beyond
the school if we did not counsel them into
positive behavior patterns. (Emphasis.added.)

What the memo did not say yas that removing
one's hat has always been "a sign of respeet"
specifically in White, middleziass society. Black
male students in whet-- schools have, maintained
that .hats wofn -indoors are acceptable in 'their
culture and that rules against such .behaA;ior are
discriminatory (Forehand and Ragosta, 1976).

Although the emphasis bn class assimilation far'
outweighed attempts at racial assimilation in the
schools studied, the 'distinction between the two
approaches to assimilation is nor always clear. The
middle- and upper:class social strata in our.
country have been so dominated by whites that a
wide array' of distinctively, Wick styles and
behaviors can be viewed as inconipatible with
social class mobility simply because they depart
from 'prevailing norms or are unacceptable to
prospective employers. What teachers viewed as
clag assimilation was often seen by itudenti as
racial assimilation. Black students who managed
to survive in accelerated classes were seen by
teachers as exhibiting "black middle-class values,
black middle-class traits,...the ones oar teachers
like." Yet these assimilated stutlents were
frequently,sanccioned by their unassimilated peers

; 5
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for "acting.white."
The continuing teacher efforts to modify black

'students' English usage provide an excellent
example of the assimiladonist goals of the schools,
and of the uncertainty in practice of the

. distinction between class assimilation and racial
assimilittion. Much has been writteh recently
about the integrity of "Black English" which,
though different from "Standard English,"
appears to have a coherent struiture of its own
(Dillard, 1972. 1975; Camden, John- Hymes,
1972, Part 2). The behavior _ancistatements of
both black and white teachers, however, reflected
a' commitment to a single standard of correct
usage.

For teacheri the issue was simply" an atademic
one. Bladt English was considered, as} just
different; but wrong: teachers, as educatoll; had
in obligation to try to extinguish it:

Two or three students are yelling out with the
hands waving wildly for the teacher to help
them. One boy has his grammar corrected by
the teacher. He stated, "He do?" and she would
not answer his question until he repeated the
statement cortectly. His response was, ''He
do it?". The teaater stinted around with a smirk ;
the student continued to sit there without re-
ceiving an anwer to his snestion. o

_,

Many black students have a very different view of
Standard ed Black English than do their
teachers.: -Wwt is regarded by teachers as an
academic mislion is often viewed by students as an
assault on their social identity. (Leacock, ed.,
1971). Mit conflict of purpose was a source of
frust don for (leachers and students alike. One
&sip ng teacher told a researcher:

drill these kids on the right verb tense each
LI and then they gn right out in pie hall after
iny.. lass and go bad( to their ol speech
patterns. 2 kid told me right o that if he
used what I was te mg t in class, kids would
think he Was a fag. I'm just not getting
anywhere wiih these kids.

Staplei (197(u 74) has commented upon .the
. importance oflilnguage in black life:

/

The lora' tradition among Afro-Americans
means that verbal facility is of high prestige. An
Afro-American who displays a mastety of Black
parlance is much admired. This accounts, in

, for the high status accorded pimps and
.:.Another verbal skill is rapping,

which Kochman (1972) defines as "a fluent and
liyely way of talking generally characterized by
a high degree of personal style through whiCh
the speaker intends to draw the andience's
attention tO himself or some features of himself
that heleels is attractive or prestigious with his
audience."

Ironically, the state memo which defined the
emphases of the various curricular levels used at
Crossover High mentioned "originality iind
creativity" only in connection with the "enriched"
English classes, which were to be "limited to out-
standing students." Few black students found
iheir way into these classes; they were dis-
proportionately tracked into "basic" (remedial)
Engiish classes in which creativity played no dis-
cernible role. The purpdse of these classes WU to
drill students in standard usage, thrdugh endless
rote repetition if need be, -until they absorbed it.
There is no indication- that the striking lack of
progress under this procedure ever led school
officials to question the desirability of continuing
this teaching strategy.

the high schooCenuinely wanted l

'Many df the lower-class blarossover

g
ck students

diploma and the advantage they' believed it would
offer the job market. They drew the assigned
maps in geography and engaged in teacher-l'id

. discussions on the vocational classes. But they
drew the line at abandoning the dialect which, for
-them,as so closely bouttd up with their peer
solidarity and ethnic identity. They refused to be
assimilated.

Dealing with the Unassimilated :

The Sorting Function
The assimilationist goal, whether emphasizing

radial or class assimilation, assumes that minority
students, given exposure to whit; middle-class
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institutions, will become virtually indistinguiah-
able from majority students. However, die
exptctation dim the minority stftdents will mt. Ike
such an adjustment is challenged by two'
important social realities. First, separate- and
uniqual pasts virtually !nsure that minority and
majoritf , students will enter 'the . asailnilatiag
institutions with different skill levels- and personal
experiences on which to b0,1d. Second, as was so
,apparent in Crossover High's largely futile "Basic
English" classes, smile students-have no discernible
desire to change their behavior to the patterns
sought lay the school.

Tliese barriers' to assimilation raise a very
fundamental question:. What happens to those
students whO cannot or will not be assinulated? A
single tragic case will serve to illustrate both the
rewards available to those who are. being
assimilated and the. penalties incurred by those
who fall short. Debbie, a light-skinned blatk girl,
seeMed well on her way, to -fulfilling the highest
expectations of her white teachers. She was
respected not only for her' academic achievement
but also for her personal style and behavior in the
schtiol. All, was undone, however, when Debbie
beiame pregnant in her'sophoinore year. She kep
up with her studies in the alternative school: .but
when she returned 'to her regurai school the
following year, she found herself an outaisi.
'Inexplicably dropped from he i. accelerated
course, scorned by the teacher who had seemed
most 'interested in her, Debbie left school it the
end of the year.

Tracking and abilit "groups
The' Collins and Noblit report (1978:20)' has

termed assimilation a ."sort and punish" 'philo-
sophy, and, so it seems to be in the, practice of most
of .the schools which adopted it. While initially
afipearing to represent one possiblet form of
integration, assimilation can easily Vecome a
rationale for not integrating at all except in the
case of the favored few who happen to meet the
dominant group's pre-established standard.s.,
Those who do not conte up to standard are sorted
into different academic cuiricula or otherwise
shunted aside so, that husiness c-an, prgceed as
usual- for the rest:

Sound educational arguments can be made for
some forms of academic grouping. Many black as
well as white parelits have expressed concern that
their children's education should be tailored to
their_ intfividual needs and capabilities: stand-
aidized "college prep" curricula have ben
criticized as irrelevant to those students who must
cotripete in the job makket immediately following
high school.. When academically diverse students
do take the same courses, the traditiOnal method
of presenting the same matexial to the entire class
at the same time inevitahly shatchanies someone.
If the presentation ,is geared toWard the most
advanced students, those who are already behind
may become. hopelessly lost. Conversely, a. pre-
sentation aimed at .those who are 'lagging risks
-boring and &halting those who, are .tiot.

Although the rationale for ability groups is
suppOtieflly academic, assignments have oc-
casionally heeri determined by non-academic
cimsideraticims. In.the eiample of the student who
became pregnan academic ability was clearly -
iirelevant ; herseadsignment to a loiter track came
as Punishment for having failed the hidden
curriculum. Similarly, Daniel's tempsirary prO-
motion to the upper group in his math -class
reiulted less froln improved academic per-
formance thin from improved behavior: .

...Mr. Hue then said, "I pui him it Group
One.: lie's bright ; he iias to be to get away-with,
what he does." I commenied that I had noticed .

that, too. I walled if Daniel was pleased to be put
in Group One: Mr. Hue said, "Oh. rsr. they
know that that is the fist-group...He was ahle to
do the work." /He hopes to ;use Group One
membership as an incentive. for Daniel.

Incidents suCh as these, in which students- are .

issigned to groups with the specific intent of
rewarding or punishing them, appear to be
unusual. But, e*n occasional use of such tactics
implies at least, tacit recognition of the reward-
and-punishmeni consequences of such groupings.
The Tewarding consequenCes of upper-group
assignment fall priManly to white students, with
the punishing conseqtiences of lowe..r -group
assignments accruing to non-whites, -

From a "color-blind" perspedfilve, ittch a-
racially differentiated butcome, even if noted,
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poses no particular policy problems for the school.
Some teachers argued that students were not
overly concerned about their group assignments or
even particularly conscious of the extent to which
the groups happened to divide along racial linea.:
But interviews revealed that many students were
not as color-blind as their !teachers tried to. be.
They noticed the .academic- divisions and drew
their own conclusions about their significance.
'One white eighth-grader offered the following;

Some of the black people alwaYs say how they
hate white People because ..they're so much
smarter than them' and:.,always get special

, privileges, which isn't time because they get the
same things we do...In math we have three dif-
ferent 'groups, and...the black people in the
class 'are mostly in the lower group, and they
complain chit "They'Te smarter than us and
they get to be in the higher group." I mean, if
they tried they'd get to be in the higher grog:1p,
too. I mean, people just didn't get to the top
like that.

In the absence of careful planisiog and con-
, tinual monitoring, academic grouping procedures
.can increase racial isolation. stigmafize indi-
viduals, and reinforce group stereotypes. The

' gravity of these consequences is compounded by
'the Tendency of formal academic divisions to be
seLf-perpituating (Rist, 1973). As implied by the

',label, "accelerated" groups are normally intro-
duced to new content and skills at a faster rate
than other groups because the stepped-up pace is
considered more appropriate to their capabilities.
Almost by definition, then, the "slowtr" groups
fall further and further behind until there is little
holie that any of their members can improve their
performance enough to make the leap to a more
advanced.group. Sadly, this proved to be the case
with Daniel, the boy placed in the advanced math
grciup as an incentive. Although this black student
at first seemed able to do the work, he soon
encountered material for which he was
prepared anti*aireturned to the other group
leaving the accelerated kroup all white. as it.had
been before.

Ability grouping does have the achrantage.of
permitt

. .

ing ,.teachers to siv.e their top students a
traditional (or "qUility" )-.-education at an-
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appropriate pace, with minimum interruption for
remedial or disciplinliry purposes. Some teachers
also attempt to utilize *groupings to give
specialized attention to those students who are
having academic difficulty. But it is apparent that
for many, if not most, teachers the higher
achieving groups are the more rewarding becalke
of their greater responsiveness to familiar teaching
methods.- The lower groups are more likely to be a
source of frustration or resentment. In talking I
with a researcher, one teacher referred to the
three academic levels he taught as "accelerated,"
"non-accelerated," and "the animals." Ob-
servation of the "animals' " class revealed no plans
to assimilate, or even educate, them. Though they
were still "in" the school, they had, in a very real
sense, been sorted "out" before even reaching high
school. Most of them were black.

Suspensions and expulsions
The disproportionate sorting out of the very

students who are theoretically supposed to be
assimilated also occurs in a more literal sense.
Nationwide, black students are 'suspended or
expelled at a rate more than double their
proportion in the total school population (Yudof,
1975). At one of the schools studied, nearly 90
percent of all suspensions in.volved blacks, despite
the fact that blacks constituted only a slight
majority of the school's population. The principal
attributed this pattern to differences between the
students' former school environments. A black
teacher raised a different possibility:

Even cases whereby you see a large nu4aber of
black suspensions, that doesn't mean that all
the whites are angels, 'cause they have their way
of doing things, too; it may not be something
they're going to be suspended for, but there can
still be problems. Usually with the black kid,
he's usually honest he or she is going to let
you know hoW ,they feel.

This teacAer's reasoning is supported by Staples'
(1976) claim thatlblack culture is distinctive in the
value it places upon spontaneous pnd honest
expression of feelings.

Explanations.. 'which assume the black sus-
pension rate ta-, be a direct product of pervasive
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black behavior patterns are made suspect by the
law, unexplained variations in that rate from!.
district to district, and eveti from school to school

iwithin districts. In some cases, no black-white
discrepancy is evident (Yudof, 1975).. One would
think that unusually high numbers of suspensions
of minority students, where they occur, might
signal the need for re-examination of the fairness
and utility of pre-desegregation discipline policies.
Forehand and Ragosta (1976) recommended a
particularly careful look at those rules resulting in
differential punishment rates for blacks and
whites. The common "no hats" rule is an obvious
example. De-emphasis of such rules wherever
possible should increase tlie perceived fairness of
the system and possibly encoyage greater
internalization of those more essential rules which
remain in force.

A resolutely "color-blind" attitude would seem
to.preelude such deliberate corrective steps. In the
school with the 90 percent black suspension rate,
nearly one-third of the teachers intefviewed
actually denied having noticed any difference
between the black and white rates. Those who
were aware of the discrepancy seemed untroubled
by it, apparently secure in the conviction that
ricial considerations, per se, had not entered into
the discipline process in any way.

Schools were in the business of sorting and
punishing long before desegregation. But when
desegregation suddenly increases, the academic
skill, value- and goal-heterogeneity of the student
body with no accompanying re-evaluation cif
institutional goals Or strategies, the sorting process
is likely to work againit integration and not for it. -
A major problem in the assimilationist approach
is that assimilation often doesn't occur. The
student who is assimilated tends to be the one who
fits in pretty well in the first place. Those who
most require assimilation are those most likely to
be sorted out. Unfortunately, statistics on dif-
ferential putcomes for members of various ethnic
groups arouse little interest. In a "color-blind"
school, the burden of integratirig into the existing.
system- falls upon the' indiviVal student ; the
striking failure of the school's assimilationist goals
need not be noted.

Riuralistic Coexistence
P` l'he logical obverse of assimilation is a
pluralistic (Gordon, 1964) approach to integra-
tion, in which differing values and life styles are
recognized and accepted. Assimilation' requires
that outgroup members be *-educated into the
ways of the dominant maktrity; pluralistic
coexistence envisions a society whose benefits are
shared by persons who value their own distinct
social identities. In practice, the dichotomy is-not
so clear. The most determinedly assimilationist

-sciiool administration must make some accom-
modation to increased social diversity in its
student body, if only to mihimize conflict.

, Similarly, pluralistic Coexistence cannot be
absolute if the school is to have any structured
utility or coherent purpose. Rist (1974, 1978:20)
has predicted that class pluralism, in particular,
will never be accepted in American schools:

In a society premised on economic mobility,
poverty is a sign of failure, not of simply being
different... .The suggestion that lower class
children should hale pride in their poverty and
lack of resources is 3o completely antithetical to
the commonsense notions of reality held by
mov Americans, white and nonwhite, that to
opt for class pluralism as a model for school
integration would be to invite disbelief and out-
right hostility.

The strong confounding of ethnicity and social
class in this nation means that pluralists must dif-
ferentiate between those attitudes and behaviors
to be preserved a'sivalid cultural expressions and
those ivhich are matadaptive or incompatible with
the goal of social equality. Assimilationists are
faced with similar value decisions,"although the
emphasis is different. Assimilationists may decide
to tolerate group-related differences deemed
irrelevant to the schooU educational and
socializing functions; plurfflsts actively seek to
preservi distinctive group characteristics as
positive vilues, advocating changes in those
attitudes'and behaviors 3een as impeding progress
toward social equality. Pluralists should also be
distinkuishable by a readiness to give this
value-sorting challenge the airect and Careful
attention it requires. Unlike assimilationists, they
are not commitild to a color-blind stance; their.
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concern is not to maintain business as usual, but
to insure that the school provides an environment
suitable for all groups.

Our aiscussion of the pluralistic coexistence
`approach is necessarily somewhat hrothetical,
for manifestations of planned pluralism in this
series of studies were remarkaMy rare, in contrast
to the weaitii of assimilationist examples, Pi one
school, an approximation of pluralistic co-
existence was observed for a time: when the
principal tolerated almost complete informal
resegregation of the students, to the point where
there were considered to be "two schools within a
school." The school's annex, for example, became
known as a black area, or the "recreational study
hall," while the library served as a white area, or
"non-recreational study hall." Under this
principal's administration, race-related
differences in taste and behavioral style were
recognized and accepted although, as we would
expect from Rises (1974, 1978) discussion of class
pluralism, ".street culture" was not accepted to any
significant degree.

ratifying the worth of White students and teachers
at the expense cif the more expendable blacks,
canndt be considered phiralisfic in any meaning. ,

ful sense:
Specific affirmation of black experiertce; yalues

and contribudone was noted occasionally at
several of the sch?ols Odra* it tendid to- be a ,
"minority" concern in both senses Of the word;
only a minority of the teaehers evidenced such a
concern, and those who -did tended to be black,
One.,school gave a nod to pluralism by its use of a
social, studies curriculum whirl included One unit
dealing specifically with black history. Most of the 0,
teachers adhe to the organizatio'n ,of the cur-

. riculum, , , all discussion of race-related
issties to the ted unit. Any treatment of: ,

black-white relations stthiscontext was alma,
invariably in tenni of pot exploitation of blacks '
by whites.

. Many of the black teachers at this school.
however, went somewhat farther than their
colleagues. dealing with race-related matters
throughout the year. Their primary purposes
seemed to be to increase black studers' self-
respect through.appreciacion of their heritage and
to encourage them to strive for greater accomp-
lishmen various arenas. One teacher told her
interra ass:

Because black students constituted a makirity in
the formerly all-white school, the principal
(himself black) was concerned to retain as many
white students as possible. Consequently, he pre-__
scribed equal representation of the white
minority in elected honors such as "best dressed"
and in certain prestigious activities such as.
cheerleading. The racially-balanced cheerleading
sciwid followed his lead, reconciling taste
differerkes by dividing its repertoire equally
between black- and white-style cheers.

This experience departed from the pluralistic
coexistenCe model in that the principal went
beyond guaranteeing certain forms of equality for
the white minority and actually _gave them
preferential treatment in an apparent bid to keep
them in the system. For example, minimum grade
and behavior requirements and the.' need for
teacher approval of candidates enabled the
organized white- students to refain control of'
student government despite being outnumbere4
by blacks. Less subtle moves included lighter
teaching loads and more "honors" classes for white
teachers, and a dual standard of discipline under
which white students were merely reprimanded
for the same behaviors that generally netted sus-
pensions for blacks. Policies such as these,

tt
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"Bla taught by slaveholders, if at all.
Now we hive good schools...There is no excuse
for some of you not to go down in history as
being famous...." The teacher explains that
singing is a natural talent' thio black people
have. "We don't have to p much to do
it." She says another thiog is bliecIt people
are natural dancers. "WS In our heritage from
Africa. We black people :have natural talents
for singing; dancing, and sports. Don't let being
poor keep you from doing something like that."

Pluralistic coexistence, where it was 'pursued at
all in the schools studied, might be characterized,
as "compartmentalized pluralism" or "laikez-faire
pluralism." The worth of variods social groups
and the validity of their cultural values 'was
affirmed, as was each group's right to an equal
pip,se in the school and in society But just as
Black history was a separate unit in the textbook,
bearing little discernible relationship to the

,t)
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"iegular" history in the rest of it, contemporary
black and white experiences were ireated as
separate domains. Previously denigrated black
values and identities were endorsed, bui with little
indication of what, these might contribute to the
majority outlook, or vice versa. All ethnic groups
Isere to be resPected, but no-guidance was offered
concerning how they might interact. One teacher
illustrated the idea of pluralistic compartmental-
ism with his classroom decorations. A typical
display was headed by the slogan', "Great People
collie from FaMilieS like yours." Underneath were
pictures of Abraham Lineofn, George-
Washington, Thurgood Marshall; George
Washington Carver, and Marion Anderson, as
well as a black and a white family a positive
affirmation of black anti white contributions. Yet,
for some reason, the black personages and the
black family were all on one side of the display,
with all the whites on the other side and a gap in
between.

mc pluralistic coexistence approach to
integration, then, is just that a tolerant, live-
and-let-live acceptance oi different styles and
values. The relationship between groups, al long
as it remains peaceful, is unlikely to receive much
attention. Rather than being denied or attributed
solely to social class differences, a certain amount
of ethnic separation is considered natural or even
desirable, since it allows members of different
social groups to follow their divergent interests
and to store up those values Considered important
to their social identity.

Barriers to equaiity
We question, however, whether students from

minority groups which are, in the larger society,
economically, socially, 'and educationally sub-
ordinate to the white majority can realistically be
expected to achieve equality within the school
simply by coexisting with whit§ students. Some
group characteristics, such as hair texture or styles
of dress, are relatively easy to affirm as different-
bin-equal ; other (usually class-related) attributes
stubbornly, persist in communicating status
differences.

Behavioral differences 'between minOrity and

majority, group students reinforce old group
stereotypes, or even contribute to the formation of
new stereotypes which are likely to have strong
evaluative connotations. Such stereotyping
tendencies can be expected to occur to some
extent whenever desegregation crosses ethnic and
social class lines simultaneously, but we would
expect it to be especially pronounced under
conditions of mere coexistence. Side-by-side
coexistence gives students ample opportunity to
make general inferences about an entire outgroup
(often on the basis of the, most noticeable or
extreme examples), but little chance to become
familiar with oidgroup membc:rs as diverse
individuals.

Class-related ethnic group differences in
academic background and performance may
constitute an even greater obstacle to the attain=
ment of separate-but-equal minority group status
within a school. The icademic goala and functions
of the school virtually guarantee that -such
differences will be seen as reflecting minority
group deficiencies.

Ironically, attempts to apply compartmented or
laissez-faire pluralism io the 'academic dimension
run the risk of producing results scarcely
discernible from those, obtained under an
acaderiiic sort-and-punish approach. The desig-
nation of separate "recreational" and "non-
recreational" study halls att Crossover, for
example, could be seen as an .attemptitto accom-
modate the different styles or preferences
characteristic of the school's white and black
students, but it hardly seems to have furthered the
cause of racial equality within the school. This
form of pluralistic coexistence seems to us to
reinforce (in the minds of both black and white
students) stereotypes about group differences in
academic ability and-or motivation, as well as to
communicate different messages to member's of
the two groups concerning What they are expected
to produce.

Hence, it appears that laissez-faire 'pluralism
can easily lead to the formation of separate and
unequal groups: one in tune with the basic goals
and functions of the school, and the other merely
tolerated, with little productivity required and
little education provided. Such an attitude
appears implicit in the following teacher
comment :
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Kids, no matter how you plan, [aren't] going
to change their minds because you say so...
Therefore, let things run their natural course
and kids will get along. The kids that are good
will loaf with those that are good; kids that are
rniichievous and rotten will loaf together too. To
mix them up would be defeating° the purpose of
life.

The academic differences frequently found
between majority and minority students in
interrac]al schools appear to constitute a major
barrier 'co the realization of the pluralistic goal&
These baWiers will be overcome only by significant
changes in institutional philosophy and practice.
These changes are unlikely to .unilaterally
instituted by a dominant majority akeady sadsfied
with its relative status. Neither will they follow
from simple assertions of pride and self-worth by
socially isolateti minorities.

Integration without Mixing
We began by discussing variations in the

phenomenon of desegregation, or physical
mixing, in the schools because of our assumption
that such mixing was an obvious prerequisite to
the more complex process of social integration.
We have 'seen that the assimilationist and
pluralistic coexistence approaches to shaping the
post-desegregation social order have virtually
guaranteed,a significanramount of formal and-or
informal resegregation. Assimilation has sorted
students according io majority-defined standards;
plivalistic coexistence has allowed students to sort
themselves according to their own tastes and

nces. .

don free of major intergroup conflict
can be a ignificant accomplishment, even if
achieved at the price of minimizing actual inter-
group contact. Even with minimal social contact
in interracial schools members of formerly isolated
social groups are more Qille to each other than
they were under total segregation. All of the
schools examined have provided this intergroup
'visibility, under conditions of minimal conflict.
For some itudents, conflict-free exposure can
serve a fear-reducing function even if it does not
result in clearly positive feelings about outgroup
members. For example, bolt black and white
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students at Wexler reported feeling frightened less
often at the end of their second year than they did
at the end of their first, in spite of the fact that
there was no change in the amount of
intimidation, fighting, rejection, or ridicule they
reported.

Even at Croskover Kigh, where rehregation
and avoidance were extreme, there appears to
have been a positive effect which can be
appreciated only against the background of racial
segregation, conflict, and fear which charac-
terized the larger community. The segregated-
private school environment into which so many
students had fled could hardly prepare these
students for life in a city which was nearly 50
percent black Graduates of 'these schools, in fact,
tended to show very little tolerance for interracial
situations. In contract, even the marginal mixing
in the public schools, while not noticeably altering
racial attitudes, at least "tended to reduce the
degree of terror for the whites and blacks involved
in the process":

Jane and I were out with' a bunch of girls
from a private school. We were parked at a
drive-in restaurant when several blacks drove
up and parked beside us. The private school
girls immediately- begati closing the windows
and locking the doors. We were dumbfounded;
we couldn'rbelieve it. We asked them what they
were doing, why they were so scared.

A graduate of Pawnee West offered an even
more positive statement of the benefits to be
gained from an interracial education :

...You could take a kid from Pawnee West
and you could put him in almost any situation
and any social situation and, although he may
not exactly fit in, he will be aware enough to
where he can kind of smooth off some of these
rough edges and get on and keep himself out of
trouble.

One teacher's relatively optimistic assessment of
the students' progress toward social integration at
Wexler is made doubly interesting because of her
clear statement of the limits of that progress.:

I think that some of the students came here



with fears or apprehenrions...But (now) I think
you cap see a relaxed atmosphere. Even f some
of the students are never friends and never sleep
otter at qach others' houses or go together an
weekends...They are capable of working
together and not shunning one anothei because
of their color... They become acquaintances to
say hello to. (Emphasis added.)

This teacher's upbeat but modest estifnate of
the situation is strongly suggestive of Cohen's
(1975 :273) urging of a more realistic criterion of
successful desegregation than the cross-racial
friendship-choice measurei commonly used by
researchers:

The mechanism of desegregation is not
intended to create universal love and brother-

. hod. The goal of the desegregation process is a
reasonable degree of social integration and a
lad, of ot conflici whereby blacks and
whites, given an objective important to both,
can =fit each other and listen to each other
sufficiently well to complete the task at hand.

In virtually all the schools studied, the desire to
aVoid intergroup conflict appeared to play a
major role in administrative and teacher decisions
concerning how actively social integration was
sought. Qiir long national history of racial ex-
ploitation and conflict, and the continuing
economic and status gap between white and non-
white peoples, mean that virtually any step toward
increased intergroup communication and contact
carries ivith it at least some potential for conflict
or stress. In some schools, the attainment of a
relatively conflict-free school in the earlier years of
desegregation is a real accomplishment, even if it
entails some degree of resegregation. However, in
many other schools in which the situation is
somewhat less volatile, the focus on conflict
avoidance through resegregation leads school staff
to underestimate or ignore the potential negative
consequences.

One striking result of racial isolation within
racially mixed schools is an almost total Jack of
communication between ethnic groups in spite of
the reductidn of feelings of fear. Students have
enough contact with each other so they form
impressions of out-group members, but they can

only imagine how the social world, and they
themselves, are perCeived by them. Where the
school is officially decilor-blind," as was the case
with most of the schools reviewed, there may not
even be much opportunity to discuss one's inter-.
racial perceptions with one's same-race peers, let
alone with the adults in the system. The calm
contentment which appears to characterize such
situations may be takperficial, as =gritted by this
interview with Susan, a white girl:

I : Do you think black and white kids in general
get along worse this year or better or about the
same?
R: Better.

Do you think it will continue to get better
next year, or will it get worse?
R: Yeah, it will get better next year.
I: Umhum, and what sorts of
R: Unless there's a race riot.
I: Do you think there's much Chance of some-
thaw like that happeningi.:
R: No.
I: Do kids ever talk about something late that?
R: No, I've never heard it,'
I: Umhum.
R : They might.

Susan is not paranoid. She realiies that she has
no good reason to expect racial conflict in her
school and she offers a rather optimistic prognosist
Nevertheless, she cannot rule out the possibility of..
serious racial, conflict , given the lack of eom-
munication between and about the school's social
gioups, all she can do is guess.

Black and white students frequently express
bewilderment and hostility towards the outgroup,
which stems at least partially from a failure to
tinderstand the other group's actions or point of
view. Researchers at Grandin Elementary school
noticed a particularly pronounced difference
between the behavioral styles valued by black and
white girls. Among the white girls it was
important to be "sweet and nice," Whereas the
black girls 'were more likely to play with, or test
each other, via aggressive 4erbal exchanges. It was
important to these black girls to show that they
could defend themselves in such exchanges. In
contrast, the white girls commonly responded to
verbal challenges by assuming, the "vulnerable
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female" role, hoping that the aggressor would be
shamed into backing off. The conflict between
these two orientations is shown in the following
incident:

Bridget (a black student) first started
criticizing Tracy (a wl#ste student) Mdirectly.
She remarked that the table was very crowded
that day and proceeded to list those who were
not supposed to be Sitting at the tahle. One she
mentioned was a black girl; the other was
Tracy. The black , girl who was named
iiimediately declared her intention to sit there
anyway. Tracy said nothing. A little . later,
Tracy asked Jane, who was sitting beside her.
how to spell "giraffe Jane told Bridget with a
smo&red laugh that Tracy had chosen a
giraffe zo write about. Bridget said, ."$he
(Tracy) looks like a giraffe." At first Tracy
made anio.cceptable response By retorting that
Bridget lOted like a giraffe; but then almost
immediaRly Tracy broke into another style:
"I'm a tendisrskin. I get hurt when people talk
about me. It het nice to talk about people."
Bridget started mimicking Tracy.: "Look at,
her; she can't even take a little joke....She acts
like a baby."

White, students often complained that blacks
deliberately iniimidated them- in the hallways,
restrooms, or stairwell& Black students agreed-
with dint assessment yet expresied puirlement or
annoyance oirer file 1white students' seemingly
unnatural fiilure to respond to minor aggressive
acts. (See 'Scherer and Slawski, this volume, for a
distussion of ,''hasstng" tretiavior.Ljhe two
students quoted below one white, one black ,
appear equ'ally mystifiedi

"The blacks...think they are really bad, and
they think they can beat up anybody they can. I
don't knOw why' they qkct like that. If you don't
mind your own 'business they will kick you down
the stairs...I don't know why they do' that."

R.:, Like if a black hits another black they know
'they will get hit back but if they hit 'a white they
just keep on going...
I; Why do you think that white people let it go?
R: I don't know. [The .blacks] ought to get
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smackad if they push...[The whites] look like
they are mad but I don't know..;

Although resegregation within the school
virtually guaiantees such a lack of coMmunica-
dons between grouPs, this kind of psychological
isolation is not totally dependent upon physical
isolation. Formerly isolateestuderits thrust into
pisysical. proximity in interracial pch'ools often
seem to avoid psychological cohtact even if they
cannot avoid physical prMdmity. Examples of
mutual psychological avoidance (Ayhich we take to
be the more usual case) do nok make for very
interesting reading, and their interpretation is
often uncertain. A typical obsenratiori in the field .

notes reads simply, "No inteiaction has been
noted between Bill and Kelly (a black male and
white female seated at the same . small table)
today." More interesting and unambiguous are/
those incidetits in which one person makes an
overture, placing the burden of avoidante on the .

other:

fun (black) lightly hits John (white) on thee
arm to get his attention: He then asks, "'Tow do
you spell 'grain'?" John makes no response what-

, ever, not even acknOwledging that Tim has
touched him...,(Later) run turns, to -John and
says: "How do you spell 'syllables'?" When John
-makes no imnidi.ate response. Tim hits the
dictionary which is Open in John's lap six times
rather hard with the palm of his hand, Still
John makes no response.

A less extreme form of -psychological avoidance
allows for polite conversation and interaction but
precludes any discussion of intergroup relatiems or
race-related issues. A white social studies. teacher
serving his first, year ib an .inteziaciar school,
offered the following observation concerning his
awn rehictance to deal with racial isstes:

Before I was at an all-blackschool which was
, much easier. You just- came Oillt and discussed
things like prejudice, why there, is: atred
between blacks and whiffs when they don't even
know each other. It hasn't come ot here yet...
Maybe I've mad sure to keep it down. I really
don't want to hear it, yoi; know.
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Note that this teacher was inhibited, not by the
presence of black students in his classroom, but by
the racial mix. Fs.specially intriguing ir the almost
off-hand acknowleflgement of "racial "hatred" as
he reminisces abodt the safer all-black discusaion
enviroomem. This strongly negative and seem-
ingly unself-conscious reference stands in jarring
, contrast to the relatively benign assessment of
black-white relations offered by almost any other
teacher in any other context. Most will simply
maintairi that the students get along all right on
their own, coexisting peacefully even as they go
their separate ways. Specific interventions or
pointed discussions, it is argued, are simply not
needed,

Integrated Pluralism A Goal to PursIte
Earlier sections of this essay have, isolated two

basic problems which sflind in the way of
achieving integrated schools. First, both the
assimilationist and the pluralist ierpsectives foster
practices /Which tend to lead to resegregation.
Student!, own apparent preferences, for contact
with in/group members, whether based on positive
in-grbup ties or 'hostility with the out-group, rein-
force this formally sanctioned iesegregation.
Second. the raciallyisolated groupings that tend to
form in interracial schools.are rarely "separate but
equal." The assimilationist . school, with its
emphasis on Taking blacii children fit in' and
measure up, and its lack oladjustment to the new
challenges paked in an interracial school,
frequently becomes an institution 'which puts
minority students at a disadvantage and gives up
even attempting to educate those mog in need.
While there is no logical connection' between the
separatisin fostered by a, laissez-faire pluralism
and inequality, in practice, the connection is ve9,
real because of the unequal posi.ation of blacks and
whites in the larger society.

s We would suggest' that a perspective which we
will call integrated pluralism is likely to be more
effective both academically and in intergroup
relations than either the assimilationist or the
laissez-faire pluralist strategy. Integrated plural-
ism is pluralistic in the sense that it recognizes the

. diverse racial and ethnic groups in our society and
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does not denigrate them because they deviate from
the white middle class 'patterns of behavior.
Integrated pluralism affirms the equal value of
the school's various ethnic groups, encouraging
their ,participation, 'not In majority-defined
terms, but in an evolving system which reflects the
contributions of all groups. However, integrated
pluralism goes beyond mere support for the side-
brside coexistence of different group values and,
styles. It is 'integrationist in the sense that it
affirms the edicational value inherent in exposing
all students to a diversity of perspectives and
behavioral repertoires, and the social value of
structuring the school so that students from
previonsly isolated and even hostile groups can
come to know each other under conditions
conducive to the development of positive
intergroup relations.

Achieving integrated pluralism
Both integrated and compartmentalized, plural-.

ism share the goal of fostering a positive sense of
group identity in minority students. However,
integrated phiralism differs from compart-
mentalized pluralism in the extent to which it
envisions the sch6ol as a unitary system. rather
than as a federation of wparate and theoretically
equal subunits. Integrated pluralism takes an
activist stance in iiromoting interaction betsieen,
different groups of students rather than accepting
resegregation as either desirable or inevitft.:
Since it stresses the unity of -the schobl and th.h,
equality of various groups of students vrithin the
school, it focuses special attention on factors
which influence the perception of the, school as
belonging to all groups of students. Some of theie
factors, such as the previous ethnic composition of
the student body or the location of the school, are 44
often determined by historical or demographic
circumstances over which the school has little
control. Other factors are more malleable. Yet all
combine to influence the extent to which
integrated pluralism is likely to be achieved.

The previous ethnic tomposition of a school's
student body appears to have a major impact on
how that school is viewed when it is desegregated.
Newly desegregated schools almost invariably'are.
perceived - as 'basically "black" or "white"

'
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depending upon their original ethnii identiti&
Newly assigned students are generally seen as
ovsiders by the veterans who already know their
way around both the building and the system, and
who have, already clairked the school and its
traditions as their own. This insider-Ontsider
relatiouship establishes status and behavior
patterns which may persist even after' the pre-
desegregation students have left the school.
Minimization of this potentially unequal situation
calls for deCisive steps to' modify the school's
identity e.g.. by renaming the school or having
the desegregated student body collaborate on
developing new traditions such, ks a school mascot
or song.

The, racial composition of the .community in
which a school is located also stronglY influeocet,
the school's image. The symbdlic and pratticar
significance of building locatiog wwas highlighted
by the controversy over $he site for, the new
Pawnee West High School. OriAal plans called
ior a "safe" location adjacent to an affluent white
neighborhood; black parents lobbied. for an
inner-city site. The buildiv was finally put uP on
a racially neutral site about half-way between the
other two locations, with a potential fok, an equal
stake in the school for blacks and "'bites. -\

Federill courts have occasionally stipulated that
the ricial composition of faculty within given
school should reflect that of the district as a whole.
Unfortunately, this rule of thumb- provides no
guarantee that the composition of the faculty will
reiemble that of dr. student body. Sheridan's
claim to multi-ethnicity, for example, was
dimmed by the fact that the faculty was
overwhelmingly white: reflecting city-wide hiring
practices which placed younger minority teachers
at the ends of impossibly 19ng waitinglists.
Wexler's prkncipal's desire, to recruit a racially
balanced faculty wag.thwarted by the fact, that the
percentage of black teachers in the city's pool was
considerably less than, the percentage of black
students.

'-The staff s absolute ethnic ratio, over which the
local schOol may have-little control, may not tell us
much about the relative status of the school's
ethnic groups as does their disuibution through-
out the staff hierarchy. Thus Wexler's principal
was able to compensate somewhat for the, racial
imbalance on his staff by carefully namingblacks
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to exactly hag of the ten major administrative
positions. 311 contrast.. although ..Crosiiover had -a
black priocipal, his deliberate delegation of-
'preferred assignmenti to the white teacheri clearly
communiCated Isis belief that whites were more
important 'tfian biacki to die successful func-
tioiting of thft, particular school.

Although the existing ethnic compo4tion of the
stildent body -may be the moist Obvious'
determinant: of a' school's perceived ethnicity,
especially from the viewpoint of an outsider, it is
hardly determinative of the students' perceptions
of "whose school this is." filack students at one
school found that they were able, through thelf
increasing numbers, to control more and more of
the student aativities. Y many t continued.io perceive the school an en "white"
instinition primarily beca of relentless
attempts to "refoTh< their spech. .d life styles.
This fict 'suggests the importance Øi considering
the more subtle factors which, 4ast for
students, deiermini whether a sch is seen as
black,..wliite, or truly Pluralistic.

Legitimation of students' social
identities : recognition and
acceptance ofdiversity

The remArkable persistance of Crossover's to

"white" irnage in the min& of its jority black ,
student body points to the inipbrtan of this final

. factor in determining which groups '11 feel "at '
. home" in the school.. Students ot claim as

their own an institution.wbose practi invalidate
their social. identities. The eztt to which
teachers' and administrators' pe anal values
happen to coincide with thie model, 'tion of one
student group or another is not of ncern hefe.
)The more central concern is-the ex ent to whichG r

.the schbol recognizes and values the groups
themselves.'

One way in which an interraci 1 school can
recognize the diversity of its student
of a multi-ethnic curriculuin. On
materials has been to contradict Iv

y is the use
aim of such
ite children's

stereotypes by portraying blacks and other ethnic
minorities as having good jobs, owning their own
hoMes in integrated neighbbrhoods, and generally

displaying socially valued middle-class charac-
teristics. Litcher arid Johnsoo (1969) found, in
fact, that the use bf just such multi-ethnic readers
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resulted in more positive attitudes toward blacks
among elementary school children in a virtually
all-white community. Such' materials are also
often seen as portraying positive role models for
*lack students. However, materials which portray
only middle-class people, be they black or white,
do not fully meet the serategy suggested by the
integrated Ouralism perspective of accepting s
diversity.

Integrated pluralism suggests that the ideal
multi-ethnic curriculum will help students define
and interpret their experience in an intirracial
setting. It cannot serve that function if it denies
that experience by depicting all minority persons
as middle class Americans. We are not suggesting
that the curricultnihnild reinforce the
confounding of rice and class. Presenting .
minority as well as 4:hite high-itatus tole models
seems A sound practice. But positive depiction of
economically disadvantaged persons, both black
and white, can provide low status childrenwith
materials which deal with life as they know it, as
well as contributing to understanding across
economic ancl-cultural lines and providing models
of constructive coping with difficult circum-
nances.

Curricnlar materials can help set a tone of

, teacher who assigned essays, on family history
shortly after the televised presentation of Alex
Haley's Roots. These essays. which were, posted
around the room in prominent places, stimulated
a good deal of disclon between blackand white
students.

The previous discussion of the assimilationist
perspective raises one important issue which must
be dealt with briefly here. That is: how
compatible are the goals of (1) broadening the
range of cultural values accepted in the school and
(2.) facilitating minority students' access to the
rewards of the larger social system One could
argue that pluralistic innovations in the school
social system would, leave minority students
unprepared to cope with the social realities they
will encounter in the world beyond school. On the
issue of "Black English," a white language arts
'teaeher took a hard-nosed pragmatic stand :

I think everyone needs to read, to speak, and
to try to write correctly. You can talk Polish at
home, or ghetto language in the street.:.but
when you are out there in the world you have to
be able to read and write what eveiyone elem
does, the majorityf That happens to be English
'and thathappens to be...spoken by the majority
which is white...That's just the way it is.

No one can say that 'these concerns are
groundless. It may be that even something so
_innocuous as braided hair can restrict a black
male's job- chrtices in the community around
Crossover High, as their teacher warned them.
Students have a right to be informed of such social
realities. There is a iifference, however, between
presenting information and skills for students to
use as they see fit, and demanding that the student
be converted to a more acceptable social identity.

mutual acceptance and appreciation ; but the
basic resource for an integrated education is the
diversity of experience and outlook which the
students themselves bring into th,e classroom. The
learning experiences that they tan, provide each
other will often be more concrete and vivid than
the generalized lessons contained in the formal

scurriculum. For example, an nrban sociology unit
in a high school could be considerably enSicheS by
student discussions or projects which would expose
participants to a variety of local traditions, family
structures, and styles of dealing with different
neighborhood, economic, or social problems.
Student discussions and projects hardly represent
radical technical innovatibns, but their use in the
way we are suggesting has often been routinely
avoided for fear of highlighting racial divisions.
Furthermore, such information exchanges cannot
take place if the students who stand to learn the
most from each other have already been sorted

/into totally different course sequences. A good
example of utilization of the studentsidity as
a teaching device was shown by a l nguage arts

It may not be that requiring students to remain
hatless throughout the school day is the best way
to teach them when itt8ight be prudent to remove
their caps. In the same vein, the frustrated Basic
English teacher might have encountered less
resistance in the classroom if she had not beeri so
concerned with the language used in the halls if
she had taught Standard English as a useful skill,
rather than preached it as a way of life. The
popularity of coufses in "Standard English as a
Second Language- in some black inner-city
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schools appears to hinge on just such.a -distinction
(DeSteftno, 1975). By treating Standard English
asu useful alternative, Black English and Black
identity is affirmed. Yet, at the same time,
students are provided with language skills which
will be of real use to them in preparing for future
education or in seeking employment.

Bi-lateral transfer of information
As discussed earlier, the 'predominant issimila-

tionist view sees desegregation as a procedure
designed to help blacks. In contrast to this view,
the school promoting pluralist integration ex-
plichly and implicitly tries to foster a two-way flor
of information and influence.

Obviouisly there will be some values or behaviors
whkh few people would think it appropriate for
the school to sanction. If Rist (1978) is correct
about America's attitude toward class pluralism,
few middle-class parents would be willing to
tolerate a' school in which many values or
behaviors which are seen as being lowersclass are
legitimated and presented as an acceptable option
for middle-class childreit. However, there ap-
pear to be numerous things, ranging from the
trivial to the important, that black and white
students can learn from each other. Black and
white students at one school frequently took the
initiative in actively exploring the physical
differences in hair textur, and culture differences
in grooming praFtices:

Quite near to me Sarah, a white girl, touches
the elaborately braided hair of Barb, a black
girl, who is sitting next to her. Barb smikles
slightly and runs her hind through Sarah's long
dark very straight hair. Barb says to Sarah, "It's
nice."

At another school, a teacher- dis covered that a
white girl was interested in the school's dance club

a "black" activity but did not knaw how to
dance. The- teacher asked- two club members tà
teach .the girl, providing a room where they could
practice privately without embarrassing her as she
learned.

Othei:more important, lessons can be provided
by an integrated educatio'n,.nOt the least of these.

learning to interact effectively with members of
other racial or ethnic groups. Some of this
learning must be based on trial and error. Less
frequently, but no less importantly, students
soinetimes teach each other directly. A teacher
described how one black student took it upon
herself to offer white students some needed advice,
despite the characteristic "color-blind" stance of
their high school:

You know I had a black girl stand up in one
of my classes. She turned around and said,
"Why do you Hankies take stuff from us? You4
don't have to. You know that if lomeone takes
your pencil', you don't have to put up with that.
Yau wouldn't if it was a white person."

Integrated pluralism and resegregation
It is obvious that the mutual sharing of ex-

periences and skills cannot occur if students are
physically resegregated. Less obvious, but none-
theless important, is the fact that such sharing did
hat occur to any great extent in the schools
studied, etst when special efforts were made to
break down te psychological and social barriers
betwee dents. In order to work toward
integrated pluralism, a school must find ways to
promote physical .proximity and positive inter-
action between white and mirlbrity students. One
of the comparatively rare teachers who advocated
deliberate attempts to overcome physical and
social isolation of blacks and whites recommended
a very cautious approach ?

I don't think you cap push kids to socialize
(when) they don't want to. I think it is going to
cause problems...I tryto da it in different ways,
but I don't think the kids know what is hap-
pening. I think you can pull some tricks on
thern....lt is just basically a matter of moving
tables around, and to do their work...they have
to sit there and talk...Some of the social studies
book is so difficult that they have to work to-
gether. They have to depend on each other.

A math teacher in the same school used a subtle
technique Which seemed to foster more than the
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usual amount of voluntary interracial contact. She
'used an individualized teaching approach which
obscured differences among the students'. achieve-
ment levels. Each student periodically contracted
with the teacher to accomplish an appropriate
amount of work. Students who Completed their
work ahead of time could earn extra credit by
undertaking any one of several interesting projects
described at various stations around the room.
Many of these projects-Atiecestirated gathering
information from other students in the room.
Those working on projects could approach anyone
they chose, but one person's information was as
useful as another's, regardless of race, sex. or
academic status. Thus, many contacts crosseduall
chree of these traditional social barriers.

David (white male) asks Laura (black female)
"How tall am I?" He's standing by a vertical
strip of paper on the wall which is marked off in
inches. This optional work station involves
measuring the height of a number of classmates
and finding their ages in months then seeing
the relationship between height and age and
checking to see how well classmates' hets 'can
be predicted from their ages. Although taura is
taller than David, she en-gages in, a lot of
touching as she attempts to determine his
height, putting her hand on his head and then
on one arm and then on his head again and
then on his arm again. Now that, Laura has
determined David's height, she asks "How tall
am 1, y'all?" She stands up against the tape, and
Dave takes a step back and looks Without
making any 'nhysical contact, and tells her her
heigha ..David says to Kevin, a black male who's
sitting down and writing, -"Kevin, do you Want
to be measured?" Kevin waves them off with a
frown that looks almost angry. David says,
"Come on, we need you." Kevin replied, "You
don't need me." David says, sounding somewhat
fiiqued, "Okay, we don't need you; we'll get
somebody else." But even as David tis saying
this, Kevin is getting up and going to the
station. David doesn't notice Kevin until he is
right next to him. Then, sounding surprised but
receptive, hi asks tentatively, "I5o you wantz)
do it?" After measuring Kevin, David asks hir
age and says, "When were you 13?" I don't hear
Kevin's answer, thin David says, "Really?"

sounding quite interested. They talk briefly.
(Efflphasis added.)

These stndents discovered in a very small way that
they were dependent upon each other for their
education. The statement, "We need you,"
crossing notmal social barriers, marks. - the
beginning of integrated pluralism.

In sintations
norms which promo
approaches may be tot

erized by strong student
racial isolation, subtle

y inadequate to stimulate
positive contact. Students may choose to forego
the extra credit or to approach .only in-group
members for assistance. In these situations,
teachers trying to achieve integrated ):iluralism
may structure classroom activities so that black
and white students are required to work together.
This strategy, however, may reinforce old stereo-
types if the minority students in those groups are
less prepared academically than the majority
students. Indeed, the work of Cohen and her
colleagues suggests that even when black and
white junior high school students working on a
task are equally able to contribute to it, mutually
shared expectations about the superior capabi-
lities of whites may' lead white children to
dminnate the interaction (Cohen and Roper,
1972; Cohen, Lockheed and Lohman, 1976).
Hence, the school striving to achieve integrated
pluralism must find creative ways of dealing with
these 'expectancies as well as with whatever
differences exist in reality.

Recent experimental work suggests that there
are a number of lcptotf structuring joint activity
in racially mix work groups which yield
increased interpersonal, attraction across racial
lines (Aronson, Blaney, Sikes, Stephan and
Snapp, 1975; DeVries, Edwards and Slavin, in
press; Johnson, Johnson and Scott, in press;
Slavin and Madden, 1978; Weigel, Wiser and
Cook, 1975). The further finding that such
procedures can improve the motivation and
perfdrmance of normally low-achieving students
without impairing that of their high-achieving
co-workers should serve aS an inducement even to
teachers unenthusiastic about the social goals of
integrated pluralism. The specific techniques
which have been developed and tested in inter-
racial yassrooms are reviewed elsewhere and will
not be discussed in detail here (Slavin and
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Madden, .1978), but all of them involve inducing
students to work cooperatively on interracial
terins. Although die different techniques vary in
their deiails, they all tend to require thitt ktudents
work together to attain valued rewards. For
example, Aronson- et al. (1975) developed, the
"jigsaw" technique in which n-udents each receive
different pieces of information which must then
be taught to other- giro members.

Two other effective techniques, the "Teams-
Ganies-Tournament" method and the "Student
Teams-Achievement Division," both structure the
work situation so that small teams work together
for joint rewards. All students, regardless of per-
formance level, haVe a chance to do well-and earn
points for their team; students are individually
responsible for showing- exactly what they have
learned (Slavin and Madden, 1978). Much
remains to be learned abota effective skategies for
fostering academic learning and positive inter-
group relations, but research to date provides
sound and practical guidance for those who wish
to stIrt implementing such strategies now.

A Concluding Note.
Achieving a truly integrated pluralism in',

American schools is clearly a difficult task, There
'is no easy or risk-free way of bringing children
from previously isolated and often hostile groups
together to form a social system which recognizes
and facilitates the development of the positive
attributes associated with various group identities
.and, at the same time, provides mechanisms to
foster the kind of contact between groups which
develops poSitive intergroup relations. The
magnitude of the challenge is increased by the
unequal-economic. social. and educational status
of blacks and whites in the larger society.

Although integrated pluralism is an ambitious
goal, the case studies on which this essay is based
suggest the importance of questioning the more
typical goal of assimilation. Polici associated
with assimilation as well as with aissez-faire
pluralism tend, in practice, to result schools in
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which black and white students are found in
generally separate and unequatil grottps. This type
of interracial approach does appear to have some
positive results. Fven in schools with minimal
contact between groups there was some reduction
in fear for those students who_ started out very '
fearful of the out-group.-On the other hand, there
are also a number_of negative consequences of this
type of-schooling, including the possibility that old
stereotypes may be fiolstered and that even quite
young low-achievilg minority students may be
written off as virtually uneducable.

None of the
fulfilling - the go
However, one of
noticeably closer
two students give
that a well-
provide. Don, a
preconceived i
each other:

Is studied ckme near to
of integratecr pluralism.

them, Wexler School, came
the others. Interviews with

glimpse of the type of learning
ctured interracial school can
hite boy, speaks of how students'

as are changed by contact with

I: Do you -think that being in a school like
Wexler J145 changed white kids' ideas about
blacks in any way?'
R: It probably changed their ideas...It could
be a white person living out in the country
might hear stories about race Tiots and every-
thing. They might come to the city thinking
that all black people are bad. That's wrong...
It could be somebody that thinks they are a real
liberal...thinks that black people have the right
to take t?ut their aggressions on white people..,.
They fmd out that this is wrong whenever they
get beat up for no reason.

The words of Becky, a black girl, capture
beautifully the lesson that integrated pluralism
seeks tta teach:

I: Are you glad you came to Weider or do you
wish you had gone to another school?
R : I guess I am glad I tame here. I learned a
lot of things about people.
/: I What kinds of things, can you tell me?

How people really are the Same, and in
sot-ne ways....different.



VI. Five Perspectives on Desegregation
in Schools: A Summary

. By Patricia'Rosenba.lim

(

in the papers in this volume, the authors have
approaFhed the results of several years of field
research it five different sitesr seeking com-
monalities in the experiences of individual schools
in .dealing with the social reality of desegregation.
In their search they have employed different
organizing concepis and have focused on different-
actors located at different places in the organi-
zation. They have Considered the effects of social
and economic forces and interest 'groups in the
wider communities of the schools; the shift in the
structures of organizational authority and indi-
vidual resp?nses to that shift; the patterns of

. encounters and representations in cross-race
relatiodships within the organization; the causes
and effects of alienation of certain pakicipants in
the organization ; the differelt definitions of de-
segregation and implications of those differences
for policy arid program.

As the papers demonstrate, commonalities have
emerged. The authors have been able to develop
Oneral statements from the body of field
material, and comment on genera) aspects of de-
segregation as well as describe 'Nits particular
manifestations. This paper is an effort to round
off the discussion with another search for com-
monalities, thii time drawn from the papers
themselves. It seeks to make some general state-
ments about desegregation as revealed by the five
perspectives of the papers, as those papers draw
upon the whole of the field research data.

Meanings of Desegregation
Although' each paper is different, as each

research site was different, some common themes
are visible across the whole. First and most striking
is the revelation of the underlying problem related
to views about the proper function of the schools
and the meaning of desegregation a probletn
which might be summarized as an inability to
define terms in a way that all parties can accept.

It was not part of the writers' intentions, nor
was it their charge, to define the pnwer function
of schools. It is clear, however, from their words,
that they recognize a multiplicity of functions as
Well as a certain amount of uncertainty and
contern about the role of the public school system
current in the communities "studied. Sullivan
speaks of the school's function very broadly in
terms of transmission of culture, which includes
both values and skills.' In his /discussion of indi-
vidual communities he shows clearly that various
groups see different functions for the school
related to employment, acaiemic concerns and
political power.

Scherer and Slawski (21) Ante that the whole
issue of desegregation has become involved with "al'
growing feeling i;ff ambivalence abdut both the
perfonnanc: and outcomes of public _education"
and speak of "amorphous feelings of untertainty
about the function of schools." Clement and
Livesay show how differences exist within the
schools themselves concerning the proper role of
the school; in their discussion of Crossover High
School they describe how older staff members
stress academic accomplishment while newer staff
are also concerned with character building (53).
Noblit and Collins 'note that one of the functions
of schools generally in this culture is the develop-
ment of a Capability for employment, an4 see this
function as the salient function for the group with
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which they are cedkcerned. Implicit in Sagar and
th

Schofield's contrast of assimilationist and pluralist
perspectives in the schools is a difference in
opinion about the appropriate function of the
institution;

The range of the presentations of the authors on
the question of school function indicates that
there is room for a number of legitimate functions
in the overall role of the school in the community,
covered by Sullivan's umbrella of "transmission of
culture." However, differences of opinion and

Zgiguity about function underlie some of the
p blems of school desegregation, as the authors

aim clear. Schools involved in efforts to de-
ate appear to be caught at the intersectiori

, of two sets of questions: one set concerns the
proper role and function of the school ; one set

..
concerns the meaning and significance of de-
legregation itself. Differences and ambiguities
about what the school should provide for its
students in the way pf programs, resources and
opportunities are compounded by differences and
ambiguities in how to deal with a newly diversified
student population. .

As it was not the writers' Tetriaonsibility to define
the proper function of the school, so it was not
their role or psrpose to impose a single definition
of "desegregation" across all commentaries, but
rather to demonstrate the variety in the inter-
pretations of desegregation through the individual
communities and schools, andjo show how these
variations affetted thOse ioiOlved in the process.
They accepted the ools' Own, presentations of
themselves as egregated and sought the
meaning of die term in the relationshipi and
behaviors observed in the field. The papers reveal
the existence of ambiguity and disagreement in
th definition of desegregation and little in the
way of guidance toward a common under-
stanaing.

$ullivan notes that "Ambiguities in the
definition of desegregation resulting from the
enormous local variation are so great" that he
introduces the general term "culture contact" in
order to organize his data (8). Scherer and Slawski
discuss desegregation as "event" and "process,"
and note iis different meanings to those involved
with it as an issue. The questioils raised about
previously-accepted school-- policies and pro-
cedures by court desegregation orders, and the
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conflicting reactions to -desegregation by local
communities, has resulted, they state, ki a "policy
paralysis" which has focused efforts and actions on
the "details of legal acquiescence" .(22). .

Clement and Livesay interpret desegregation as
a requirement which creates a paradox within the
school in that lt demands the schools' to eliminate
their mechanism for racial stratification while
still pressuring them "to respond to a societal
context which culturally and structurally con-
tinues to reflec:t a profound cleavage between
blacks and whites" (39). This has led to a variety of
responses which range from denying race as a
factor of importance in any sf.hool situation to
accepting race and ethnic characteristics as a
rationale for. organization. Noblit and Collins
point out that desegregation as a policy is
dependent on the definition of the problem it is to
address, and that such definitions art usually the
product of the efforts of political interest groups
and the media (59). In their paper they concentrate
on the effects of the definitions of desegregation
on 'one particular group within the school_ and
show how that group has been alienated from the
organization.

Sagar and Schodeld distinguish between
"desegregation" and "integration," seeing the
former as physical mixing of formerly separate
groups and the latter as the incorporation of
formerly separate groups into a viable social
system which includes the values of both groups
(71). They illustrate how the different definitions of
iratyrittion" have resulted in different. policies
and programs within"the sthools, none of'which
conkribute to the development of a truly viable
social system for both groups.

One aspect of desegregation on which there is
general agreement, and which the papers ihdicate
has been the major thrust of most of the activity in
all of the schools studied, is its meaning in terms of
access. Whether favored or opposed, desegre-
gation is seen as a mechanism to provide equal
access to educational resources for all children in
the public school and "equal access" has been
interpreted by the courts and pursued by com-
munities in terms of numbers and proportions cif

'children representing different racial and ethnic '
groups to be found within individual schools. It
has also been interpreted in terms of equal access
to professional employment within the system
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and, to some extent, additional minority
representation on policy-making bodies.

,There is, however, little agreement about what
else desegregation means beyond numbers. There
are no ckar understandings about the, type and
qualityco? the educational resources to be provided
or about the nature of the educational experience
to be developed in the mixing of these formerly.
separated 'groups. The actions of the courts in
issuing desegregation orders implies that the
schools' previous performanCe has not been
acceptable, but the requirements attached to
those orders relate tq numbers and proportions of
racial minorities in the organization population,
not to educational results. Faced with conflicting
public opinions, schools responded to the courts
by concentrating on the mechaniris of access and
disnibution; in Scherer and Slawski's expressive
phrase, "The letter of the law was followed
becauseshe spirit was too difficult to capture" (22).

Even the letter of the law has been difficult to
define in some cases. Sullivan and Sagar and
Schofield discuss the problems of determining
"community" and establishing useable ratios for
determining the -V-orrect balance for school
populations. As dtmmunity population distri-
butions change, especially in the larger urban
areas, maintaining ratios in individual schoo0
becomes increasingly difficult and more and more
organizational energy is directed ,toward that end.

The approach to desegregation as access has not
led to uniform procedures or development of
program within desegregated schools. Several
papers (Sullivan, Clement and Livesay, Sagar and
Schofield) show the effects of different com-
binations of influences within the community
social, political, economic on the behaviors
within the schools. Sullivan notes different
emphases on education as employment and
education as academic accomplishment within
black interest groups in different commun'ities ;
Clement and Livesay show the results of
community expectations about relations between
races on behaviors within schools.

The papers in this- volume all illustrate the
results of the focus on access rather than behaviors
within the schools themselves. Each school's ex-
perience is unique because of the unique
character of each community. Each has faced the
challenge of developing some type of mania-

tidnal response to,a new situation which embodies
diversity rather than homogeneity the common
element for all. By and large, as most of the
papers indicate, the organization has responded to
this situation .by attempting to maintain, to the
greatest degree possible, the behaviors and
structures which already existed and shifting
responsibility for dealing with new factors within
the situition to the individual organization
member: student, teacher, administrator.

Scherer and Slawski discuss the individual
coping strategies made necessary by the organi-
zation's lack of guidance. Clement and Livesay
show that denial 'of race as a salient factor in
school situationi was a conimon response to the
desegtegated setting. For lower class black
students, the- focus of Noblit and Collins'
attention; the tiladitional sorting mechanisms of
the school responded to brith rice and class,
promoting alienation. The new situation had not
Altered the school's assumptions about the per"-
formance and capabilities of bLack students. Sagar
and Schofield were unable to find any examples of
their ideal school type, "integrated pluralism,P in
the five schools studied.

The evidence of these studies suggeri that con-
centration on access mechanisms has not had
strong effect on the educational procedures within
the school in ierms of innovative approaches to a
new situition. The papers make clear that there is
no accepted understanding of what a de-
segregated /school is, beyond the standard of
numbers and proportions, and in Ill= cases there
is no effort to define it beyond these criteria. Past'
these measurable elements, the d mitions
become entangled in the questions ofAfia
school is supposed to be.

Resegregaiion
Another common ,theme which emerges from

the papers is the extent to which the desegregated
schools have become internally re-segragated.
Influences &pm the community, organizational
procedures and expectations, and individual
behaviors all appear to contribute to this process.

aoth Sullivan (1.8) and Sagar and Schofield (74)
comment briefly on the most elementary form of
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resegregation which (as they note) is not
something which the studies observed directly: the
withdrawal, of whites from the community and
from the school attendance area. In many com-
munities, this is a factor affecting the composition
of the total school population and the stiady drop
in the number' of families with school-age children
residing in the district creates increasing problems
in confomsing to the required numerical pro-
portions within- the schools' populations.

A second type. of withdravod of whites which
promotes resegregation also noted in these papers
and directly obiervect in some of -Ole schools
studied is withdrawal of white students ,to private
schools. Desire to retain white students in the
siudent body was the ratilmale for several types of
practices in some_o4he observed schools which
had consequences for olher types of resegregation.
Both withdrawal of families from the community
and withdrayal of students into private facilities
arebeyond the capability of the public school to
conlrol. They form a community context which
works against any definition of desegregation in
public schools which involves increased inter-
group contact and understanding, although they
are neutral toward desegregation defined as
access.

Within the schools, organizational policies arid
procedures also contribute toesegregation.
Several of the papers (Noblit and % Clement
and Livpay, Sagar and Schofield) discuss the
effects ortracking and academic ability grouping
in inter-group relations. It appears to be one of
the most significant factors in establishing and
maintaining divisions between groups. It is
difficult to deal with at the secondary level of
educatilin when more alternatives become
available to students relating to post-school
pectations. Scheduling alone becomes difficult to
manage as Noblit and Collins describe (59).
Tracking and grouping an be supported on
grounds which have no apparent relationihip to
segregation, dealing with individualized atten-
tion, maximum opportunity and other education-
oriented concerns. The divisions these soiting
procedures establish extend beyond the specific
classes or subjects in which muping occurs
because of problems of scheduling; and the
difference in the speed of progress and levels of
materials presented in the various tracks or groups
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essentially assures that students will not be able to
advaneeXrom slower to faster tracks. The sorting

, mechanisms encourage downward, rather than
upward mobility.

Tracking can be used, however, for ends which
are not strictly academic. Motivition, response to
rreotypea expectatidns, punishment are all
involved in exaMples of tracking noted by field-
workers. Sagar and Schaled. 'cite two wimples:
Daniek*hose advancement to a higher group was
seen 6 encouragement to higher accomplishments
(81) and Debbie, whose placement in a lower
group was seen as punishment for unacceptable
behavior (81).

The papers indicite that black students are
proportionately more likely to be in the less-
advanced classes and tracks while advancid classes
are IIICITC likely to be heavily white in population.
Noblit and Collins suggest some of the forces
which discourage black students from pursuing-
advanced classas. The discussions of Crossover
High School also indicate that' black students
coming from previously all-black schools found
their academic preparation was not as good as
that of their white classmates. For whatever
reasons actual discrimination, inadequate pre-
paration, cultural and social expectations, peer
pressures black students are morg likely to be in
less advanced tracks than more advanced ones,

' and the existence of these sorting mechanisms
contributes to the resegregation of students within
the desegregated school. The two schools which
made 'de-emphasis of grouping a matter of policy
(Wexler and Grandin) were seen by researchers as
the schools most likely to offer opportunities for
inter-group activities.

Organizational tolerance for the establishment
of racial domination in school activities such as,
certain sports, clubs, etc., and for the develop-
ment of group turf, such as exists at Sheridan
High School, also supports resegregation within
the school itself. Several schools offered examples
of activities dominated by one racial group or the'
other, and authors commented n tile fact that,
when,one group became the apparent majority in
an activity, the other simply withdrew from
participation; it appears to be a "zero-sum"
proposition. In' one school where a balance
between groups was for a time maintained- as a4
matter of organization policy, the balance was lost
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AS soon as the policy was discarded.
The studies do not claim that 'one group

deliberately drives out the other in these
situations. Observations indicate that a is. more a
matter of informal, individual choke. The ex-
perience of the one white member of the Pawnee
High School basketball team suggests that it is
possible for individuals to maintain 'membership
ht groups which interesi them, even if they are not
members of the dominant group. Clement and
Livesay tiee "Cooperative encounters" where
members of different groups cooperate on tasks
of mutual interest as a positive force for increasing
inter-group contact. Formal or informal organi-
zational support for the domination of one group
or another in an activity or location in the school
contributes to the potential for resegregation.

Individual behavior is also a factor in re-
segregation, most strongly at the secqndary school
level where more situationi of choice are available.

, to students in both classes and activities. As the
papers point out, given a choice, most students
will choose to associate with other students like
.themselves. Segregated residential patterns reduce
the opportunities for inter-group friendships to
develop outside the school boundaries. Stereotypes
and coMmunity tensions ffect childrera. :as well as
adults. A few students May seek out friends in
other groups; Scherer and Slawski note that one
coping strategy available to individuals is the
development of a "special friend" from the
different group. But as Clement and Livesay point
out (42), casual acquaintances and "stereo-
typical encounters" are the mbre common pattern
in student relationships.

There is no ,generall'y accepted view that the
main goal of desegregated schools is to foster close

"friendships between members of &trent racial
and ethnic groups. DeVelopment of mutual under-
standing and the ability to cooperate around tasks,
of mutual ccincern is the -more commonly-
accepted goal ; Sagar and Schofield (87) quote
Cohen on the appropriate criteria of desegre-
gation as "a reasonable degree of, social
integration arid a lack of overt conflict" which
allows completion of "thetask at hand." The iriew
of desegregation as access gives no guidance about
the development of any .kind of inter-group
relations. The evidence of the papers supports the
view that the promotion of better inter-group

yelations is not a clear direCtive fok the
desegreg2ted schools. The combination of
external influences, school policies and stddent
behaviors promote the resegregation of the
internal school environment, lacking any directive

; to the _contrary.

The Priority of Order
The papers that deal with the internal

functioning of the desegregated school all indicate
diat maintaining order and avoiding conflict have
high priority both for the organization and its
individual members as well al for the comMunity.
Given the level of tension and hostility which
sorrounds the question of desegregated schools at
the national level and the situations in somecof the
study communities, it is a realistic concern. In
spit of the fact that researchers noted no
instances of serious conflict or 'violence in the
schools studied, the possibility was clearly of great
concern to studenta, teachers, administrators and
community groups. This possibility is underlined
by Noblit and Collins' perception that the'
potential for disruption and disorder was one of
the few sources of power for lower class black
students within the school organization. The
physical mixiqg of different racial groups within
the same school building without violence or
serious conflict was truly an accomplishment in
several of the schools.

A concern for order and the avoidance of
conflict also has the advantage of being a focus for
policy and program which candot be questioned.
Clement and Livesay note the use of the "rhetoric
of conern" (44) as a major policy standard in at
least one school. In light of the - differing
definitions of desegregation and the differing
community expectations for the process, avoiding
conflict is a goal which can attract support from
all sides. It has, therefore, achieved greater
prominence as an educational priority under de-
segregation, ind this -has had consequences for
school program. Scherer and Slawski see 'it in
terms of a general shift from normative
compliance, where the school population obeyed
rules because they shared the underlying values, to
coercive compliance, where the school population
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obeys rules becathe they wish to avoid punish- A
ment. Some of the consequences of an emphasi*
on order and xonflict avoidance have led to
increased control over student movement, and a
consequent reduction in opportunities for inter-
group contact and interaction.

Clement and Livesay describe one form of
conflict avoi ce as "color blind" where, in ordkr
to prevent an 'bility of racial confrontation,
the meition o race in any ..tchool context is
prevented by both formal and informal sanctions,
to the extent that children will notinclude color,/,s;
a physical description of another child
assured that it is acceptable to do so.
authors note that conflict avoiaance exttnds to
avoidance of the school and ics program, ranging
in style from refusing to participate in class
(sleeping, head on desk, etc.) to skipping class.
Denial of the existence of diversity or withdrawal
from the situation does not provide an apnosphere
in which whatever problems are associated with
inter-group relations in the school can be dealt
with constructively.

OrganizationalReaction
The values "which the schools espouse, and

which underlie much of what is taught there, are
essen;ially class-related rather than race-related.
The organizational reaction to desegregation, as
illustrated by the schools studied, may be
summarized as an effort to maintain these
traditional values and pass them on to a clientele
which, increasingly, holds other values which do
not always harmonize with those of the school.
Scherer and Slawski represent this in the shift
from normative to coercive authority which
assumes that increasing numbers of clients will not
respond to the norms of the organization and
must, therefore, be cornpeRed to comply with
organizational requirements by other means. ,
Sagar and Schofield describe it as the "assimi-
lationist" perspective which Assilmes that all
participants must be adjusted tti the standards of
one group.

Noblit and Collins sho'w a clear picture of this
clash of values in their description of the ways fn.
which lower class black students are alienated
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from the school organization and the efforts which
these students make to maintain thtir values in the
face of what they perceive as constant attack on
them.-The authors note that this attack is as much
a question of class as race, perhaps more, but it is
not so interpreted by the students who equate the
required middle class behavior as "acting white
and see efforts on the part of aspiring blacks to

\ display these behaviors as a betrayal of the race.
Sagar and Schofield note that the school has
always sorted on the basis of class, and the fact
that black students are more likely to come from
lower class rather than middle class backgrounds
makes sorting mechanimis de facto discrimi-
natory. The students' perception of sorting as.
totally oriented to ethnic identity simply increases
their alienation. The schools, however, continue
to pursne the traditional procedures.

The Sthools' efforts to maintain their existing
educational activities and procedures to the
greatest degree possible with their new popu-
lations have led to varying specifics of behavior.
Clement and Livesay see these behaviors as
ranging along a continuum from denial of race as
a factor of significance to public recognition of
racial-ethnic groups in the organization of
activities and territory. Ali give priority to conflict
avoidance although the methods through which
this end is sought vary depending on the school's
view of race as something to be denied or
acknowledged. Innovative behavior or program-
ming to promote better inter-racial relations or

' increase inter-group understanding has not been
widespread. As noted earlier, two schools have
made efforts to de-emphasize tracking and
grouping. Several individmal examples of insagi-
native teaching approaches and teacher efforts to

,

recognize that the presence of diverse groups in
the same' educational program might present
special problems are citeti, as is the special' effort
to "make it work" in the first year of the
desegregation program at one high' school. But
these appear to be the exceptions and examples
are also offered of teacher fear and-or reluctance
to deal with the question of inter-group dealings
and problems. As one paper netes, teachers
declare their inability to cope with the sensitive
issues of racial differences in the classroom
without some special preparalion but showino
special eagerness to receive sucl training. In the



one school situation whore such training was
offered, teachers did not appear to demonstrate
much enthusiasm for it. The general reaction of
the schools in this situation can be described in
Sagar and Schofield's term 'business as usual."

a

Individual Response
Given that the organization response to

desegregation has been "business as usual': as
much as possible, the "responsibility of dealing
with the special opportunities or problems which
the desegregated school situation presents has
become, as several authors point out, the res-
ponsibility of the hidividual student or teacher,
iituation bysituation. Successes and failures are to
be treated as individual, not organizational
concerns. Any signals given by the organization to
suggest appropriate ways for individ to handle
new or unfamiliar situations are ''xed. They
range from denial of race as a matter of
importance to tacit acceptance of .racial domina-
tion of activities and-or locations.

Signals from the wider commlinity also vary as
several authors have shown. While the organi-
zation and the community may give Off conflicting
signals about the meaning of happenings, they 4o
not offer any direct guidance or- help in , the
development of ways to deal with problems for
students or teachers, such as the training
opportunities and teaching methods suggested by'
Sagar.and Schofield. There is no strong indication
that individuals irt the schools are seeking such
help, either, and some indications that some, at
least, might resist it.

The combination of organizational "business as
Usual" and placement of responsibility on the
individual for handling problem situations has led
to the developmenr of individual behaviors
(Scherer and Slawski's "coping strategies") which,
are aimed, for the most part, at protecting the
individual and complying with traditional school
procedures as much as possible. Although Scherer
and Slawski detail some active, positive response
to the new situation oi l! the part of the school
community ("making it work"), the majority of
the strategies they discuss aim gkeeping things
ring with making trouble. Whether the authority
straucture be normative or coercive, the focus of

most coping strategies is maintaining some degree
of organizational participation and avoiding
conflict.

Clement and Livesay, in their discussion of
encounters and representations, also demonstrate
that the bulk of both are directed at maintaining
the operation of the organization while keeping
the individual out of conflict situations. Only a,
few members of either group involved are able to
risk the development of "deeper, friendship"
relations with their highest potential for the
development of conflicts.

Another consequence of making the individual
responsible for handling problemi in the

. desegregated school is that even when his or her
responses are counter-productive in terms of
'educational accomplishment, as in the case of
Noblit and Collins' lower class biack students, the
organdation has no alternatives or guidance to
offer. Since the problem is the individual's
problem, the failure to solve it is the individual's
failure. In this way, problems within the school
cannot contribute to pressure on the organization
for, solutions.

Ethnographic Methods
As a group,- the papers in this volume

demonstrate the capability of the ethnographic
method as a tool of policy research. Several
authors discuss directly the need to inform policy
decisions with the type of understanding which
-results from this approach to a complex social
situation. Each paper's perspective, dealing as it
does with a different conceptual model, permits
an exploration of the interaction of forces ittcolved
in the situation of desegregation 'in the schools
from points which relate to different aspects of

" policy making.
Sullivan's focus on the community aspects Of

desegregation in the schools, 'and the different
outcomes of different combinations of political,
economic and social factors, offers guidance for
the application of different approaches in
different communities. For example, he notes how
quality of education and employment opportunity
generated different amounts of minority concern,
depending on the historical role of the school for
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the minority community and the economic and
political configuration of the city. The sasool as
an agency for transmission of sociak and cultural
values is particularly sensitive to influences in 4te
community as u whole; as Scherer and Slawski
noted, a policy paralysis in dealing with .
desegregation beyond the 'mechanisms of legal
compliance resulted in the schools because of the
differ= meaninia and significance of the event to
various elements in the community. Sullivan
suggests lww characteristics of the community anl
the processes of interest group interaction and
negotiation are important for the development of
educational policy, planned or unplanned. ,

' If Sullivan suggests the relevince of community
characteristics and processes to policy develop-
ment, those papers dealing with the internal
functioning of the school orgartization indicate the
need to consider the inter-relatedness of the
organizational parts. Pólicy expressed in terms of
only ohe aspect of the organization as .court-
ordered desegregation was expressed in terms of
composition of the population of students and
staff has coniequences for,other aspects of the
organization's functioning., NSithout an under-
standing of how those aspects are related, policy,
makers cannot be assured that the actionseethey
have .recommended will have the results they
desire. One of the problems with dependence on
the results of quarftitative research alone' as the.
informer of policy is that all variables necessary to,
and existing in, a situation must be known befOre
the research is undertaken in order to formulate
the research questions properly. Noblit and
Collins (70) discuss the significance of this ',re-
quirement for the structure of the qtiantitative
research design and the policy situation. The
ethnographic approach does not assume such a
degree of advance knowledge about the social
situation in question, but looks for relevant
variables to become apparent as the social
processes 'are observed and recbrded. The
ethnographer's perception of what is going on-is
rooted in observations of behaviors; the positivist
perception is rooted in theory as, applied co the.
social scene. A combination of the t4o
perspectives would offer policy makers .the
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maximum opportunity to understand the com-
plexities of any social situation which requires
some kind of action fOr change.

In Conclusion
In addition, then, to their individual insights,

the papers in this volume as a group offer an
opportunity to increase public understanding of
the social complexity of school desegregation.
They indicate that the public ambivalence about
the proper function of public education, and
controverly and conflict about the meaning- of de-

- segregation, have limited`the schOols' appioach to
the creation. of desegregated educational oppor-
tuftities to matters of access access to schools for
the students, .aecess to jobs for the staff. The

'nature of the situation created by mixing two
previously separate groups, and any problems
related to that mixiitg, are seen differently in dif-
ferent khools, conditioned !iy the circumstances
and expectations of their communities. There is
no commonly accepted understanding of what, if
anything, is or should -be different about a de-
segregated school and what are the kppropriate
behaviors for its participants.

The papers also illustrate -that The responses,
both of school organizations and individual parti-
cipants in the schools studied, are -directed more
at maintaining existing understandings about the
functioning of the school and avoiding conflict
than at exploring any new opportunities which the

itesegregated school, environment might offer.
Safety and avoidance of conflict are high priorities
in school operation and in individual strategies;
both because of the actual potential for violtrke
and conflict in the situation, and because preser-
vation of order is a goal that all participants can
support.

The results Of 'these responses have been the
placement of responsibility for managing inter-
racial trivironment on the indiyidual instead of on
the organization, and a high amount of voluntary
and involuntary resegregation within the walls of
the school itself. "Getting along," avoidance,
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denial era withdrawal have been the most ;
frequent responses, allowing the individual to
'remain within the organization while avoiding the
possibility4for, conflict.

It must, be remembered that the dchools
included ih tirse studies see themselves and are
seen by rleir; eommunities, and _by others as

. .

A

successful instances of desegregation. Their ex-
periences are mod* for other schools anci suggest
*the limits ot what can be accomplished under
present policies'and dermitkins. the ethnogrephic
approach can offer direction for development of
new policies ina programs. as it reieals the
complexity of the facto.'" involved in this'social
situatioh.

Appendix
Research Teams and Final Reports

. ,

.1n 1975, the National Institute of Education
contracted' with a nuinber of researih teams to
crduct ethnographic studies of desegregated
s4lotots OVer a period of about two years. During,
1978, the following 4ive final were

6511bl:flitted

,
The Emerging Order: An Ethnography of a

Southern Desegregated School, by Dorothy
. C. Clement, Margaret .Eiserlhart, Joe R.

Harding, with Michael Livesay (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina)

Stratificati Resegregation: The Case Of
çover,P4School, Memphis, Tennessee.
by Thomas W. Collins and George W. Noblit
(Memphist TE: Memphis State University)

Field Study of Culture- Contact and
Desegregation in an Urban High School, by

4

P.

Francis A I Ianni, Mercer Lee Sullivan,
Maigaret Orr, Semuel Henry, and John
Mavros.INew York, NY: rHorace Mann
LincOln Institute,. Teachers College, .'
Columbia University)

Hard Walls Soft Wills: The Social Ecology
of in Urban' Desegregaiect kfigh*hool, by
Jacqueline SCheier (Rochester, MI: Oakland :-
University) and Edward J. Slawski, Jr: ,

Social Process and Peer Relations,in a '",Nearly'
Integieted" Middle School, by Janet Ward
Schofield with H. Andrew Sagar (Pittsburgh,
PA : University of Pittsburgh).

In eadition to these final reports there was an
interim report from the team headed by Julie
Stulac, which had been organizationally located
in the PO West . Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development.
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